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Summary

Every day, people in Brazil put themselves at risk to defend the Amazon rainforest from illegal logging. They are public officials who work for the country’s environmental agencies and police officers who fight environmental crime; they are small farmers who dare to tell authorities the names of those sending in chainsaws and wood-hauling trucks; they are Indigenous people who patrol their territories on foot, in boats, and on motorcycles, armed with bows and arrows and GPS, to protect the forests that they depend on to sustain their families and preserve their way of life.

The defenders take this risk with little expectation that the state will protect them as they confront loggers who brazenly violate Brazil’s environmental laws — and who threaten, attack, and even kill those who stand in their way.

Illegal deforestation in the Brazilian Amazon is driven largely by criminal networks that have the logistical capacity to coordinate large-scale extraction, processing, and sale of timber, while deploying armed men to protect their interests. Some environmental enforcement officials call these groups “ipê-mafias,” referring to the ipê-tree whose wood is among the most valuable and sought-after by loggers. Yet these loggers’ quarry includes many other tree species — and their ultimate goal is often to clear the forest entirely to make room for cattle or crops.

The stakes of the showdown between the forest defenders and these criminal networks extend far beyond the Amazon, and even the borders of Brazil. As the world’s largest tropical rainforest, the Amazon plays a vital role in mitigating climate change by absorbing and storing carbon dioxide. When cut or burned down, the forest not only ceases to fulfill this function, but also releases back into the atmosphere the carbon dioxide it had previously stored. Sixty percent of the Amazon is located within Brazil, and deforestation accounts for nearly half of the country’s greenhouse gas emissions, according to government data.

For more than a decade, preserving the Amazon rainforest has been a central component of Brazil’s commitment to take measures to curb global warming. Under the 2015 Paris
Agreement on Climate Change, it committed to eliminating all illegal deforestation—which accounts for 90 percent of all deforestation—in the Amazon by 2030.

A 2019 report of the Special Rapporteur on human rights and the environment states that the right to a safe, clean, healthy and sustainable environment includes a safe climate, and that “failure to fulfill international climate change commitments is a prima facie violation of the States’ obligations to protect the human rights of its citizens.”

For Brazil to meet its Paris Agreement commitment it will need to rein in the criminal groups that are driving much of the deforestation. And that, in turn, will require protecting the people who are struggling to defend the forest from their onslaught.

During his first year in office, President Jair Bolsonaro has shown little interest in doing either. On the contrary, he has scaled back enforcement of environmental laws, weakened federal environmental agencies, and harshly criticized organizations and individuals working to preserve the rainforest. His words and actions have effectively given a green light to the criminal networks involved in illegal logging, according to environmental officials and local residents. By doing so, he is putting both the Amazon and the people who live there at greater risk—and he is undercutting Brazil’s ability to fulfill its commitment to reduce its greenhouse gas emissions and help mitigate global warming.

**Violence Linked to Illegal Deforestation**

The problem of violence by loggers in the Amazon did not begin with Bolsonaro. Human Rights Watch conducted more than 60 interviews with federal and state officials involved in environmental or criminal law enforcement in the Amazon region, as well as another 60 with members of Indigenous communities and other local residents, and found a broad consensus that this violence has been a widespread problem in the region for years.

More than 300 people have been killed during the last decade in the context of conflicts over the use of land and resources in the Amazon—many of them by people involved in illegal logging—according to the Pastoral Land Commission, a non-profit organization affiliated with the Catholic Church that keeps a detailed registry of cases based on information gathered largely by its lawyers, who monitor cases of rural violence throughout the country. There are no comparable statistics compiled by government agencies, and
federal prosecutors cite the commission’s numbers as evidence of the scope of the violence by loggers.

This report documents 28 such killings, most of them since 2015 — plus four attempted killings and more than 40 cases of death threats — in which Human Rights Watch obtained credible evidence that the perpetrators were engaged in illegal deforestation and the victims were targeted because they stood in the way of their criminal enterprise. Some of these victims were environmental enforcement officials. Most were members of Indigenous communities or other forest residents who denounced illegal logging to authorities or sought in other ways to contribute to Brazil’s efforts to enforce its environmental laws. Examples documented in this report include the following:

- Environmental defender Dilma Ferreira Silva and five other individuals were killed in Pará state in 2019 under orders — according to police — of a landowner involved in illegal logging who feared Silva and the others would report his criminal activities.
- A resident of the Terra Nossa settlement in Pará state was killed and another disappeared after they announced plans to report illegal logging to authorities in that settlement in 2018. The brother of one of the victims, who was investigating the crime, was also killed, as was the leader of a small farmers’ trade union after he too announced plans to report the illegal logging. Residents of the settlement told Human Rights Watch that all four men were killed by members of an armed militia working for a criminal network of local landowners involved in illegal logging. An internal report by inspectors from INCRA, the federal land reform agency, found that the landowners were indeed responsible for illegal deforestation in the area, as well as illegal mining and the occupation of federal lands.
- Naraymi Suruí, a leader of the Suruí Paiter Indigenous people, was attacked by gunmen two weeks after confronting illegal loggers inside the Sete de Setembro Indigenous Territory in Rondônia state in 2017. Two people whom he recognized as loggers fired gunshots five times at him and his wife, Elizângela Dell-Armelina Suruí, without striking either.
• State police sergeant João Luiz de Maria Pereira was killed by a suspected logger while participating in an anti-logging operation in the Jamanxim National Forest in Pará state in 2016.

• Environmental defender Raimundo Santos was killed in 2015 after reporting illegal logging in the Gurupi Biological Reserve in Maranhão state. A landowner allegedly involved in illegal logging confessed to police that he had hired a retired police officer who, in turn, hired two active officers, to murder Santos.

• Eusebio Ka’apor—a leader of the Ka’apor people involved in organizing forest patrols to prevent loggers from entering Alto Turiaçu Indigenous Territory in Maranhão state—was shot in the back and killed by two attackers on a motorcycle in 2015. Shortly after his death, six of the seven members of the Ka’apor Governing Council, which coordinates the patrols, received death threats from loggers.

• Osvalinda Marcelino Alves Pereira and her husband, Daniel Alves Pereira, both small-scale farmers, have suffered repeated death threats for nearly a decade since they began reporting illegal logging by a criminal network near their home in Pará state. In 2018, they found two simulated graves dug in their yard, with wooden crosses affixed on top.

While most of the cases documented by Human Rights Watch occurred in the states of Pará or Maranhão during the past five years, the report also includes examples from previous years and from other states that support the claim by federal and state law enforcement officials that violence by loggers is a widespread and longstanding problem in the Brazilian Amazon.

Failure to Investigate and Prosecute
Perpetrators of violence in the Brazilian Amazon are rarely brought to justice. Of the more than 300 killings that the Pastoral Land Amazon has registered since 2009, only 14 ultimately went to trial. Of the 28 killings documented in this report, only two did. And of the more than 40 cases of attacks or threats, none went to trial—and criminal charges have, to date, been filed in only one case.

This lack of accountability is largely due to the failure by police to conduct proper investigations into the crimes, according to federal and state prosecutors, and environmental officials. Local police, who themselves acknowledge shortcomings in the
investigations, told Human Rights Watch that the lack of effective investigations is due largely to the fact that the crimes tend to occur in remote communities or places that are far from the nearest police station.

To assess the dynamics of impunity described by officials, Human Rights Watch examined how the police responded to killings in one region of Maranhão state—encompassing four Indigenous territories—where Indigenous peoples who have taken a stand against illegal logging report being victims of violent reprisals by loggers. There have been 16 killings reported in this region since 2015, including at least eight which local Indigenous leaders believe were reprisals by loggers. None have been successfully brought to trial.

Human Rights Watch interviewed police officers involved in the investigations of six of the 16 killings and identified serious flaws in their handling of the cases: in at least two, police investigators did not visit the crime scene and in five, there was no autopsy. A local police chief claimed that the remote locations of the crimes contributed to these failures. Yet Human Rights Watch found that in at least four of the six cases, the deaths occurred in urban centers with local police stations, not remote locations.

Federal police and prosecutors told Human Rights Watch that such omissions were commonplace in the investigations of killings by loggers conducted by state police, who have jurisdiction over ordinary cases of homicide.

Undoubtedly, there are cases of violence by loggers in which the remoteness of the crime scene could complicate efforts to conduct prompt investigations. But it need not make it impossible. Indeed, Human Rights Watch documented 19 killings and three attempted killings in remote locations in the Amazon in which police did conduct investigations that led to criminal charges being filed. The different police response, however, may be explained by the fact that 17 of these killings attracted national media attention.

Investigations of death threats by loggers fare no better. Officials and victims told Human Rights Watch of cases in which police in both Maranhão and Pará states refused to even register complaints of threats.

By failing to investigate the death threats, authorities are abdicating their duty to try to prevent violence by the criminal groups involved in illegal deforestation, and increasing
the likelihood that the threats will be carried out. In at least 19 of the 28 killings documented in this report, the attacks were preceded by threats against the victims or their communities. If authorities had conducted thorough investigations of these prior acts of intimidation, they might have averted the killings. Examples documented in this report include the following:

- Gilson Temponi, president of a farmers’ association in Placas, Pará state, reported illegal logging and death threats from loggers to state and federal prosecutors in 2018. In December of that year, two men knocked on his door and shot him to death.
- Armed men threatened and attacked small farmers at Taquaruçu do Norte, in Mato Grosso state, for more than a decade to try to expel them from their land so that loggers could exploit timber in the area. In 2007, they killed 3 farmers and tortured at least 10 others, the Pastoral Land Commission reported. Residents also reported to the police attacks and threats in 2010, 2012, and 2014, but investigations never progressed, a Mato Grosso public defender told Human Rights Watch. In April 2017, armed men killed nine residents of Taquaruçu do Norte in what came to be known as the “Colniza massacre.”

Inadequate Protections for Forest Defenders
Since 2004, Brazil has had a program to protect defenders of human rights, including environmental defenders, which, in theory, should be able to provide protection to forest defenders who receive death threats. More than 400 people are currently enrolled in the program countrywide, most of them defenders of Indigenous rights, rights to land, or the environment.

The program aims to provide an array of protection measures to those enrolled, such as visits from program staff to defenders, maintaining phone contact, giving visibility to their work, and mobilizing other institutions to provide protection. Its mandate also includes developing “institutional strategies” to address the root causes of risk or vulnerability for those under protection.
However, government officials and forest defenders interviewed by Human Rights Watch unanimously agreed that in practice the program provides little meaningful protection. Generally, it involves nothing more than occasional phone check-ins.

In Pará, the state with the highest reported number of killings in conflicts over land and resources, prosecutors sued the state and federal governments in 2015 after finding that the federal program to protect human rights defenders was “completely ineffective.” In April 2019, a judge agreed with the prosecutors, ordering state and federal officials to provide more robust protection to five forest defenders threatened by loggers.

**The Human Cost of Inadequate Environmental Enforcement**

In 2016, Brazil signed the Paris Agreement on Climate Change and committed to eliminating illegal deforestation by 2030 in the Amazon. Between 2004 and 2012, the country had reduced overall deforestation in the Amazon by more than 80 percent, from almost 28,000 square kilometers of forest destroyed per year to less than 4,600. But deforestation began to climb in 2012, and by 2018 it had reached 7,500 square kilometers. That total is expected to be significantly larger in 2019.

Brazil’s success in curbing deforestation prior to 2012 was in part a result of the use of near real-time satellite imagery to locate and shut down illegal logging sites. It was also due to the creation of protected areas — conservation reserves and Indigenous territories — encompassing hundreds of thousands of square kilometers throughout the Amazon region, where special legal restrictions on land-use protect the forest.

But several developments combined to reverse this progress. Among them, loggers turned increasingly to techniques for removing trees that make it more difficult for satellite surveillance to detect the scope of the damage that is underway. At the same time, the country’s federal environmental enforcement agencies suffered budget and personal cuts that have reduced the number of field inspectors available to conduct deforestation-monitoring operations.

Indigenous communities and other local residents have long played an important role in Brazil’s efforts to curb deforestation by alerting authorities to illegal logging activities that might otherwise go undetected. Several studies based on satellite data show that
deforestation is much lower in land securely held by Indigenous peoples than in other comparable areas of the Brazilian Amazon, indicating that Indigenous territories are particularly effective as barriers against illegal logging. This contribution has become all the more vital in recent years given the diminished ability of Brazil’s environmental agencies to deploy inspectors to monitor what is happening on the ground.

In Maranhão state, for example, as the capacity of federal government agencies to enforce environmental laws has diminished, members of four Indigenous communities – whose territories include some of the state’s last patches of pristine forest – have organized as “forest guardians.” The “guardians” patrol their territories and report the illegal logging they encounter to authorities. The patrols have been instrumental in bringing about enforcement operations on some occasions. Yet they have also resulted in community members being threatened, attacked, and according to community leaders, killed by loggers.

The experience of these four communities illustrates the dynamic at play wherever forest defenders are confronting illegal loggers in the Brazilian Amazon today. The scaling back of the enforcement capacity of the country’s environmental agencies generates greater pressure on Indigenous peoples to take a more active role in defending their forests — and, in so doing, put themselves at risk of reprisals by loggers.

At the same time, the failure to investigate these reprisals allows the violence and intimidation by loggers to continue unchecked, fueling a climate of fear that reduces the likelihood that more people, both Indigenous people and local residents, will take that risk — thereby depriving Brazil’s environmental agencies of local support that is vital for their efforts to fight illegal deforestation.

**President Bolsonaro’s Anti-Environmental Policies**

To end illegal deforestation and meet its commitments under the Paris agreement to reduce greenhouse gas emissions, Brazil needs a government that is committed to upholding the rule of law in the Amazon. That means taking a clear stand to protect the country’s forest defenders — including both environmental enforcement officials and members of Indigenous and other local communities — as they seek to contain the criminal networks that engage in illegal logging.
Instead, Brazil has a leader who seems determined to do precisely the opposite. President Jair Bolsonaro appointed a foreign minister who opposes international efforts to address climate change—claiming they are “a globalist tactic to instill fear and obtain power”—and an environment minister who dismisses global warming as an issue of “secondary” importance. Both ministers have eliminated the climate change units within their respective ministries, while the environment minister has also cut the budget for the implementation of the Climate Change National Policy by 95 percent.

The Bolsonaro administration has moved aggressively to curtail the country’s capacity to enforce its environmental laws. It slashed the discretionary budget of the Ministry of the Environment by 23 percent—eliminating funds that were destined for enforcement efforts and for fighting fires in the Amazon. And on a single day in February, it fired 21 of IBAMA’s 27 regional directors responsible for approving anti-logging operations. As of August, nearly all of these senior enforcement positions remained unfilled.

The administration then enacted policies that effectively sabotage the work of the enforcement agents who remain. One is dismantling the department that coordinated major anti-deforestation operations involving various federal agencies and the armed forces. Another is a requirement—verbally communicated to agents but not written—that agents leave intact the vehicles and equipment they find at remote illegal logging sites, rather than destroying them as they are authorized to do by Brazilian law. Agents now have to remove that equipment through the rainforest, making them vulnerable to ambushes by loggers trying to retrieve it.

The administration has also moved to minimize the consequences faced by those caught engaging in illegal logging. During Bolsonaro’s first eight months in office, the number of fines for infractions related to deforestation issued by IBAMA fell by 38 percent compared to the same period the year before, reaching the lowest number of fines in at least two decades. In April, the government established that all environmental fines must be reviewed at a “conciliation” hearing by a panel presided over by someone who is not affiliated with the country’s environmental agencies. The panel can offer discounts or eliminate the fine altogether. And while the hearings are pending, the deadlines for payment are suspended. According to Suely Araújo, who was president of IBAMA until December 2018, the requirement of a conciliation hearing will cripple IBAMA’s ability to
sanction environmental violations by delaying proceedings that already take years to complete.

The administration has also moved to limit the ability of Brazilian NGOs to promote enforcement efforts. In April, President Bolsonaro issued a decree abolishing committees made up of officials and members of NGOs, which played an important role in the formulation and implementation of environmental policies. Among those affected was the steering committee of the Amazon Fund, a fund run by Brazil that has received 3.4 billion reais (more than US$820 million) in donations to preserve the Amazon rainforest. Ninety-three percent of the money has come from Norway and the rest from Germany. Both countries warned the Bolsonaro administration that they opposed changes to the representation of NGOs in the Fund’s steering committee, which approves the conservation projects. But in June, the government dissolved the committee. In response, Norway suspended its contributions to the Fund, the future of which is now uncertain.

These policy moves have been accompanied by expressions of open hostility by the president and his ministers toward those who seek to defend the country’s forests. As a presidential candidate, Bolsonaro attacked IBAMA and ICMBio, calling them “industries of fines” and vowing to put an end to their “festival” of sanctions for environmental crimes. In May, he told journalists that he was “removing obstacles” to economic opportunity imposed by the “Shia environmental policies” of previous administrations, using the word for one of the two branches of Islam as a synonym for radicalism.

Bolsonaro has been especially hostile toward the nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) that defend the environment and the rights of Indigenous peoples, claiming they “exploit and manipulate” Indigenous people and promising to fight their “Shia environmental activism.” Similarly, Bolsonaro’s vice president has said that Brazil’s economic potential is tied down by the “Shia environmentalism” of NGOs. And his environment minister has complained about the existence of “an industry of eco-Shia NGOs.”

This hostility has also extended toward European governments that have supported conservation efforts in the Amazon. While alleging that this support is motivated by a desire to exploit the forest’s riches for themselves, President Bolsonaro said in July 2019: “Brazil is like a virgin that every pervert from the outside lusts for.”
At the same time, the administration has signaled support for those responsible for the deforestation of the Amazon. After the mass firing of senior officials at IBAMA, Bolsonaro boasted to a gathering for landowners that he had personally ordered his environment minister to “clean out” the country’s environmental agencies. In July, shortly after assailants torched a fuel truck delivering gas for IBAMA helicopters conducting anti-logging operations Rondônia state, the environment minister met with loggers in the town where the assault had taken place and told them that the logging industry “needs to be respected.”

The anti-environmental policies and rhetoric of Bolsonaro and his ministers have put enforcement agents and local forest defenders at greater personal risk, according to senior federal prosecutors in the Attorney General’s Office, who say that reports of threats by criminal groups involved in illegal logging have increased since Bolsonaro took office. “It’s disturbing to see the state inciting threats against the state itself,” the head prosecutor in the environmental unit told Human Rights Watch. “Bashing government agencies is like music for illegal economic actors,” the head of the Indigenous rights unit said. “Loggers understand Bolsonaro’s statements as authorization to act.”

Since Bolsonaro’s election, the illegal logging by criminal networks in the Amazon has become more brazen, according to enforcement officials and residents. “They believe that they will be able to do whatever they want, and we won’t be able to impose fines on them or destroy their equipment,” one senior IBAMA official explained. Community leaders in two regions of Pará state told Human Rights Watch that they used to see trucks removing illegally-harvested timber from the forest only at night, but since Bolsonaro’s election, the trucks also pass in unprecedentedly large numbers and in broad daylight. Just in January, loggers invaded at least four Indigenous territories.

The impact on the rainforest has been dramatic. During Bolsonaro’s first eight months in office, deforestation almost doubled compared to the same period in 2018, according to preliminary official data. By August 2019, forest fires linked to deforestation were raging throughout the Amazon on a scale that had not been seen since 2010.

Such fires do not occur naturally in the wet ecosystem of the Amazon basin. Rather, they are started by people completing the process of deforestation where the trees of value have already been removed, and they spread through the small clearings and discrete
roads that have been carved by loggers, leaving veins of dryer, flammable vegetation that serve as kindling to ignite the rainforest.

According to federal and local law enforcement, the fires in 2019 were the result of an “orchestrated action” prepared in advance by the criminal organizations involved in illegal deforestation.

But rather than confront these criminal networks, the Bolsonaro administration responded to the fires with the same formula it has used to advance its anti-environmental agenda throughout the year. It sought to downplay the problem, claiming initially that dry weather was responsible for the fires. It then attacked the country’s environmental NGOs, with the president going so far as to accuse them, without evidence, of starting the fires in an effort to embarrass the government. And it lashed out at foreign leaders, dismissing international concerns about the damage being wrought to the world’s largest rainforest and one of its most important carbon sinks.

Only after a growing number of Brazilian business leaders raised concerns that the government’s response to the fires was damaging the country’s international image did Bolsonaro announce the deployment of the armed forces to put them down.

What the Bolsonaro administration has not done is announce any plan to address the underlying problem that drives the deforestation: the ability of criminal networks to operate with near total impunity in the Amazon, threatening and attacking the forest defenders who attempt to stop them. As long as this violence continues unchecked, so too will the destruction of the rainforest, the preservation of which is crucial to Brazil's efforts to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and to the world’s effort to mitigate climate change.
Key Recommendations

Brazil should take urgent steps to end impunity for acts of violence related to illegal deforestation in the Amazon.

- The Minister of Justice should convene federal and state law enforcement authorities including prosecutors, police, and environmental agents, to draft and implement a plan of action – with meaningful input from civil society representatives – to address the acts of violence and intimidation against forest defenders and dismantle the criminal networks involved in illegal deforestation in the Amazon region.
- The Federal Attorney General should make the issue of violence in the Amazon a top priority, including by conducting extensive reviews of documented cases of violence and threats to identify patterns and perpetrators, seeking federalization of cases of serious human rights violations that are not properly investigated by state authorities, and ensuring that its Amazon working group has sufficient resources and personnel to investigate and prosecute those responsible for illegal deforestation and violence.
- Congress should establish a Congressional Investigative Commission (CPI in Portuguese) and conduct public hearings to examine the criminal networks responsible for illegal deforestation and acts of violence and intimidation against forest defenders in the Amazon.

Brazil should support and protect its forest defenders.

- The Bolsonaro administration should express clear public support for all the forest defenders who seek to uphold the law in the Amazon region and commit itself to dismantling the criminal networks involved in illegal logging and to holding their members accountable for their crimes.
- Federal and state authorities should establish mechanisms whereby police, prosecutors, and environmental agencies meet regularly and maintain direct channels of communication with communities and individual forest defenders so that they can report illegal deforestation and acts of violence or intimidation.
- The Ministry of Human Rights should improve the federal program to protect human rights defenders, including forest defenders, by:
  - Tailoring protection plans in consultation with forest defenders at risk to address their specific circumstances, through such measures as providing internet connections, installing security cameras, and covering the cost of deploying law enforcement agents to accompany them or monitor their situation.
  - Coordinating with local NGOs and pressing state and federal authorities to address reports of illegal deforestation and violence filed by forest defenders.
- Congress should ratify the Escazú Agreement, which requires states to guarantee a safe and enabling environment for those who defend the forest by protecting them and investigating crimes committed against them.

Brazil should strengthen environmental protection in the Amazon rainforest as part of its human rights obligations.

- The Bolsonaro administration should repair the damage done to the state agencies responsible for environmental protection and ensure that their enforcement agents have the autonomy, tools, and resources needed to safely and effectively carry out their mission.
- The Bolsonaro administration should end its verbal attacks on – and unsubstantiated allegations against – environmental and other nongovernmental organizations and re-establish collaboration between federal agencies and civil society groups working to protect forest defenders, Indigenous rights, and the environment.
- The federal government should take adequate measures to meet Brazil’s commitments to mitigate climate change, in particular its pledged reductions in deforestation and greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions, by both protecting forest defenders and strengthening environmental protection, as laid out in the recommendations above.
Methodology

In researching this report, Human Rights Watch interviewed more than 170 people, including more than 60 members of Indigenous and non-Indigenous communities who have suffered violence or threats from people involved with illegal logging; as well as civil and federal police officers; state and federal prosecutors; public defenders; representatives of the federal agencies IBAMA, ICMBio, and FUNAI; other state officials; representatives of civil society organizations; and academics.

We conducted most interviews in person in Maranhão October 24-November 4, 2017 and June 3-12, 2018; in Brasília, April 3-4, 2018, October 15-16, 2018, January 14-15, 2019, April 24-27, 2019, July 2-5, 2019, and August 15-17, 2019; in Pará, April 27-May 4, 2019; and in Amazonas, on June 27, 2019. We also conducted interviews by telephone and messaging services between November 2017 and July 2019.

For data on killings in conflicts over land and resources we relied on the work of the Pastoral Land Commission, a Catholic Church affiliated non-profit organization founded more than 40 years ago with attorneys around the country who track and collect information on those cases and provide legal and other assistance to victims and their families. State and federal authorities do not gather data about cases involving conflicts over land and resources. The federal Attorney General’s Office itself uses the Pastoral Land Commission’s data.

Human Rights Watch selected Maranhão, Pará, and Amazonas states to conduct on-the-ground research in consultation with local organizations working on rural violence and Indigenous rights. In Maranhão, Human Rights Watch staff traveled to the Indigenous territories of Alto Turiaçu, Araribóia, Caru, and Governador because the Ka’apor, Tenetehara (also known as Guajajara) and Pyhcop Catiji (also known as Gavião) people living there have established forest patrols to defend their land. That environmental defense work has made them vulnerable to threats and attacks from loggers. Pará is the state with the highest number of killings due to conflicts over land and resources. Amazonas is the state with the largest section of the Amazon rainforest. We also conducted phone interviews about cases in Mato Grosso and Rondônia states.
In Brasília we interviewed authorities and activists during several visits. We also interviewed Indigenous people participating in an annual gathering known as “Free Land Camp” in April 2019.

Human Rights Watch staff conducted most interviews in Portuguese. We conducted two interviews in Indigenous languages, translated into Portuguese by Indigenous people, and a few interviews in English with English-speaking activists. Interviews were one-on-one and, in a few instances, in groups, depending on the preferences and customs of the interviewees.

Human Rights Watch identified interviewees through NGOs, officials, news media, and witnesses, who referred us to other people with whom we could speak.

Human Rights Watch has withheld publication of the identities of four witnesses for security reasons, and of seven public officials who requested that their names be kept confidential because their superiors had not authorized them to speak publicly or because they feared reprisals if they spoke openly about the failings of state institutions.

Human Rights Watch informed all participants of the purpose of the interview and that the interviews might be used publicly. They consented orally. No interviewee received compensation for providing information. We reimbursed the cost of transportation, modest lodging, and meals to three interviewees who traveled to a central location to meet with us.

Human Rights Watch examined copies of statements witnesses made to authorities, data provided by government agencies during meetings and upon request, case files, judicial decisions, and publicly available official information. We also reviewed academic publications and reports from research centers and NGOs.
Glossary of Terms and Acronyms

Amazon
For the purposes of this report, Brazil’s “Amazon” refers to the area known as “Legal Amazon” under Law 1,806/1953 that includes the states of Acre, Amapá, Amazonas, Mato Grosso, Pará, Rondônia, Roraima, Tocantins, and the western part of Maranhão.

Amazon Task Force
A working group of federal prosecutors specialized in combatting environmental crimes in the Amazon region, established by the attorney general in 2018. The group has a federal prosecutor working exclusively for the task force, while others combine it with their regular duties. Because of the limited resources, the Task Force currently focuses mostly on fighting deforestation in the southern part of Amazonas state.

Conservation Reserves
Nature areas with special restrictions on the use of land and waters. Federal conservation reserves are managed by ICMBio, while those created by states and municipalities are managed by local government entities. Law 9985 of July 18, 2000, which regulates conservation reserves, divides conservation reserves into two types: (1) Integral Protection Conservation Reserves, which bar human settlement inside the reserve but allow for research and, in some cases, visiting; and (2) Sustainable Use Conservation Reserves, which allow people to live inside the reserve as long as they use resources in a sustainable manner.

Demarcation of Indigenous Territory
The process whereby the federal government recognizes a claim by Indigenous peoples to a certain geographic area and establishes exclusive use of the territory for those peoples. Brazil’s Constitution entrusts the federal government with the obligation to demarcate Indigenous territories. The process includes conducting anthropological and other studies to assess the claim to the territory and define the territory’s limits, and an administrative approval process that ends with a decree by the president and the registration of the Indigenous territory in Brazil’s land registry.
DETER

Real-Time Deforestation Detection System (DETER), a system created by Brazil’s National Space Research Agency (INPE) to provide near real-time alerts of deforestation for enforcement purposes based on satellite imagery. The alerts are an indication of deforestation but, because of cloud cover and other factors, they are not as accurate to estimate total deforestation as the data produced by the Deforestation of the Legal Amazon Satellite Monitoring Project (PRODES), also created and run by INPE.

Environmental crime

For the purposes of this report, we consider environmental crimes those crimes related to the damage or destruction of the environment by individuals or companies, as established by Brazilian law. Under Brazil’s 1998 Environmental Crime Law, those crimes include harvesting timber in government-owned forests and transporting, buying, or selling illegally-harvested timber, among others. Federal and state police enforce environmental criminal law.

Environmental defender

For the purposes of this report, we consider environmental defenders those people who fall under the definition of “environmental human rights defenders” laid out by the UN special rapporteur on human rights defenders in 2016: “Individuals and groups who, in their personal or professional capacity and in a peaceful manner, strive to protect and promote human rights relating to the environment, including water, air, land, flora and fauna.”

Environmental infraction

For the purposes of this report, we consider environmental infractions those established by Brazilian law. The 1998 Environmental Crime Law establishes criminal and administrative punishment for individuals and companies for harming the environment. Decree 6514 details what constitutes administrative environmental infractions, such as deforesting inside conservation reserves or transporting and buying or selling illegally-obtained timber, and the corresponding fine. Those provisions are enforced by IBAMA and ICMBio at the federal level, and by states and municipal environmental agencies at the local level.
Fazendeiro
Rancher or large farmer in Portuguese.

Forest defender
For the purposes of this report, we consider forest defenders anyone who takes steps to protect the forest from illegal deforestation, such as local residents who seek to provide information about environmental crimes to police and prosecutors, indigenous people who patrol the forest, indigenous leaders who set up and support those patrols, and public officials who plan or conduct environmental law enforcement operations and activities.

FUNAI
The National Indian Foundation (FUNAI), the federal agency that protects and promotes indigenous rights.

IBAMA
The Brazilian Institute of the Environment and Renewable Natural Resources (IBAMA), the country’s main federal environmental protection agency. It is tasked with civil enforcement of federal environmental law throughout Brazil. It can fine those who violate these laws.

ICMBio
The Chico Mendes Institute for the Conservation of Biodiversity (ICMBio), the federal agency that manages and protects federal conservation reserves. ICMBio agents have authority to conduct civil enforcement of environmental law within federal conservation reserves and the surrounding “buffer zone.”

INCRA
The Colonization and Land Reform National Institute (INCRA), the federal government agency that carries out land reform by creating rural settlements for poor farmers and establishing land titling and property rights in public lands.

INPE
Brazil’s National Space Research Agency (INPE), a research agency of the Ministry of Science, Technology and Innovation that provides annual official estimates of deforestation in the Amazon, near-real-time deforestation alerts for enforcement purposes, and near-real-time forest fire information, among other activities.
Indigenous Territory
For the purpose of this report, we consider Indigenous territories those defined by Brazil’s law. Brazil’s Constitution defines the territories as those on which Indigenous people “live on a permanent basis, those used for their productive activities, those indispensable to the preservation of the environmental resources necessary for their well-being and for their physical and cultural reproduction, according to their uses, customs and traditions.” The Constitution grants the federal government ownership of Indigenous territories (Article 20) and Indigenous people the exclusive use of those territories (Article 231).

PRODES
The Deforestation of the Legal Amazon Satellite Monitoring Project (PRODES), a system run by the National Space Research Agency (INPE) that produces annual official estimates of clear-cut deforestation in Brazil’s Amazon through analysis of satellite imagery.

Protected Areas
For the purpose of this report, we consider protected areas to be conservation reserves and Indigenous territories, as defined by Brazilian law. Legal restrictions on land-use protect the environment in these areas.

Note on the Use of Indigenous Names
Some Indigenous people use their names in their Indigenous language, which are different from their legal names in Portuguese. When interviewees provided their Indigenous names, the report uses those names and provides their Portuguese names in footnotes. Some Indigenous persons have as their last name in Portuguese the name of their people, and others use it by choice as an affirmation of their identity. A 2012 joint resolution by the National Council of Justice and the National Council of Federal Prosecutors grants Indigenous people the legal right to use the name of their ethnic group as their last name. Because of that, many of the Indigenous people interviewed in this report have as their last name the Portuguese name of their ethnic group, such as Gavião, Guajajara, and Ka’apor.
I. The Fight against Illegal Deforestation

Climate Change and the Amazon

For more than a decade, Brazil has identified the fight against illegal deforestation of the Amazon rainforest as a central component of its contribution to global efforts to mitigate climate change.

In 2016, following the adoption of the Paris Agreement on Climate Change, Brazil committed to reduce its greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions by 2025 to 37 percent of its 2005 levels, and 43 percent by 2030.¹ Deforestation is a primary source of the country’s GHG emissions, accounting for 46 percent in 2017, according to government data compiled by the Climate Observatory, an NGO. Moreover, more than 90 percent of the deforestation in 2017 and 2018 was illegal, according to the government. Brazil pledged in 2009 to reduce deforestation in the Amazon to below 3,925 square kilometers per year by 2020; in 2016,

³ In 2018, the federal government started calculating how much deforestation was authorized by federal, state, and municipal agencies, and how much was not. The first data published showed that environmental agencies authorized deforesting 500 square kilometers from August 2016 to July 2017—7.2 percent of the total deforestation that year, and 6.8 square kilometers from August 2017 to July 2018—7.8 percent of total deforestation. “Taxa de desmatamento na Amazônia Legal,” Ministry of the Environment news release, November 23, 2018, http://www.mma.gov.br/informma/item/51256-govern-feder-divulga-taxa-de-desmatamento-na-amazonia.html (accessed July 1, 2019). The Ministry of the Environment established the system to help it achieve its commitments under the Paris Agreement. Portaria MMA No. 373/2018, September 19, 2018.
when it signed up to implement the Paris Agreement, it committed to reducing illegal deforestation in the Amazon region to zero by 2030.\textsuperscript{4,5}

Although Brazil succeeded in reducing deforestation in the Amazon by 83 percent from almost 28,000 square kilometers of forest destroyed in 2004 to less than 4,600 square kilometers in 2012, since 2012 deforestation in the Brazilian Amazon has climbed, reaching 7,500 square kilometers in 2018.\textsuperscript{6} This is almost double the amount it had committed, in 2019, to reaching by 2020.\textsuperscript{7} Between August 2018 and June 2019, deforestation increased by 15 percent when compared with the same period the year before, according to Brazil’s National Space Research Agency, INPE.\textsuperscript{8}


\textsuperscript{5} Federative Republic of Brazil, “Intended Nationally Determined Contribution Towards Achieving the Objective of the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change”, NDC Registry, September 21, 2016, 2, 3, https://www.unfccc.int/sites/submissions/INDC/Published%20Documents/Brazil/1/BRAZIL%20INDC%20english%20FINAL.pdf (accessed July 9, 2018).


Deforestation in Brazil’s Amazon

The blue line shows Brazil’s 2009 commitment to reduce total deforestation in the Amazon to below 3,925 square kilometers per year by 2020. The yearly figures reported by INPE cover the 12-month period from August 1 of the previous year through July 31. Source: INPE.

Success in curbing deforestation prior to 2012 resulted, in part, from the creation of protected areas—conservation reserves and Indigenous territories—encompassing hundreds of thousands of square kilometers throughout the Amazon region, where special legal restrictions on land-use protect the forest. Brazil also stopped providing subsidized

---


10 Conservation reserves are nature areas with special restrictions on the use of land and waters for environmental protection. Under article 15 of the 1998 Environmental Crime Law, committing environmental crimes inside those areas is an aggravating factor. Indigenous territories are areas owned by the federal government inside which one or more Indigenous peoples have the exclusive use of natural resources, which they can use only in a sustainable way. Environmental Crime Law, Law 9,605, February 12, 1998, http://www.planalto.gov.br/ccivil_03/leis/9605.htm (accessed August 21, 2019); Constitution of the Federative Republic of Brazil, art. 20, 236-237, http://www.stf.jus.br/arquivo/cms/legisla%C3%A7%C3%A3oConstitucional/anexo/brazil_federal_constitution.pdf (accessed June 22, 2019).

A 2010 study by Britaldo Soares-Filho from Minas Gerais Federal University and other authors calculated that, between 2002 and 2009, Brazil designated 799,000 square kilometers as protected areas in the Amazon region, including Indigenous territories, strictly protected conservation reserves, and sustainable use conservation reserves. The study found there was less deforestation in areas inside protected areas, compared to similar areas outside, and concluded that their creation contributed to the steep decline in deforestation during that period. Britaldo Soares-Filho et al. (2010). “Role of Brazilian Amazon protected areas in climate change mitigation.” Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences, 107(24), June 15, 2010, pp. 10821–10826, https://www.pnas.org/content/107/24/10821 (accessed June 17, 2019).
loans to rural producers in the Amazon who lacked legal title to the land or did not comply with environmental regulations. But possibly the most important factors were the use of near real-time satellite imagery to locate illegal logging sites and forceful law enforcement to shut them down.

In recent years, this progress has been undermined by a variety of factors, including cuts to funding and personnel of the major enforcement agencies, an amnesty for illegal deforestation included in the 2012 Forestry Code, as well as by loggers adopting techniques for removing trees that are not as susceptible to detection by satellite surveillance.

---

11 In 2008, Brazil’s Central Bank published Resolution 3,545 that conditioned the concession of subsidized rural credit in the Amazon upon proof of legal title to the land and compliance with environmental regulations. A 2016 study estimated that total deforestation from 2008 to 2011 was about 60 percent smaller than it would have been in the absence of the policy. Juliano Assunção et al., “The Effect of Rural Credit on Deforestation: Evidence from the Brazilian Amazon,” Climate Policy Initiative, September 2016, https://climatepolicyinitiative.org/wp-content/uploads/2013/01/CPI_Technical_Paper_Does_Credit_Affect_Deforestation_UPDATE_set2016.pdf (accessed August 23, 2019).


Environmental Law Enforcement and Forest Conservation

Brazil has a comprehensive legal framework for environmental protection. The 1998 Environmental Crime Law establishes criminal and administrative punishment for individuals and companies for harming the environment, such as harvesting timber in government-owned forests and transporting, buying, or selling illegally-harvested timber.¹⁴ Punishment includes prison sentences for individuals and for companies, suspension of activities and a prohibition on signing contracts with the government.

Decree 6514 details what constitutes administrative environmental infractions and the corresponding fines. Under the Brazilian Forestry Code, private landowners in the Amazon...
region must maintain 80 percent of the forest on their property as a nature reserve. They can only extract timber from the reserve if environmental agencies authorize a forest management plan of selective cutting of trees that will maintain biodiversity and forest cover and facilitate growth of native species. In addition, they must maintain the forest around streams and lakes and other special geographic areas.

Law 9985 regulates “conservation reserves,” nature areas with special restrictions on the use of land and water for environmental protection. Committing an environmental crime in those areas is an aggravating factor. There are two types of conservation reserves: (1) Integral Protection Conservation Reserves, which bar human settlements but allow research and, in some cases, visiting; and (2) Sustainable Use Conservation Reserves, which allow people to live inside the reserve as long as they use resources in a sustainable manner. Federal, state, and municipal authorities can create conservation reserves after conducting technical studies about the area and, in most cases, public consultation.

Indigenous territories are also protected areas, as the law prohibits non-Indigenous people from carrying out logging or any other economic activity inside them, and allows

---

Indigenous peoples to use resources only in a sustainable way. Brazil’s Constitution entrusts the federal government with the obligation to “demarcate” Indigenous territories. Demarcation is an administrative process of legal recognition of lands “traditionally occupied” by Indigenous peoples. The process includes conducting anthropological and other studies to assess the Indigenous people’s claim to the territory and to define the territory’s limits, and an approval process that ends with a decree by the president, the removal of any non-Indigenous resident from the territory, and the registration of the Indigenous territory as property of the federal government.

There are multiple government agencies that play a role in enforcing this legal framework and curbing illegal logging in Brazil. At the federal level, these include:

- The Brazilian Institute of the Environment and Renewable Natural Resources (IBAMA), tasked with civil enforcement of federal environmental law throughout Brazil. It can fine those who violate the law. It does not have criminal law enforcement authority, although under Brazilian law IBAMA agents—just like any other citizen—are legally authorized to detain someone in the act of committing an environmental crime and hand them over to police.

---

20 Brazil’s Constitution considers Indigenous territories (terras indigenas in Portuguese) those on which Indigenous people “live on a permanent basis, those used for their productive activities, those indispensable to the preservation of the environmental resources necessary for their well-being and for their physical and cultural reproduction, according to their uses, customs and traditions” (Article 230). The Constitution grants the federal government ownership of Indigenous lands (Article 20) and to Indigenous peoples the exclusive use of those lands. Article 231 establishes that “the lands traditionally occupied by Indians (sic) are intended for their permanent possession and they shall have the exclusive usufruct of the riches of the soil, the rivers and the lakes existing therein.” The Constitution allows Indigenous peoples to use those resources for their subsistence, according to their customs and traditions, without restrictions. The Constitution does not forbid Indigenous peoples from carrying out commercial logging activities. If they do, they would have to respect all environmental laws, including sustainable forest practices and the prohibition of exploiting certain tree species. For a discussion of the legal framework see: Instituto Socioambiental. “Atividades econômicas.” Povos Indígenas no Brasil, n.d., https://isb.socioambiental.org/pt/atividades_economicas(accessed June 22, 2019). Constitution of the Federative Republic of Brazil, art. 20, 230-231, http://www.stf.jus.br/arquivo/cms/legislacaoConstitucional/anexo/brazil_federal_constitution.pdf (accessed June 22, 2019).
• The Chico Mendes Institute for the Conservation of Biodiversity (ICMBio), manages and protects federal reserves. ICMBio agents have authority to conduct civil enforcement of environmental law within federal conservation reserves and the surrounding buffer zone.

• The Federal Police, in charge of criminal enforcement of environmental laws in federal areas, including Indigenous territories and federal conservation reserves.

• The Federal Attorney General’s Office, responsible for prosecuting illegal logging in Indigenous territories, federal conservation reserves, and other federal lands, since these are federal crimes. In 2018, the attorney general created the Amazon Task Force, a group of federal prosecutors specialized in combatting environmental crimes in the Amazon region. The group only has one federal prosecutor working exclusively for the task force, while other prosecutors must fit it in along with their regular duties. Because of limited resources, the Task Force focuses mostly on fighting deforestation in southern Amazonas state. Federal prosecutors have jurisdiction over criminal investigations in cases involving “collective rights and interests, especially those of Indigenous communities,” regardless of whether the crime occurred on federal land or not. The federal attorney general can also request the Superior Court of Justice to approve the federalization of cases of serious violation of human rights that are not properly investigated and prosecuted by state authorities.

• The National Indian Foundation (FUNAI), the federal agency that protects and promotes Indigenous rights. It plays a crucial role in environmental enforcement by alerting environmental agencies, police, and prosecutors when loggers encroach onto Indigenous territories.


29 Human Rights Watch phone interview with Amazonas federal prosecutor Michelle Diz y Gil Corbi, a member of the Amazon Task Force, August 21, 2019.


At the state level, the government agencies involved in enforcing environmental laws include:

- **Environmental secretariats**, which promote environmental protection on state lands, manage state conservation reserves, and carry out environmental licensing at the state level.\(^2\)
- **State military police**, which has specialized units that fight environmental crime by conducting patrolling operations in rural areas and detaining any loggers they encounter in the act of destroying the forest.
- **State civil police**, which investigates environmental crimes on state, municipal, and private lands.
- **State prosecutors**, who prosecute environmental crimes in those same areas.

IBAMA and ICMBio can fine loggers, confiscate equipment used for illegal logging, and, in extreme cases, burn that equipment when its transport is inviable or would put the environment or its agents at risk.\(^3\) IBAMA and ICMBio often conduct joint operations with support from federal and state police. Federal and state police can detain people engaged in illegal logging anywhere.\(^4\)

While these federal and state agencies were able to make important progress in curbing illegal deforestation prior to 2012, personnel and budget cuts have weakened their capacity to enforce environmental laws.

---

31 ICMBio has jurisdiction to fight environmental crime within those federal reserves and “buffer” areas around the reserves. Some of these buffer areas are within Indigenous territories. The states’ environmental agencies—including Maranhão’s SEMA—do not have jurisdiction inside Indigenous territories, but their work also impacts these territories. For instance, those state agencies need to ensure that the permits they issue for sawmills and forest management projects are not used to pass timber illegally obtained in Indigenous lands for legally harvested wood. See for instance a description of Maranhão State’s Environmental Secretariat: “A Secretaria”, SEMA, January 10, 2017, http://www.sema.ma.gov.br/conteudo/404/A_SECRETARIA (accessed June 17, 2019).


34 Police can detain loggers for a variety of crimes besides illegal logging, such as false evidence in a criminal organization, forging documents, money laundering, and occupying public lands. See as an example, “Operação desarticula quadrilha de desmatadores que movimentou R$1,6 bil no Pará,” IBAMA news release, June 10, 2016, http://www.ibama.gov.br/noticias/55-2016/147-operacao-desarticula-quadrilha-de-desmatadores-que-movimentou-r-16-bil-no-par (accessed July 1, 2019).
In 2009, IBAMA employed some 1,600 inspectors throughout Brazil. By 2019, it employed 780. Only a fraction of these inspectors is devoted to the Amazon region, leaving large swaths of rainforest with limited presence of IBAMA inspectors. For instance, there are just eight IBAMA inspectors for the western half of Pará, an area almost as big as France. Similarly, the number of FUNAI staff has declined by about 30 percent since 2012, from 3,111 to 2,224 in 2019.

The reduction in personnel has taken place in the context of reduced state funding for these agencies. From 2016 to 2018, IBAMA’s annual expenditures in real terms — corrected for inflation — fell by eight percent, and FUNAI’s by 11 percent.

Organized Crime and Illegal Deforestation

Illegal deforestation in the Amazon is a multi-million dollar business that involves both illegal logging, illegal deforestation, and illegal occupation of public land. A single trunk of ipê, the trees of the Handroanthus genus that are a preferred target of loggers for their hardwood, fetches between 2,000 and 6,000 reais (between US$500-$1,500).

---

36 The 1,600 inspectors in 2009 and the 780 in 2019 included field agents and others who work borders and airports. Human Rights Watch interviews with Suely Araújo, then IBAMA president, Brasília, April 3, 2018; and Luciana Evaristo, then director of director of environmental protection at IBAMA, Brasília, April 3, 2018.
37 Open letter by IBAMA agents to IBAMA president, August 26, 2019, copy on file at Human Rights Watch.
38 Human Rights Watch interview with a high-level IBAMA official, Pará, May 3, 2019. He asked that his identity be kept confidential because he did not have authorization from his superiors to speak publicly.
39 FUNAI provided Human Rights Watch the staff numbers upon request. Staff numbers include employees originally assigned to other government agencies but temporarily working at FUNAI.
42 A square meter of ipê sells for about 2,000 reais (US$500) once sawn and each ipê has between one and three square meters of usable timber, federal police said. Human Rights Watch interview with federal police officers Julio Sombra Oliveira and Romiro Souza Lima, São Luís, November 2017.
Over the past decade, loggers have relied on several tactics to evade enforcement of the laws restricting deforestation. One involves the use of lumber extraction methods that are less likely to be detected by satellite surveillance. They typically begin by cutting only the most valuable timber, opening only small clearings, and leaving other vegetation “to fool the satellite,” according to Luciano Evaristo, who served as the director of environmental protection at IBAMA for a decade, until January 2019.\(^4\) While small-scale clearings accounted for only a quarter of deforestation in 2002, by 2012 they accounted for more than half, according to an estimate by the Climate Policy Initiative, an international think tank.\(^4\) Loggers also build their camps under trees so that they are not visible from helicopters and keep cut timber in the forest and bring it out slowly instead of accumulating large quantities in sawmills, where it can be discovered.\(^4\)\(^5\)

The impact “is like termites,” discretely eating away the forest at a multitude of sites, Maranhão state federal prosecutor Alexandre Soares told Human Rights Watch.\(^4\) Only once they have managed to remove all the valuable wood do they set fire to what remains, openly large swaths of land for cattle or, less frequently, farming.

Much of the illegal logging taking place in the Amazon today is carried out by criminal networks that have the logistical capacity to coordinate large-scale lumber extraction and

---

\(^4\) Human Rights Watch interview with Luciano Evaristo, then director of environmental protection at IBAMA, Brasília, October 15, 2018.


\(^5\) Human Rights Watch interview with Elizângela Ambé, chief of enforcement at IBAMA in Maranhão State, São Luís, October 26, 2017.

deploy violence against those who would seek to stop them. IBAMA officials call these crime groups “ipê mafias,” a reference to the ipê wood that they harvest.47

Attorney General Raquel Dodge concurred.48 “Organized crime is responsible for deforestation in the Amazon,” she said, explaining that the logistics of timber harvesting, in remote locations, transportation, and sale abroad require “an organization.”

Criminal networks provide the capital to buy heavy equipment and hire workers, coordinate with sawmills, and arrange methods to pass illegally-harvested timber as a legal product. They are often led by fazendeiros (ranchers or large farmers in Portuguese), who hire local men to work in the forest for weeks at a time, frequently under degrading and abusive working conditions.49 They open paths within Indigenous territories and other federal and state forests using chainsaws, tractors, and trucks to extract the most valuable timber.50

47 Human Rights Watch interview with a high-level IBAMA official, Pará, May 3, 2019. He asked that his identity be kept confidential because he did not have authorization from his superiors to speak publicly.


49 Human Rights Watch interview with Luciano Evaristo, then director of environmental protection at EAMA, Brasília, October 15, 2018. Article 149 of Brazil’s Penal Code states that degrading working conditions and exhausting working conditions reach the level of slave-like conditions. Even though the penal code does not define those terms, labor inspectors often associate those conditions with risks to the health and life of the workers, and the violation of basic human rights. As an example of slave-like conditions in deforestation operations by criminal groups, see: “Operação desarticula quadrilha de desmatadores que movimentou R$1,0 bi no Pará,” IBAMA news release, June 30, 2016. http://www.ibama.gov.br/noticias/58-2016/147-operacao-desarticula-quadrilha-de-desmatadores-que-movimentou-r1-9-bi-no-par (accessed July 1, 2019).

50 Human Rights Watch interviews with Yuri Costa, federal public defender, São Luís, October 25, 2017; Ruhani Saldanha, Chief of Monitoring at the Gurupí Biological Reserve, Açaílândia, October 31, 2017; Ioné Missa da Silva Nakamura, Pará State prosecutor, Santarém, May 2, 2019; Francisco Fernino Silva, community leader in the Montanha Mansabai ICCRA settlement in Pará. Itaituba, April 30, 2019; and Franciel Souza Guajajara, then coordinator of the Aranbía forest guardians, Lagoa Comprida, June 8, 2018.
A dirt path opened by loggers to access timber in Alto Turiaçu Indigenous Territory, Maranhão, in November 2017. Photo by César Muñoz Acebes.

If they succeed in removing the most valuable lumber without being stopped, the loggers or other members of the criminal network typically cut the remaining vegetation, a process that is labor-intensive and requires substantial investment.51 Once cut vegetation is dry, they set it on fire. And then, they most often turn those areas into grass land for cattle; more than 60 percent of deforested areas end up as cattle ranches, while six percent are used for crops.52

---

51 Human Rights Watch interviews with Ruhan Saldanha, chief of monitoring at the ICMBio Gurupi Biological Reserve, Acatiaândia, October 31, 2017, with Luciano Evaristo, then director of environmental protection at IBAMA, Brasília, October 15, 2016, with an ICMBio official, Brasília, August 15, 2019, and with an IBAMA inspector, São Paulo, August 15, 2019. The officials asked that their name be withheld for fear of reprisals.

52 Human Rights Watch phone interview with Clarissa Gandour, senior researcher at the Climate Policy Initiative, August 8, 2019. A study by INPE and the Brazilian Company for Agricultural Research (EMBRAPA), a government-owned company, showed 62 percent of the deforested areas in the Amazon region in 2016 were turned into grass for cattle ranching. Only 6 percent of deforested areas were dedicated to crops, and 0.2 percent to mining. The rest was covered by secondary vegetation. Similar percentages were registered in years prior to 2014. No updated data is available. “TerraClass 2004 a 2014. Dinâmica da cobertura e do uso da terra no período de 10 anos nas áreas desflorestadas da Amazônia Legal Brasileira,” TerraClass Project Powerpoint presentation, May 4, 2016, copy on file at Human Rights Watch. For a description of TerraClass Project see its website: https://www.terraclass.gov.br/ (accessed August 8, 2019).
The criminal networks may keep those lands, dividing them into smaller plots and fabricating titles to the name of frontmen.\textsuperscript{53} Or they may raise cattle there for a few years, when the land is most productive, and then sell it, again with fabricated titles, a practice known as grilagem in Brazil, officials told us.\textsuperscript{54} For this, they count on other actors in the criminal networks: experts in geoprocessing who forge land surveys to register lands occupied by fazendeiros. Some crime networks are also involved in illegal mining in the areas they control.\textsuperscript{55} To protect and further their business, they sometimes bribe public officials and police.\textsuperscript{56}

A crucial part of these criminal networks is the armed men who protect their illegal activities. “They are very similar to militias,” Diego Rodrigues Costa, a Mato Grosso public defender, told Human Rights Watch, referring to the violent criminal organizations that operate in Rio de Janeiro and other urban centers in Brazil, dominating geographic areas and using violence and intimidation against the local population.\textsuperscript{57} Marco Paulo Froes Schettinto, executive secretary of the Indigenous rights unit at the Attorney General’s Office, concurred that some fazendeiros involved in illegal logging are forming “rural militias.”\textsuperscript{53}

Like the urban militias, these crime networks wield considerable economic power, which they use to influence or control local politics, officials and residents told Human Rights Watch.

\textsuperscript{53} Human Rights Watch interview with an ICMBio official, Brasilia, August 15, 2019. The official asked that their name be withheld for fear of reprisals.

\textsuperscript{54} Human Rights Watch interview with Ruhan Saldanha, chief of monitoring at the ICMBio Gurupi Biological Reserve, Açailândia, October 31, 2017; with an ICMBio official, Brasilia, August 15, 2019; and with an IBAMA Inspector, São Paulo, August 15, 2019. The official asked that their name be withheld for fear of reprisals. Occupying and selling public land is called grilagem because of the practice of putting the false titles in a box with crickets (iranos in Portuguese), who grow at and yellow the documents with their excrement, making them appear to be old. Pastoral Land Commission, “Conflitos no Campo 2017,” June 2018, pp 3945.

\textsuperscript{55} See Terra Nossa case below as an example.


\textsuperscript{58} Human Rights Watch interview with Marco Paulo Froes Schettinto, executive secretary of the Indigenous rights unit at the Attorney General’s Office, Brasilia, April 26, 2019. Luciano Evaristo also told Human Rights Watch in 2018, when he was director of environmental protection at IBAMA, that militias involved in illegal logging and land grabbing operate in some areas of the Amazon. Human Rights Watch interview with Luciano Evaristo, then director of environmental protection at IBAMA, Brasilia, October 15, 2018.
Watch. “In a town, you can have 20 sawmills supporting 400 workers and their families, which means up to 1,600 people directly dependent on the logging industry,” said an IBAMA enforcement agent. State and federal officials said it is common for members of the crime groups involved in logging to assume positions as council members, mayors, and state representatives.

Loggers launder timber by making it pass as legally-harvested lumber that ends up in domestic and, according to several Greenpeace investigations, international markets. For that, they work through companies that use fraudulent documentation to obtain logging permits, such as overestimating the volume of timber in the area to be legally logged, according to officials and agroecology experts.

A study by Brazilian and American forestry researchers that analyzed logging permits and timber volumes in Pará state — the largest timber producer in the Amazon — estimated that 74 percent of the 33,000 cubic meters of lumber licensed to be logged in 2017 was very likely overestimated. The timber did not actually exist in the areas were logging was permitted, and the “surplus” licenses would be used to legalize illegally-harvested timber.

---

59 Human Rights Watch interviews with Alexsander Soares, federal prosecutor, São Luís, October 25, 2017; Paulo Russo, ICMBio’s general coordinator of socio-environmental management, Brasília, April 4, 2018; Ione Missae da Silva Nakamura, Pará State prosecutor, Santarém, May 2, 2019; Paula de Tarso Oliveira, federal prosecutor in the state of Pará Santarém, May 2, 2019; Francisco Gonçalves da Conceição, Maranhão’s statesecretary of human rights and social participation, São Luís, June 4, 2018; Ossalinda Pereira, a community leader in the Anea INCPRA settlement, April 24, 2019 (place withheld); and Maria Márcia Epíndia de Melo, president of the Nova Vitória Rural Producers Association, one of the community associations in the Terra Nossa INCPRA settlement, Itaituba, April 29, 2019.

60 Human Rights Watch interview with an IBAMA inspector, São Paulo, August 15, 2019. The official asked that his name be withheld for fear of reprisals.

61 Human Rights Watch interviews with Alexander Soares, federal prosecutor, São Luís, October 25, 2017; Paulo Russo, ICMBio’s general coordinator of socio-environmental management, Brasília, April 4, 2018; and a high-level IBAMA official, Pará, May 3, 2019 (name withheld).


63 Human Rights Watch interview with Eder Carvalho, coordinator of the technical department at IBAMA in Maranhão state, São Luís October 2017; with Danielle Celentano, professor of the Agroecology Program at Maranhão State University, October 25, 2017; and telephone interview with a public official at the Maranhão environmental agency, SEMA, who requested anonymity, February 8, 2018.

the authors explained. In Maranhão, IBAMA officials told Human Rights Watch in 2017 that most of the logging permits in the Amazon region of the state were based on fraudulent information and had been cancelled.\textsuperscript{65}

\textit{Fazendeiros} raising cattle in illegally deforested and occupied land in the Amazon escape controls by either selling it to clandestine slaughterhouses, passing it for cattle raised in legal ranches, or selling it to cattle ranchers who specialize in cattle fattening and who in turn sell it to legal slaughterhouses.\textsuperscript{66}

- A criminal organization deforested 180 square kilometers, an area the size of Washington, D.C., in the municipality of \textit{Boca do Acre} in Amazonas state in the last few years, according to federal police.\textsuperscript{67} \textit{Fazendeiros} illegally logged in and occupied federal forests, and had five IBAMA employees on their payroll to protect their business, including the director of IBAMA in Acre state, according to the Amazon Task Force, the group of federal prosecutors specialized in combating environmental crimes.\textsuperscript{68} They also employed four state police officers as “a private militia” to protect their activities, said prosecutors. Using police cars, weapons, and uniforms, that militia threatened and attacked local residents—including attempting to kill a man, who suffered gunshot injuries but survived in March 2018,
prosecutors allege. Federal prosecutors charged 22 people with several crimes in June 2019, including forming a “criminal organization.”

- A criminal organization deforested 290 square kilometers in the municipality of Altamira, in Pará, from 2012 to 2015, an area almost three times the size of Paris, according to IBAMA. They deployed groups of 10 workers in public forests who lived in camps under degrading conditions and were paid only after felling all the valuable timber in the area, IBAMA reported. The loggers kept some tall trees to preserve canopy cover and operated undetected by satellites. They eventually deforested the areas completely and registered the land with forged documentation under the name of frontmen, IBAMA said. Members of the criminal group allegedly raised cattle there themselves or rented out the land. The racket generated 1.9 billion reais (US$600 million at the time) from 2012 to 2015, said IBAMA. In 2016, federal prosecutors charged 23 people with forming a criminal organization, money laundering, provoking fires, and corruption, among other crimes.

- A network of fazendeiros involved in illegal logging have gradually taken over much of the Areia INCRA settlement, in Pará, established in 1998 to provide plots to small families, according to an internal INCRA report obtained by Human Rights

---


72 Ibid.

Watch. Those fazendeiros use the settlement to access protected forests, residents told Human Rights Watch. The Instituto Socioambiental, a Brazilian environmental NGO, estimated loggers used the Areia settlement to illegally extract 23,000 cubic meters of timber from the Riozinho do Anfrísio Reserve just in 2017, worth 208 million reais (US$63 million at the time). The fazendeiros employ armed men to protect their activities and intimidate and kill those who obstruct their activities, community leaders reported. “They have organized armed groups. It’s a militia inside [the settlement],” Daniel Alves Pereira, a resident, told Human Rights Watch (see Section II).

- A network of fazendeiros had already illegally occupied federal land and exploited its timber when INCRA created the Terra Nossa settlement in Pará state more than a decade ago, according to community leaders in the settlement. INCRA inspectors who visited the area in 2017 confirmed in an internal report, obtained by Human Rights Watch, that these fazendeiros were involved in illegal deforestation, illegal occupation of federal land, and illegal gold mining. They carried out illegally-harvested Brazil nut trees and other valuable timber over the only road out of the settlement, according to the community leaders. The loggers employ armed...
men who operate as “a militia” — one of the community leaders told Human Rights Watch — and are apparently responsible for threatening and residents who have threatened their interests (see Section II).82

- A fazendeiro who illegally harvested timber in the Gurupi Biological Reserve employed armed men to harass and attack the Rio das Onças community and expel them from their land in Maranhão state, the director of the Reserve told Human Rights Watch.83 In 2015, the fazendeiro hired a retired police officer, who in turn hired two active military police officers to kill community leader Raimundo Santos, the fazendeiro later confessed to police (see Section II).84

- In Colniza, Mato Grosso state, fazendeiros and loggers who harvested timber illegally employed a group of hitmen known as “the hooded ones” to intimidate and attack local residents — even committing some killings — and expel them from their land, prosecutors said (see Section II).85

The Role of Indigenous Peoples and Other Local Residents

Indigenous peoples and local communities have always played an important role in enforcement efforts by providing government authorities with tips about illegal logging activities, according to IBAMA and federal police.86 This role has become more crucial with the loggers’ use of tactics to avoid satellite detection and the decrease in the number of inspectors. Given the vastness of the Amazon forest in Brazil — 3.5 million square kilometers — “it’s simply impossible to deploy [IBAMA] agents to control all this territory,”

---

82 Human Rights Watch interview with Maria Mârcia Elpídia de Melo, president of the Nova Vitória Rural Producers Association, one of the community associations in the Terra Nossa INCRA settlement, Itaituba, Pará, April 29, 2019.
84 Human Rights Watch interview with Julio Sombra Oliveira, federal police officer in charge of the investigation, São Luís, October 27, 2017.
86 Human Rights Watch interviews with Luciano Evaresto, then director of environmental protection at IBAMA, Brasília, April 3, 2018; with a high-level IBAMA official, Pará, May 3, 2019, who asked that his identity be kept confidential because he did not have authorization from his superiors to speak publicly; with Elizângela Ambé, chief of enforcement at IBAMA in Maranhão State, São Luiz, October 26, 2017; and with Julio Sombra, federal police officer, São Luís, October 26, 2017.
said Luciano Evaristo in 2018, when he was director of enforcement actions at IBAMA.\textsuperscript{87,88} Instead, they need to rely on members of Indigenous and other local communities to report illegal logging activities to them.

Evaristo gave as an example a 2016 operation against loggers who had destroyed 290 square kilometers of rainforest in Altamira, mentioned above. It was only possible because the Kayapó Indigenous people reported the illegal activity; satellites had not detected the clearing of the forest, he said.\textsuperscript{89}

Human Rights Watch saw firsthand the importance of information from local communities for enforcement efforts. In June 2018, following tips from an Indigenous leader, a Human Rights Watch researcher found a sawmill about five kilometers from Governador Indigenous Territory, and a few hundred meters from a busy dirt road on the outskirts of the small town of Amarante do Maranhão, in Maranhão state. It stood in a clearing, uncovered by vegetation. Nobody was there, but the tracks on which the saw was mounted were shiny and free of dust—a sign of recent use. A thick coat of sawdust covered everything else. The electrical wire bringing power disappeared into a wooded area, where the researcher could hear sawing. Human Rights Watch deployed a drone and, from the air, discovered a second sawmill. Local police told us there were no legal sawmills in Amarante. They said any sawmill operating there used illegally-harvested timber from Indigenous territories.\textsuperscript{90} Human Rights Watch provided images and GPS location of the two sawmills to two federal police officers and a federal prosecutor in Maranhão in June and October 2018, but received no response.

\textsuperscript{88}Human Rights Watch interview with Luciano Evaristo, then director of environmental protection at IBAMA, Brasília, October 15, 2018.
\textsuperscript{90}After discovering the two sawmills, the researcher went straight to the civil police station in Amarante to report the activity. Pedro Porto Filho, a civil police officer, said there were no legal sawmills in Amarante. Human Rights Watch showed him the photographs of the first sawmill, but Porto Filho neither noted its location nor asked for copies of the photographs. “Show them to the military police,” he said, and turned to his pile of papers. On June 21, 2018, Human Rights Watch sent pictures, video, and the GPS location of the sawmills to a federal prosecutor and a federal police officer in Imperatriz. In October 2018, we told a federal police officer in São Luís and sent the incrimination to him and, again, to federal police in Imperatriz. We received no response.
One of two illegal sawmills found by Human Rights Watch stands on the outskirts of Amarante do Maranhão, June 2018. Photo by Brent Stirton.

Members of Indigenous communities tend to be among the most active in supporting enforcement efforts aimed at curbing deforestation, according to federal authorities. This may explain why only three percent of all deforestation recorded from August 2017 to July 2018 in Brazil’s Amazon region occurred in Indigenous territories, even though those territories comprise 23 percent of the area.

A 2016 study by the World Resources Institute, a nongovernmental research organization with headquarters in the United States, found that deforestation on lands securely held by Indigenous peoples was 250 percent lower than in other comparable areas of the Brazilian

---

01 Human Rights Watch interviews with Luciano Evaristo, then director of environmental protection at IBAMA, Brasília, April 3, 2018; and with Julio Sombra, federal police officer, São Luis, October 26, 2017.

Amazon. It also estimated that if Brazil secured existing Indigenous lands for the next two decades, it could avoid yearly greenhouse gas emissions derived from deforestation equivalent to taking more than 6.7 million cars off the road for one year. The study concludes that demarcation and other measures to secure Indigenous lands can slow deforestation and reduce emissions.

Yet, the demarcation process, which as a final step requires a presidential decree establishing the Indigenous territory as demarcated land, has slowed down in recent years. Between 2007 and 2010, under President Luiz Inácio Lula da Silva, the federal government demarcated 77,000 square kilometers of Indigenous territories in the Amazon region. In the next four years, under President Dilma Rousseff, it demarcated 20,000 square kilometers. During Rousseff’s truncated second term, from 2014 to May 2016, it demarcated an additional 12,000 square kilometers. Under President Michel Temer, it demarcated just 192 square kilometers from May 2016 to December 2018. Since President Jair Bolsonaro took office in January 2019, the federal government has demarcated zero square kilometers, as of July 2019.

---

93 Helen Ding et al., “Climate Benefits, Tenure Costs: The Economic Case for Securing Indigenous Land Rights in the Amazon,” Executive Summary, World Resources Institute, October 2016, Figure 2, p. 1. http://www.wri.org/publication/climate-benefits-tenure-costs (accessed June 19, 2019). The study defines tenure security as both the certainty that a person’s rights over their land will be recognized by others and that it will be protected against specific challenges. It states that tenure security can be promoted and achieved by a range of actions, such as legal recognition, demarcation and mapping, land titling, and eviction of unwanted intruders. The study measured the effect of tenure security by comparing the rate of deforestation inside Indigenous forestlands with the rate on forestland outside that is similar in terms of the characteristics that drive deforestation. An earlier study, from 2006, by a tropical ecologist at the Woods Hole Research Center, a climate change think tank, found that Indigenous lands were “the most important barrier to Amazon deforestation” in Brazil. Using satellite maps, it found that many Indigenous territories prevented deforestation completely, despite high rates of deforestation along their boundaries, and that the occurrence of fire was four times higher outside Indigenous lands than inside. Daniel Nepstad et al., “Inhibition of Amazon Deforestation and Fire by Parks and Indigenous Lands,” Conservation Biology, 20(1), pp. 61–73, January 23, 2006. https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/pdf/10.1111/j.1523-1739.2006.00351.x (accessed June 19, 2019).


97 Email to Human Rights Watch from Fany Ricardo, coordinator of Indigenous peoples issues, Instituto Socioambiental, July 2, 2019.
CASE STUDY: The “Forest Guardians” of Maranhão

Shortcomings in Environmental Enforcement

The state of Maranhão lies on the eastern border of the Amazon region. The Amazon forest once covered about 110,400 square kilometers of the state, scientists estimate. By 1988, when the National Institute for Space Research (INPE) started monitoring the Brazilian Amazon, 61,100 square kilometers of this forest had been cleared – the lands since devoted to agriculture and cattle ranching. Since 1988, an additional 24,600 square kilometers have been destroyed, leaving 24,700 square kilometers of rainforest in the state.99

Of the remaining Amazon forest in Maranhão, almost half lies within the boundaries of Indigenous territories. An additional quarter of the forest lies within the ICMBio Gurupi Biological Reserve and other protected areas, and the rest in private land and in land reform settlements established by the National Institute of Colonization and Land Reform (INCRA), a federal agency, to provide plots to poor small farmers.100

---

99 Ibid., p. 694.
100 Satellite data show that Maranhão retains about 24,700 square kilometers of Amazon forest. The Indigenous territories contain 11,200 square kilometers of Amazon forest cover; the Gurupi Biological Reserve, a federal reserve managed by ICMBio, has 1,800 square kilometers of forest cover; other protected areas contain 4,200 square kilometers; and 7,400 square kilometers are within private lands and in INCRA settlements. Data compiled by Danielle Celentano, professor at Maranhão State University, based on satellite data from INPE’s PRODES project. Email message sent by Danielle Celentano to Human Rights Watch, October 5, 2019; Danielle Celentano et al., “Towards zero deforestation and forest restoration in the Amazon region of Maranhão state, Brazil,” Land Use Policy, 68, November 2017, p. 694, http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.landusepol.2017.07.041 (accessed July 9, 2018).
Alto Turiaçu, Awá, Caru, Araribóia and Governador Indigenous territories and the Gurupi Biological Reserve, managed by ICMBio, maintain the largest blocks of Amazon forest cover in Maranhão state (marked in green). The map shows in red the advance in deforestation along the edges of those reserves from 2007 to 2017.
During the last decade, federal and state enforcement agencies have worked together to curb illegal logging in Maranhão. With the assistance of the federal and state police, IBAMA and ICMBio have carried out a dozen major raids against illegal loggers operating on Indigenous lands and in the Gurupi reserve, seizing thousands of cubic meters of illegal timber and destroying trucks, tractors, and sawmills. The Maranhão state environmental agency (SEMA) has revoked most forest-management licenses in the Amazon region of Maranhão after finding they were used to disguise illegally-logged timber as wood lawfully obtained in authorized areas.

But environmental officials and police officers interviewed by Human Rights Watch in Maranhão acknowledged that enforcement efforts are insufficient. The chief problem is the lack of resources and staffing to carry out their job, they said.

For the entire state of Maranhão, IBAMA had only nine field inspectors in 2018 to monitor environmental crime of all kinds—not only deforestation. Maranhão is the eighth largest state in Brazil, totaling about 332,000 square kilometers, making it larger than Italy. An IBAMA official in São Luís, the state capital, told Human Rights Watch that the agency conducted only four monitoring operations a year in Indigenous territories, which maintain the largest blocks of remaining forest in Maranhão besides the Gurupi Biological Reserve, which is monitored by ICMBio agents. Even for those operations, the official said, IBAMA had to request support from staff in other states and from state police.

---


103 Officials from environmental agencies IBAMA, ICMBio and SEMA, from FUNAI, from the federal prosecutor’s office, the federal public defender’s office, the federal police, and civil police working off four different cities in Maranhão, told us enforcement efforts are insufficient and more resources are needed to fight environmental crime in the state.

104 IBAMA had 14 inspectors in Maranhão at the end of 2017, of whom five were in leadership positions and nine operated in the field. Human Rights Watch interview with Elisângela Ambé, chief of enforcement at IBAMA in Maranhão, São Luís, October 26, 2017.

105 Ibid.
In 2018, the Maranhão state environmental agency, SEMA, had at most 30 inspectors to monitor environmental crime, a high-level SEMA official told Human Rights Watch. While SEMA does not have authority to operate inside Indigenous territories, the agency is responsible for monitoring the borderlands outside those territories. These are the areas in which illegal sawmills are most often located.

The federal police chief in Imperatriz told Human Rights Watch that she lacked manpower to respond to all reports of environmental crimes. She said 30 federal police officers were stationed in Imperatriz, including those in charge of administrative tasks. That number is “clearly insufficient,” she said.\\

In 2016, FUNAI signed an agreement with the Maranhão state government to conduct joint state police and FUNAI operations against environmental crime within Indigenous territories. But the agreement was never implemented because FUNAI could not fund the logistics or the daily allowance for police officers.

In 2018, FUNAI had 26 employees in Maranhão, where 37,000 Indigenous people live. The agency had 12 vehicles, but ten were out of commission due to lack of maintenance. Eliane Araújo, then coordinator of FUNAI in the state, told Human Rights Watch that the FUNAI office in Maranhão had no yearly budget to maintain its vehicles and to develop its work. “I prepare the planning, but we don’t follow it,” Araújo explained, because she depended on the FUNAI headquarters in Brasília to release the funds, and they did not. “Indigenous people want the presence of FUNAI in their territories, but we are not there” for lack of resources, she said.

For travel by any employee, Araújo had to ask for authorization ten days in advance. This made it impossible to respond quickly to any urgent situation, such as a call from Indigenous people who encounter loggers in their territory, she said. The day Human Rights Watch interviewed Araújo, she said she was going to travel all night by bus from
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110 Human Rights Watch interview with Eliane Araújo, then coordinator of FUNAI in Maranhão, Imperatriz, June 12, 2018.
Imperatriz to São Luís for a meeting, with a ticket she would pay for herself. "It’s the worst moment at FUNAI in my 30 years here," said Araújo.

Federal prosecutors in Imperatriz denounced the “chaotic” situation in Governador and Araribóia Indigenous Territories and accused federal and state authorities of failing to both fight illegal logging and protect Indigenous people. The prosecutors pointed out that FUNAI and IBAMA lack sufficient funding to execute their duties.

**Indigenous Peoples Defend the Forest**

The Tenetehara, Pyhcop Catiji, and Ka’apor people of Maranhão consider land crucial for their survival. They depend on it for crops, including mandioc, rice, açaí palm, pumpkins, and beans. The land also provides them with fruits, fish, and animals; building materials, natural medicine, and materials for handicrafts; pigments for body paints; and raw material for musical instruments that they use in rituals. More than a source of materials, the land is the essence of their very culture; songs, dances, and ceremonies are about nature and their place in it, now and in the afterlife.

"The forest is our home; it heals our soul. Without it, we are nothing," said Iracajdu Ka’apor, a Ka’apor village chief.

---

111 Ibid.
112 Federal prosecutors made those claims in a lawsuit they filed in August 2018 against FUNAI, IBAMA, and the federal and state governments, in which they asked a judge to order the federal and state governments to develop and implement a plan to protect Governador and Araribóia Indigenous territories. The lawsuit was pending before an appeals court as of June 2019. Lawsuit signed by Maranhão federal prosecutors Jorge Mauricio Porto Klanovicz, Catarina Sales Mendes de Carvalho, and José Márcio do Carmo Pinto, August 21, 2018, copy on file at Human Rights Watch; Human Rights Watch communication via messaging service with Maranhão federal prosecutor Jorge Mauricio Porto Klanovicz, June 18, 2019.
Ka’apor boys in Alto Turiaçu Indigenous Territory, Maranhão state, in November 2017. Photo by César Muñoz Acebes.

Tenetehara youth use ink made from juice from the *jenipapo* fruit as body paint in Araribóia Indigenous Territory, Maranhão state, in November 2017. Photo by César Muñoz Acebes.
Eýy Cy, a Pyhcop Catiji village chief, told Human Rights Watch of the sadness he feels when he discovers areas deforested by illegal loggers within Governador Indigenous territory:

“I feel pain in my heart (when I see it) because we, the Pyhcop Catiji people, believe there is life after death, that our spirits transform themselves into trees, into animals. So, it is not just a tree, not just a forest that is there. What is there is a life, my ancestors’ lives.”

The egregious shortcomings in enforcement by state and federal authorities within Indigenous lands in Maranhão has led the Tenetehara, Ka’apor, and Pyhcop Catiji Indigenous peoples to step up efforts to protect the forest.

The Tenetehara, one of the largest Indigenous peoples in Brazil, live in 11 Indigenous territories in Maranhão, the largest of which are Araribóia and Caru. These territories are home to around 12,500 Tenetehara people and 500 Awá, also known as Guajá, including two groups in voluntary isolation. The Ka’apor live in the largest Indigenous territory in Maranhão, Alto Turiaçu Indigenous Territory, where there are also some Awá and Tembé, numbering about 2,100 people in total. A thousand Pyh Cop Catiji people and almost 600 Tenetehara live in Governador Indigenous Territory.

---

These four Indigenous territories, together with Awá Indigenous Territory and the Gurupi Biological Reserve, comprise most of the remaining Amazonian rainforest in Maranhão.

In Alto Turiaçu, Araribóia, Caru, and Governador Indigenous territories, Indigenous peoples have created patrols that they refer to as “Forest Guardians.” The guardians are community members who patrol the land in groups of up to 15 people, mostly men, in trucks, on motorcycles, in boats, and on foot, some of them equipped with GPS. They identify sites of illegal deforestation and provide authorities with names of loggers from towns around their territories. Sometimes they lead police to logging sites.

---

118 Tenetehara leaders of Araribóia Indigenous Territory told Human Rights Watch that one of their village chiefs, in about 2004, came up with the idea to establish an indigenous group to protect the land. Today, they call themselves Wazayza, meaning “keeper of the culture.” There are currently 120 forest guardians, 15 for each of the eight regions that comprise the Araribóia Indigenous Territory. The Tenetehara of Caru Indigenous Territory established their forest guardians—now 34 men—in 2013. The Pyhcop Catiji of Governador Indigenous Territory also established the forest guardians in 2013. They have 48 forest guardians, including three women, whom they call Pyhcop jö'p'ij Jamyr Catiji, guardians of the Pyhcop Catiji. In 2010, the Ka’a’por of Alto Turiaçu Indigenous Territory established the Ka’a’ por usak hı, which means forest guardians in the Ka’a’por language. The Ka’a’por have a legal association, Ka’a’por Tu Huru do Río Gurupi, but are internally divided. A group of Ka’a’por is organized around a “Governing Council” (tuxa ta pamá), whose members are elected by some villages. The other group is organized around traditional village chiefs. Both groups have forest guardians. Human Rights Watch interviews with José Inácio Alves Silva, president of the Commission of Village Chief and Leaders of Araribóia (COCALITE), Lazarro Comprida, Araribóia Indigenous Territory, June 8, 2018; with Franciel Souza Guaiçara, then coordinator of the Araribóia forest guardians, Lazarro Comprida, Araribóia Indigenous Territory, June 8, 2018; Cláudio José da Silva, coordinator of the Caru forest guardians, Caru Indigenous Territory, June 10, 2018; Marcelo Gavião, coordinator of the Pyhcop Catiji guardians, Governador village, June 6, 2018; Eyy Cy (Evandro Luís Bandeira), Governador village chief, Governador Indigenous Territory, June 6, 2018; Itahú Ka’a’por, member of the Ka’a’por governing council, Alto Turiaçu Indigenous Territory, October 28, 2017; and phone interview with Iracadju Ka’a’por, village chief of Alto Turiaçu Indigenous Territory, June 21, 2018.

119 Human Rights Watch has copies of letters sent to federal prosecutors and reports made to federal police with names of alleged illegal loggers from the Tenetehara, Ka’a’por, and Pyhcop Catiji. All those communities have also confronted a minority of Indigenous people in those territories who cooperated with the loggers.
The Pyh Cop Catiji forest guardians find a log bridge made by loggers to access timber inside the Governor Indigenous Territory, Maranhão, in November 2017. Photo by César Muñoz Acebes.

Patrolling the forest is often an arduous undertaking, according to members of the Forest Guardian patrols. On some patrolling trips, they sleep in the forest for weeks at a time. Some patrols lack money for gasoline and equipment, and for sustaining the guardians’ families when they are away.  

120 The Tenetehara of Araribóia and Pyxcop Catiji had no funding for the forest guardians, as of May 2019. From 2014 to 2017, FUNAI provided the Tenetehara with GPS training, three quadricycles and five motorcycles, plus gas and modest financial support for the guardians. The Centro de Trabalho Indígena, an indigenous rights NGO, also contributed with gas and food. By 2017, both FUNAI and the NGO had ceased support. FUNAI said it had no available funds. As of June 2018, the patrol was unable to use the quadricycles, because it did not have the funds to maintain them and pay for gas. The Pyxcop Catiji invested compensation money for the environmental impact of a dam built in Esreito to buy equipment, including a truck, a GPS, and uniforms. The Wryj Catê Association of Timbira Peoples of Maranhão and Tocantins, an NGO, and FUNAI also for several years provided modest funding to compensate the guardians for their work. By 2017, FUNAI had discontinued the support for lack of funding. Both the Tenetehara of Araribóia and the Pyxcop Catiji continue to patrol the forest as much as they can without external support. The Ka'apor and Tenetehara of Caru Indigenous Territory fund the guardians with compensation money from mining company Vale for the environmental impact of a freight line. The company provides 6 million reais (about US$1.5 million) a year to the people of Caru, Alto Tuiaçu, Awá, and Pindaré indigenous territories. Human Rights Watch interviews with José Inácio Alves Silva, president of the Commission of Village Chief and Leaders of Araribóia (COCALTE), Lagoa Comprida, Araribóia Indigenous Territory, June 8, 2018; with Franciel Souza Guaiarara, then coordinator of the Araribóia forest guardians. Lagoa Comprida, Araribóia Indigenous Territory, June 8, 2018; with Claudio José da Silva, coordinator of the Caru forest guardians, Caru Indigenous Territory, June 10, 2018; with Marcelo Gavião, coordinator of the Pyxcop Catiji guardians, Governador village, June 6, 2018; with Evandro C. (Evandro Luís Bandeira), Governador village chief, Governador Indigenous Territory, June 6, 2018; and telephone interview with Iracédu Ka’apor, village chief of Alto Tuiaçu Indigenous Territory, June 21, 2018.
To make it easier to patrol areas where there may be logging, the Ka’apor have built villages in strategically-located areas near the border of their land formerly occupied by loggers to facilitate forest protection.\textsuperscript{121} Similarly, the Tenetehara of Araribóia Indigenous Territory are constructing a base in a remote area of their land that has no villages and where illegal logging activity is at its most intense.\textsuperscript{122}

In Caru Indigenous Territory, a group of twenty-five “Women Warriors” are learning to pilot and deploy drones to detect deforestation.\textsuperscript{123} Some of them also go on patrol with the men.

Forest guardians have collaborated successfully with police on numerous occasions, according to community leaders and federal and state officials.\textsuperscript{124} The collaboration has included leading state police to logging sites in their lands.\textsuperscript{125}

- In 2016, Caru forest guardians led members of the environmental police battalion of the Maranhão military police through their territory, finding a logging truck, a tractor, and four men logging illegally.\textsuperscript{126} The police officers burned the vehicles but let the loggers go because they were in a very remote location and said they could not bring them to a police station.\textsuperscript{127}

\textsuperscript{121} Between 2013 and 2015, the Ka’apor founded villages in seven Ka’a usak pita ha, or “protection areas,” formerly occupied by loggers. Human Rights Watch interview with Itahú Ka’apor, member of the Ka’apor governing council, Alto Tuniçã Indigenous Territory, October 28, 2017.

\textsuperscript{122} Human Rights Watch interview with Franciel Souza Guajajara, then coordinator of the Araribóia forest guardians, Lagoa Comprida, June 8, 2018.

\textsuperscript{123} The “Women Warriors” give talks about environmental protection in the towns surrounding their land where loggers live. In December 2017, two “women warriors” were giving one of those talks in the town of NovoCaru when, according to one of the Indigenous speakers, a man in attendance threatened: “Next time a guardian takes away our equipment, there will not be an Indian left to tell the story.” Besides giving the talks, the “Women Warriors” are planning a project to collect forest seeds for a greenhouse. Human Rights Watch interview with Rosilene Guajajara de Souza, member of the Women Warriors, Caru Indigenous Territory, June 10, 2018.

\textsuperscript{124} Human Rights Watch interviews with Franciel Souza Guajajara, then coordinator of the Araribóia forest guardians, Lagoa Comprida, Araribóia Indigenous Territory, June 8, 2018; Cláudio José da Silva, coordinator of the Caru forest guardians, Caru Indigenous Territory, June 10, 2018; Julio Sombra, federal police officer, São Luís, October 26, 2017; Luciano Evaristo, director of environmental protection at IBAMA, Brasilia, April 3, 2018.

\textsuperscript{125} Human Rights Watch interviews with Invenam (Olimpio Guajajara), Araribóia Indigenous Territory, November 3, 2017; and Cláudio José da Silva, coordinator of the Caru forest guardians, Caru Indigenous Territory, June 10, 2018.

\textsuperscript{126} Military police is the force that patrols urban and rural areas in Brazil, whereas civil police is the force that investigates crimes.

\textsuperscript{127} Human Rights Watch interview with Cláudio José da Silva, coordinator of the Caru forest guardians, Caru Indigenous Territory, June 10, 2018.
However, even when the forest guardians do the work of locating sites of illegal deforestation or identifying those responsible, the authorities often fail to respond in a timely manner, if at all, forest guardians and Indigenous leaders told us.²⁸

- In September 2017, Tenetehara Indigenous people found motorcycle tracks inside Caru Indigenous Territory.²⁹ They arranged for a helicopter overflight of the area a month later and discovered that drug traffickers had razed the trees off 18 patches of land to plant marijuana.³⁰ A federal police officer who was on the flight took pictures of the marijuana fields. However, federal police took no action to destroy the illegal crops or to prevent drug traffickers from continuing to chop down the forest to plant marijuana, or apprehend the culprits. The federal police, the officer told us, did not have enough staff or money to mount such an operation.³¹

---

²⁸Human Rights Watch interviews with Cláudio José da Silva, coordinator of the Tenetehara guardians of Caru Indigenous Territory, Caru Indigenous Territory, June 9, 2018; with Ezi Ví (Evandro Luís Bandeira), Governor of the village chief, Governor of the Indigenous Territory, June 6, 2018; and with Iwramu (Olimpio Guajajara), coordinator of the Tenetehara guardians of Araribóia Indigenous Territory, Araribóia Indigenous Territory, November 3, 2017.

²⁹Human Rights Watch interview with Cláudio José da Silva, coordinator of the Tenetehara guardians of Caru Indigenous Territory, Caru Indigenous Territory, June 9, 2018.

³⁰Under a compensation agreement for environmental impact of a railway, mining company Vale makes available 140 helicopter hours per year to the Indigenous people in Caru Indigenous Territory. Human Rights Watch interview with Cláudio José da Silva, coordinator of the Tenetehara forest guardians of Caru Indigenous Territory, Caru Indigenous Territory, June 5, 2018.

³¹Human Rights Watch phone interview with Ronilson Souza Lima, federal police investigator, October 4, 2018. Lima said that the operation would have required two helicopters and 40 police officers. Such a large team is necessary to hit all the marijuana fields on the same day; otherwise, traffickers harvest overnight, he explained. Lima said he would have needed to bring about 38 federal police officers from other states, and the Maranhão federal police did not have enough funds for that. In addition, IBAMA and federal police helicopters, which are based in Brasília, were not available, he said.
Tired of waiting, the Caru forest guardians approached state police, even though combatting illegal deforestation in Indigenous territories is the responsibility of federal authorities. State police conducted an operation in May 2018, during which they found the traffickers had already harvested ten plots of marijuana, and only two remained. They destroyed them with help from the Caru guardians.\footnote{\textcopyright 2018 Human Rights Watch interview with Cláudio José da Silva, coordinator of the Tenetehara guardians of Caru Indigenous Territory, Caru Indigenous Territory, June 9, 2018. “Polícia Civil apreende 35 toneladas de maconha e desarticula rota do tráfico,” State of Maranhão news release, June 1, 2018.}

As described in the next section, forest guardians conduct dangerous work, as they face illegal loggers who are often armed. Yet, most guardians patrol unarmed, while a few carry old hunting rifles, machetes, or bows and arrows.

When they encounter illegal logging in remote areas, it can be difficult if not impossible to get authorities to respond quickly, before the perpetrators leave. Consequently, the patrols
sometimes attempt to detain loggers themselves and then take them to police. That practice is legal under Brazilian law, which allows any individual to detain a person in the act of committing a crime, and then call the police or bring the criminal to a police station.133

Most frequently, the guardians opt for letting loggers go after asking them about the logging activities, because of difficult access from the forest to police stations and lack of transportation.

In the past, some guardians seized the loggers’ vehicles and sought to turn them over to law enforcement, a practice that would also be legal under Brazilian law, a federal prosecutor told Human Rights Watch.134 But, as described in the next section, that led loggers to threaten and attack villages to recover the vehicles parked there.135

In extreme cases, when faced with difficulty in transporting vehicles to the nearest police station or when they feared retaliation against villages, the patrols have burned the vehicles. While, as discussed above, the law allows environmental police to do this — when transporting equipment or vehicles is inviable or would put agents at risk of attack by loggers — Indigenous people do not have the authority to do so. Thus, their burning logging vehicles may break the law, although the federal prosecutor consulted by Human Rights Watch warned that a determination of the action’s legality would have to be made on a case-by-case basis after examining all of the circumstances.136

134Human Rights Watch communication via messaging service with Maranhão federal prosecutor Jorge Maurício Porto Klanovicz, June 18, 2019.
135Human Rights Watch has documented three instances of loggers threatening or attacking whole villages in attempts to recover vehicles in Araribóia (2002) and in Governorítor (2009 and 2013), and one instance in which they attacked a village in retaliation after Indigenous people burned one of their trucks in Alto Tucumã (2015).
136Human Rights Watch communication via messaging service with Maranhão federal prosecutor Jorge Maurício Porto Klanovicz, June 18, 2019.
Many state and federal officials interviewed approved of the work done by forest guardians, though several expressed concern that forest patrols could devolve into vigilantism.\textsuperscript{137}

The forest guardians Human Rights Watch interviewed said they wanted more state presence on their land to help curb logging, not less, and more opportunities for coordination and cooperation. “We don’t want to do the work outside of the law. We want public support, training, and guidelines,” said in 2018 Franciel Souza Guajajara, then coordinator of the Araribóia forest guardians.\textsuperscript{138}

Members of the patrols in several communities told Human Rights Watch that they are well aware that protecting the forest is the states’ responsibility, not theirs, and that patrolling puts them at risk, but they see no other choice. “We shouldn’t be doing it. It’s the duty of the federal and state governments, but since they are not protecting it now, we are the ones doing it,” Iracaju Ka’apor, a Ka’apor village chief, said.\textsuperscript{139}

While the Maranhão Indigenous forest guardians seem to be unique in Brazil in their level of organization, other Indigenous peoples carry out similar activities. For instance, the Uru-eu-wau-wau people of Rondônia set off on trips of about eight days on foot to monitor their

\textsuperscript{137}For instance, Julio Sombra, the federal police officer in São Luís who specializes in environmental crime, told Human Rights Watch that forest guardians have a “good knowledge of the area” and that they can “identify where illegal logging is taking place as well as the name of the loggers.” The officer also said the guardians “do not encourage confrontation.” Similarly, Luciano Evaristo, then director of environmental protection at IBAMA, said in 2018 that he valued the information provided by forest guardians, and said they should be trained and paid for their work. In contrast, Juliana Alves, federal police chief in Imperatriz, expressed concern that forest guardians might attempt to force against loggers and Elpidio Souza, then civilian police chief in Amarante do Maranhão, a town near Governor and Araribóia Indigenous territories, said in 2018 that some residents had told him that guardians were armed and violent. Neither Alves nor Souza had, at the time of our interview, opened any investigation because they did not have any information about a specific crime that the guardians may have committed, they told Human Rights Watch. Human Rights Watch interviews with Julio Sombra, federal police officer, São Luís, October 26, 2017; Luciano Evaristo, director of environmental protection at IBAMA, Brasília, April 3, 2018; Juliana Ferraz Barros Alves, chief of federal police in Imperatriz, Imperatriz, October 30, 2017; and Elpidio Souza, then Amarante de Maranhão civilian police chief, Amarante de Maranhão, November 1, 2017.

\textsuperscript{138}Human Rights Watch interview with Franciel Souza Guajajara, then coordinator of the Araribóia forest guardians, Lajoa Comprida, Araribóia Indigenous Territory, June 8, 2018. In May 2016, the governor of Maranhão established a commission made up of state authorities and representatives of each of the Indigenous peoples in the state to draft a public policy plan for Indigenous people. The 10-year plan the commission agreed upon at the end of 2017 proposes to formally recognize the Indigenous forest guardians, create protocols for their work, and seek funding for Indigenous environmental defense activities. A follow-up commission is to seek implementation of the plan. Human Rights Watch interview with Francisco Gonçalves da Conceição, Maranhão’s State Secretary of Human Rights and Social Participation, and Thayane Tavares, advisor about Indigenous affairs at the Human Rights Secretariat of the state government of Maranhão, São Luís, June 4, 2018. A copy of the “10 Year State Public Policy Plan for Indigenous People in Maranhão” is on file at Human Rights Watch.

\textsuperscript{139}Human Rights Watch telephone interview with Iracaju Ka’apor, village chief of Alto Tuniça Indigenous Territory, March 18, 2019.
land when they have enough funds for food and clothing, an Indigenous leader told us.\textsuperscript{140}

And, the Munduruku of the Sawré Muybu Indigenous Territory in Pará have established villages in areas where loggers were active and once a year walk along their land’s perimeter and mark it, a village chief explained.\textsuperscript{141}

\textsuperscript{140} Human Rights Watch interview with Awaju, leader of the Lnu-eu-wau-wau, Brasília, April 25, 2019.

\textsuperscript{141} Human Rights Watch interview with Bonifácio Saw Munduruku, one of the leaders of the Munduruku of Sawré Muybu Indigenous Territory, Brasília, April 26, 2019.
II. Violence Linked to Illegal Deforestation

Efforts by forest defenders to curb illegal deforestation in Brazil’s Amazon region take place in a context of violence and impunity. During the past decade, more than 300 people have died in conflicts over the use of land and resources in Amazonian states, according to the Pastoral Land Commission (CPT, in Portuguese), a Catholic Church-affiliated non-profit organization with offices in every Brazilian state.447 The commission is the only organization in Brazil that collects such data. Neither federal nor state authorities keep a tally.448 In many cases, the suspected killers are people involved in illegal deforestation, reports the Commission.449

Loggers and land grabbers use violence and intimidation against communities and individuals who pose a threat to their illegal activities. This is a widespread problem in the Brazilian Amazon, multiple federal and state officials told Human Rights Watch. The victims include those who seek to protect the forest, either by reporting illegal deforestation to authorities or by patrolling the forest themselves.

“Loggers are extremely dangerous,” Luciano Evaristo told Human Rights Watch in 2018, when he was director of enforcement at IBAMA.450 “Every person who is involved directly or indirectly in combating logging faces danger,” said Ruhan Saldanha, chief of monitoring at the ICMBio Gurupi Biological Reserve in Maranhão state.451

Many Indigenous people are vulnerable to violence by loggers because their lands contain some of the best-preserved forests in Brazil, state and federal authorities told Human

---

442 Data provided to Human Rights Watch by the Pastoral Land Commission. It reported 407 killings in 320 cases from 2009 to 2018.
444 Information provided to Human Rights Watch by the Pastoral Land Commission in Pará state via messaging service, July 31, 2019.
445 Human Rights Watch interview with Luciano Evaristo, then director of environmental protection at IBAMA, Brasília, October 15, 2018.
Rights Watch. “All the Indigenous territories are targeted by loggers,” Evaristo said. The Pastoral Land Commission has documented 31 killings of Indigenous people since 2009.

In some cases, criminal groups involved with illegal deforestation have also used violence and intimidation to deter government officials from enforcing environmental laws. “We face situations of extremely high risk, mostly in the Amazon,” Paulo Russo, ICMBio’s general coordinator of socioenvironmental management, told us, “because we interfere with local illegal economic interests.”

This section documents acts of violence and intimidation — including the killing of 28 people, the attempted killing of four, and more than 40 cases of death threats — in which there is credible evidence the perpetrators were loggers and land grabbers. In one of the cases involving nine victims, evidence indicates that a logger ordered the murder of farmers to remove them from land he wished to deforest. In the other cases, the victims appear to have been targeted because they had attempted or were attempting to prevent illegal logging.

Twenty-six of the killings or attempted killings documented in the section occurred between 2015 and 2019. The section includes six killings from before 2015 that support the claim of officials and community members that the violence by those engaged in illegal logging is not a new phenomenon.

Indigenous peoples in Maranhão told Human Rights Watch of an additional eight killings since 2016 that they believe were reprisals for the communities’ defense of the

---

147 Human Rights Watch interview with Luciano Evaristo, then director of environmental protection at IBAMA, Brasilia, October 15, 2018.
148 Data from 2009 to 2018, provided to Human Rights Watch by the Pastoral Land Commission. Only two of these cases have gone to trial, resulting in one conviction.
150 The cases after 2015 are: Eaiãno case (six killings), Placas case (one killing), Terra Nossa case (three killings and one person disappeared), Sete de Setembro case (two attempted killings), Rio das Onças case (one killing and one attempted killing), Colniza case (nine killings), and Alto Turiça case (one killing), plus the killing of military police officer João Luiz de Maria Pereira and the attempted killing of IBAMA agent Roberto Cabral. The cases before 2015 are: Areia case (two killings), Nova Ipixuna case (two killings), and Lagoa Comprida case (one killing), as well as the killing of police officer Luiz Pedro da Silva Gomes.
environment. Due in part to the lack of proper investigations by authorities, Human Rights Watch was unable to confirm this conclusion.\textsuperscript{51}

**Violence and Intimidation Against Public Officials**

During the past decade, authorities have recorded numerous cases of loggers responding with violence against government agencies’ enforcement efforts in five Amazonian states, including the following recent instances:

- In July 2019, unknown arsonists burned two bridges on one of the main roads of the Amazon region, in the municipality of Placas, Pará state, in apparent retaliation for an anti-logging operation by IBAMA.\textsuperscript{52}
- In July 2019, assailants burned a fuel truck delivering gas for IBAMA helicopters conducting anti-logging operations in Espigão do Oeste, Rondônia state. Loggers also fell trees over dirt roads and dismantled a bridge to block the agents’ vehicles. IBAMA had to cancel the operation.\textsuperscript{53}

\textsuperscript{51}Four of the eight people killed were members of the forest guardians. Three of the eight people were run over by loggers in their trucks. Forest guardians: Assis Guajajara, killed on April 22, 2016; Cantidio Guajajara on July 28, 2016; Afonso Guajajara, killed in 2016 (exact date unknown); and Sairial K’a’apor, killed in July 2017 (day unknown). Other victims: José Caneta Gavião and Sônia Vicente Gavião, killed on March 6, 2017; Joel Gavião, killed on April 21, 2017; and Davi Mulato Gavião, killed on October 28, 2017. Human Rights Watch interviews with Itahú K’a’apor, member of the K’a’apor government council, Alto Turiaçu Indigenous Territory, October 28, 2017, with Laercio Souza Silva, deputy coordinator of the Tenetehara forest guardians in Araripe, Brazil, April 24, 2019; and Evé Céu (Evandro Luis Bandeira), governor village chief, Governor Indigenous Territory, November 2, 2017. See also: CIIM, “Indígenas denunciam invasão de madeireiros e loteamento na Terra Indígena Araripe,” GGN, January 19, 2017, https://jornal徂en.com.br/questes-indigenas/indigenas-denunciam-invasao-de-madeireiros-e-loteamento-na-terra-indigena-araripe/ (accessed August 21, 2019); Luanda Belo, “Povo indígena Gavião denuncia ameaças por parte de madeireiros no Maraḩão,” Povos Indígenas no Brasil, May 5, 2019, https://www.socioambiental.org/pt/Not%C3%ADCias?id=17409 (accessed August 21, 2019); Ervian Guajajara, “Parede de Davi Gavião, assassinado no Maraḩão, clamam por justiça,” Amazon Real, October 23, 2018, https://amazoniareal.com.br/parente-de-davi-gaviac-assassinado-no-maranhac-clamam-por-justica/ (accessed August 21, 2019).


• In October 2018, a man set fire to three IBAMA vehicles in Burutis, Rondônia state, and police prevented a second attack by another man.154
• In February 2018, arsonists burned a FUNAI base in Karipuna Indigenous Territory, Rondônia, that environmental law enforcement agencies also used while conducting anti-logging operations in the area.155
• In January 2018, arsonists who authorities suspect were loggers burned a base of operations of FUNAI inside Awá Indigenous Territory, Maranhão state.156
• In November 2017, assailants burned an IBAMA car in Colniza, Mato Grosso state, during IBAMA enforcement operations in conservation reserves and Indigenous territories.157
• In July 2017, assailants burned eight IBAMA vehicles after the agency conducted operations against illegal logging in Altamira, Pará state.158

155 "União, FUNAI e estado de Rondônia tem 30 dias para apresentar plano de proteção da terra indígena Karipuna,” Rondônia federal prosecutors’ office news release, June 14, 2018.
Loggers from the town of Buriticupu, Maranhão, burn logs and tires, and block highway BR-222 to protest law enforcement agents’ confiscation of seven trucks, July 9, 2015. Photos courtesy of Blog Jô Fernandes.159

Loggers sometimes kill or attempt to kill state agents trying to protect the forest. For example:

- On July 16, 2016, IBAMA agents, with support from military police officers led by sergeant João Luiz de Maria Pereira, confiscated a tractor, a truck, and chainsaws from loggers in the Jamanxim National Forest in Pará. The next day, they burned a camp used by loggers. Pereira chased one of the alleged loggers, who led him through the forest toward the logger’s son, hidden on a hilltop. The son, Lucas Oliveira Santos, shot Pereira in the neck and shoulder, police reported. Pereira died 40 minutes later, en route to a hospital. Military police tracked down Santos to an alleged mining operation and killed him in an alleged shootout in July 2016. Civil police closed the investigation after his death.

- In October 2015, Indigenous firefighters employed by IBAMA in the Araribóia Indigenous Territory in Maranhão reported that loggers had threatened them. Roberto Cabral, then chief of enforcement operations at IBAMA nationwide, told Human Rights Watch that he, another IBAMA agent, a FUNAI representative, and a pilot flew in a helicopter to find the loggers. They landed about a kilometer from where they had spotted three wood-hauling trucks and a tractor and set out toward them on foot. Seven loggers attacked the officials as they approached the site, Cabral said, and gunfire hit him in the arm and shoulder. Cabral was evacuated to a hospital, where he recovered. Federal police told Human Rights Watch the case remained under investigation.

---


163 ibid.

164 ibid.

165 Human Rights Watch interviews with IBAMA officer Eder Carvalho dos Santos, São Luís, October 2017; and with Roberto Cabral, then chief of enforcement operations at IBAMA, Brasília, April 4, 2018.

166 Human Rights Watch interview with Roberto Cabral, then chief of enforcement operations at IBAMA, Brasília, April 4, 2018.

167 The federal police officer in charge of investigating the October 2015 attack told Human Rights Watch that the investigation was ongoing and he had made no arrests. Human Rights Watch interview with federal police officer João Sombra, São Luís, October 26, 2017.
• On November 13, 2013, agents of ICMBio and IBAMA, as well as police, attempted to remove people who had illegally occupied areas of the Bom Futuro National Forest, in Rondônia. The people were logging and razing the forest to raise cattle.\textsuperscript{168} Members of the National Force—a force made up of police officers from various states—drove their car off a small bridge that had been sabotaged, ICMBio said.\textsuperscript{149} The officers had to spend the night at the site, and those illegally occupying the forest surrounded them. The next morning, the occupiers attacked the officers with Molotov cocktails. In the ensuing shoot-out, police officer \textit{Luiz Pedro da Silva Gomes} died and another officer was injured, federal prosecutors said.\textsuperscript{170} Homicide charges have been filed against seven people; trial was pending at time of writing.\textsuperscript{171}

• In 2009, \textit{Roberto Cabral} and other IBAMA agents found people logging illegally inside the Gurupi Biological Reserve in Maranhão.\textsuperscript{172} They confiscated a wood-hauling truck and detained the driver. Cabral and a Federal Highway Patrol agent were driving the confiscated truck over the dirt roads leading out of the reserve when a pick-up truck carrying five or six men approached. The men opened fire. Cabral and the highway officer shot back. Nobody was injured, as far as Cabral knows. Police never identified the attackers.


\textsuperscript{171}Federal prosecutors filed charges on December 12, 2013. On November 25, 2014, a federal judge accepted the homicide charges against Avelino Justiniano de Souza Neto, Edvaldo Vieira da Silva, Edvaldo Andrade Silva, Eronildo Francisco de Paulo, Ederio Leandro Farias, Leandro de Freitas Vieira, and Willian Costa da Silva, and sent the case to trial by jury. Case numbers: 01172-53.2013.4.01.400 and 0000115-84.2014.4.01.4100.

\textsuperscript{172}Human Rights Watch interview with Roberto Cabral, then chief of enforcement operations at IBAMA, Brasília, April 4, 2018.
People involved in illegal logging also threaten and seek to intimidate officials. For example:

- In October 2018, a mob burned one bridge and blocked another, as well as a dirt road that an ICMBio team had to drive in returning from an enforcement operation against illegal logging in the Itaituba National Forest in Pará. Members of the mob fired in the air to intimidate the agents. The agents called in military police. Only with help from the police were the agents able to extract themselves.

- In October 2014, ICMBio and military police agents found three logging trucks inside the Gurupi Biological Reserve in Maranhão. The owner tried to bribe the agents to release the trucks. The military police arrested him. Shortly after, several hundred men armed with guns, machetes, and stones surrounded the agents, who handed the trucks back and released the owner.

- On August 11, 2012, federal police and agents of IBAMA and FUNAI seized 16 wood-hauling trucks from loggers in Caru Indigenous Territory in Maranhão. To leave the territory, the agents driving the confiscated trucks had to cross a bridge. As they approached, they saw that the bridge was engulfed in flames. A mob was milling around on the other side, and the agents could see that some people in the mob were armed. Outnumbered and unable to cross, the agents returned the vehicles to the loggers.

- People involved with illegal logging and sawmill owners threatened Evane Alves Lisboa, the chief of ICMBio’s Gurupi Biological Reserve in Maranhão, at least ten times during the past decade, by phone and in person, Lisboa told Human Rights Watch. He lives in fear. “I don’t hang around in public spaces,” he said. “I’m always careful.”

Violence and Intimidation Against Indigenous Peoples and Local Residents

Baião, Pará State, 2019

On the evening of March 21, 2019, Marlete da Silva Oliveira, Raimundo de Jesus Ferreira, and Venilson da Silva Santos were killed, execution-style, with single gunshots to the head, in a shack on the estate of fazendeiro Fernando Ferreira Rosa Filho, for whom they worked. The killers set fire to the bodies and the shack.

Police believe Rosa hired four brothers to carry out the execution because he feared that the employees—who had complained about their working conditions—would tell authorities that he was engaging in illegal logging, as well drug trafficking.

After killing the three employees, the hitmen then travelled 20 kilometers to the home of Dilma Ferreira Silvain the Salvador Allende settlement, a land-reform project for poor farmers established by the federal agency INCRA. Silva was a local coordinator of the Movement of People Affected by Dams (MAB, in Portuguese), which advocated for people who, like her, believed they had not been properly compensated for damages resulting from the construction of dams. Her house was located on the dirt road that Rosa’s trucks used to transport illegally-harvested timber.

---

177 Decision by Iudée Weber Lacerda Gonçalves to extend pretrial detention for Cosme Francisco Alves and Fernando Ferreira Rosa Filho, April 22, 2019. Copy on file at Human Rights Watch.

178 Marlete da Silva Oliveira and her partner, Raimundo de Jesus Ferreira, were housekeepers, and Venilson da Silva Santos was a tractor driver. The killers burned the bodies and a shack to send a message to intimidate anyone others who might think of “rising up” against Rosa, the police suspect. Rosa allegedly maintained employees in exploitative working conditions on his estate. The four men police accused of the crime are Glaucimar Francisco Alves, Cosme Francisco Alves, Marlon Alves, and Alan Alves. During the investigation, a member of the national landless movement (MST) told police that in January 2019 armed men who worked for Rosa shot him twice while he was passing along a dirt road that goes through Rosa’s estate. Witnesses told police he had prohibited transit through the road, and placed armed guards there because the road crossed his runway—built on the only flat terrain in the area—which investigators suspect he would use for drug trafficking.


The hitman entered Silva's home and killed her, along with her husband, Claudinor Amaro Costa da Silva, and a friend and neighbor, Milton Lopes. Silva’s hands and feet were tied. Her husband was gagged. All three were stabbed to death.\textsuperscript{180}

According to state prosecutors, Rosa ordered Silva’s killing because she had threatened to report his illegal logging to police and IBAMA.\textsuperscript{181} The hitmen killed her husband and Lopes, the neighbor, only because they happened to be in the house at the time.\textsuperscript{182}

\textbf{Placas, Pará State, 2018}

In 2018, Gilson Temponi, president of an association of farmers in three INCRA settlements in Placas, Pará state, reported to authorities that local fazendeiros had taken control of lands in the settlements and were logging illegally.\textsuperscript{183} He also reported receiving death threats from those fazendeiros. Federal police opened an investigation into the alleged environmental crimes, for which Temponi gave a witness statement.\textsuperscript{184} Federal prosecutors sent Temponi’s complaint of threats to civil police for investigation, and alerted the military police, the force that patrols both urban and rural areas in Brazil.\textsuperscript{185}

---

\textsuperscript{180} Decision by judge Weber Lacerda Gonçalves to extend pretrial detention for Cosme Francisco Alves and Fernando Ferreira Rosa filho, April 22, 2019. Copy on file at Human Rights Watch.


\textsuperscript{182} In June 2019, state prosecutors charged Rosa with ordering the killings, and two brothers, Cosme Francisco Alves and Glauçimar Francisco Alves, with carrying them out. Police killed the other two brothers, Alan and Marion Alves, in a shootout on May 3, 2019. State prosecutors also charged Valdenir Farias Lima with homicide for helping the killers and Jucieli dos Santos Pinheiro as accessory to a crime for aiding them after the killings. “MPPA oferece denúncia contra acusados da ‘Chacina de Baião,’” Pará prosecutor’s office news release, July 1, 2019, https://www2.mppa.mp.br/noticias/mppa-oferece-denunciacmte-acusados-da-chacina-de-baiao.html (accessed August 22, 2019); “Polícia Civil localiza irmãos envolvidos em seis mortes na zona rural de Baião,” Pará civil police news release, May 4, 2019, http://www.policiacivil.pa.gov.br/policia-civil-localiza-irm%C3%A3os-envolvidos-em-seis-mortes-na-zona-rural-de-bai%C3%A3o (accessed August 22, 2019).

\textsuperscript{183} Human Rights Watch interview with Ione Missae da Silva Nakamura, Pará state prosecutor, Santarém, May 2, 2019; and interview through a messaging service with Pará federal prosecutor Patrícia Daros Xavier, May 14, 2019. The civil police investigator in charge of the homicide case told Human Rights Watch that civil police collected proof of the threats and sent it to the court, but did not know whether prosecutors filed charges. Human Rights Watch interview with Edinaldo Sousa, chief of the rural conflicts and environment police station in Santarém, Santarém, May 3, 2019.

\textsuperscript{184} Human Rights Watch interview with Geivaldo Vasconcelos, federal police officer, Santarém, May 3, 2019.

\textsuperscript{185} Human Rights Watch interview through a messaging service with Patrícia Daros Xavier, Pará federal prosecutor, May 14, 2019.
On December 12, 2018, two men knocked on the door of Temponi’s house in the town of Rurópolis. When he opened it, they shot and killed him, then fled on a motorcycle, according to his wife who was present.  

_Terra Nossa, Pará State, 2018_

In 2017, after becoming president of the Nova Vitória Rural Producers Association in Terra Nossa, an INCRA settlement in Pará state, Maria Márcia Elpídia de Melo began reporting to IBAMA, as well as federal and state prosecutors, that a network of local fazendeiros was engaged in illegal logging in the area, using the settlement’s dirt roads to transport their illegally-harvested timber and employing armed men to protect their activities. After making these reports, she began receiving death threats.

---

186 Adonias Silva, “Líder de assentamentos é assassinado a tiros no porão de casa no Pará,” G1, December 15, 2018. https://g1.globo.com/pa/santarem-regiao/noticia/2018/12/15/lider-de-assentamentos-morre-ac-sofre-ataque-de-tiros-no-portao-de-casa-no-paara.html (accessed June 21, 2019). Edinaldo Sousa, chief of the civil police internal affairs department in Santarém, who had access to the homicide investigation, told Human Rights Watch that Temponi “had no enemies in Rurópolis.” Edinaldo Sousa, the civil police investigator in charge of the homicide case, said that Temponi’s killing was “probably related to the conflict over land” at the INCRA settlements but declined to give more details, as the investigation was ongoing. Human Rights Watch interviewed with Elinelson Oliveira, chief of the civil police internal affairs unit in Santarém, Pará, May 3, 2019; and with Edinaldo Sousa, chief of the rural conflicts and environment police station in Santarém, Santarém, May 3, 2019.

187 Human Rights Watch interviews Maria Márcia Elpídia de Melo, president of the Nova Vitória Rural Producers Association, Itaituba, April 29, 2019. Melo sent a letter to federal prosecutors on April 26, 2017 reporting illegal logging and land grabbing; she reported land grabbing by landowners in a signed statement before the civil police of Novo Progresso on November 6, 2011, and reported illegal logging in a statement before a state prosecutor on November 7, 2018. In addition, STRR, a rural workers’ union, reported irregularities at the settlement to federal prosecutors on April 27, 2017. Copies of all documents on file at Human Rights Watch.

188 Human Rights Watch interviews Maria Márcia Elpídia de Melo, president of the Nova Vitória Rural Producers Association, Itaituba, April 29, 2019.
An internal INCRA obtained by Human Rights Watch confirmed her allegations. INCRA inspectors who visited the area in 2017 found that the fazendeiros were indeed logging on federal reserve within Terra Nossa, which they had occupied illegally, and were also engaging in illegal mining. Yetauthorities never conducted an operation to stop these illegal activities and dismantle the criminal network, which employs armed men for protection, according to de Melo. Nor did they investigate the threats against her life.


In January 2018, a local small farmer, Romar “Polaquinho” Roglin, told de Melo that he too was going to report the illegal logging to the police. Twenty days later, Polaquinho was killed. His brother, Ricardo Roglin, who lived in the nearby town of Novo Progresso, told residents of the Terra Nossa settlement that he intended to bring his Romar’s killers to

justice.\textsuperscript{93} Because he distrusted the local police, he set gathering information himself about the killing and passing it along to the Union of Rural Workers (STTR, in Portuguese), which submitted it to a federal prosecutor.\textsuperscript{92} On July 13, 2018, Ricardo Roglin was killed. In a letter informing the federal prosecutor of his death, the STTR wrote that before his death, Roglin he had “feared for his life, and even regretted having meddled in the case.”\textsuperscript{93}

In May 2018, another small farmer, Antonio “Bigode” Rodrigues dos Santos, told de Melo that a fazendeiro had occupied around 800 hectares of the forest reserve within the Terra Nossa settlement and was using his plot to access the area and extract timber.\textsuperscript{94} Bigode told her that he had confronted the fazendeiro, warning that he intended to report the logging to authorities, and he showed her the address and phone number of the federal prosecutors he intended to notify. A few days later, Bigode disappeared. A resident who spoke to him the day he vanished told Human Rights Watch that in his last known conversation, Bigode had told another neighbor that someone had vandalized his home.\textsuperscript{95}

\textsuperscript{91}Human Rights Watch interviews with Antonio Marcos Lacerda, vice president of the Nova Vitória Rural Producers Association, and Maria Márcia Elpidia de Melo, president of the Nova Vitória Rural Producers Association, Itaituba, April 29, 2019.

\textsuperscript{92}Letter from the Rural Workers’ Union (STTR, in Portuguese) of Novo Progresso to federal prosecutor Paulo de Tarso Moreira Oliveira, August 2, 2018. On file at Human Rights Watch.

\textsuperscript{93}Ibid.

\textsuperscript{94}Human Rights Watch interview with Maria Márcia Elpidia de Melo, president of the Nova Vitória Rural Producers Association, Itaituba, April 29, 2019.

\textsuperscript{95}On May 15, 2018, Bigode stopped to chat at the home of Antonio Marcos Lacerda, another Terra Nossa resident, on his way back to his plot from Novo Progresso, where he had visited with family, Lacerda told Human Rights Watch. Bigode then walked to his home. Later that day, Bigode went to a neighbor’s house to ask her whether she had seen anyone at his home, as some of his belongings had been damaged. The neighbor said she had not and urged him to spend the night at her home. Bigode declined. Nobody saw him again. There is only one road in and out of the Terra Nossa settlement. Residents believe that he was killed. If he had left, they believe they would have seen him. Civil police allegedly only agreed to go to Terra Nossa after Bigode’s wife offered to pay for gas for the patrol car. She also paid for a bus for fellow church members from Novo Progresso to look for him, but they found no trace. Human Rights Watch interviews with Antonio Marcos Lacerda, vice president of the Nova Vitória Rural Producers Association, and Maria Márcia Elpidia de Melo, president of the Nova Vitória Rural Producers Association, Itaituba, April 29, 2019; and “O desaparecimento do agricultor Antonio Rodrigues dos Santos, assentado do PDS Terra Nossa,” Pastoral Land Commission, n.d., unpublished report based on interviews with Bigode’s wife and children in 2018. Bigode’s wife reported his disappearance to Novo Progresso civil police on May 21, 2018, and their son reported it to state prosecutors on June 8, 2018. Copies of the reports on file at Human Rights Watch.
More than a year later, he remains missing, and residents believe that loggers killed him.\textsuperscript{196}

On September 28, 2018, Aluisio “Alenquer” Sampaio, president of the Union of Small Family Farmers (SINTRAFF, in Portuguese) in nearby Castelo dos Sonhos, reported to de Melo, that earlier that day he had confronted two fazendeiros suspected of being involved in the illegal land grab near Bigode’s plot and accused them of having killed the disappeared farmer.\textsuperscript{197} Henow feared for his life, de Melo recalled, but told her he was determined to bring the fazendeiros to justice for death of Bigode, who was a good friend of his, and that he had made an appointment to speak with prosecutors in the city of Santarémon October 15. On October 11, Alenquer was shot and killed by two assailants who fled scene with an accomplice in a car.\textsuperscript{198}

While de Melo believes loggers operating in Terra Nossa ordered Alenquer’s killing, a former lawyerat SINTRAFF and a Pará state prosecutor specialized in rural conflicts in the region provided Human Rights Watch with an alternative explanation for his death.\textsuperscript{199} The lawyer told Human Rights Watch that Alenquer had previously reported illegal logging by a criminal network in the area of his hometown, Castelo dos Sonhos, to both INCRA and the

\textsuperscript{196}Maria Márcia Elpídia de Melo, president of the Nova Vitória Rural Producers Association, reported the killings, illegal logging, and threats by loggers to authorities. Statement by Maria Márcia Elpídia de Melo before INCRA in Santarémon, November 5, 2018, copy on file at Human Rights Watch; and Human Rights Watch interview with Maria Márcia Elpídia de Melo, Itaituba, April 29, 2019. The Pastoral Land Commission reported the killings in letters to state and federal prosecutors in December 2018, copies on file at Human Rights Watch. Civil police told Human Rights Watch that they were investigating the killings of Romar and Ricardo Roxlin, and the disappearance of Antonio “Bigode” Rodrigues dos Santos, but had not yet identified those responsible for the crimes, as of May 2019. Message through messaging service from Edinaldo Sousa, chief of the rural conflicts and environment unit at the civil police in Santarémon, May 7, 2019.

\textsuperscript{197}Human Rights Watch interview with Maria Márcia Elpídia de Melo, president of the Nova Vitória Rural Producers Association, one of the community associations in the Terra Nossa INCRA settlement, Itaituba, Pará, April 29, 2019.

\textsuperscript{198}Ibid.

\textsuperscript{199}Human Rights Watch interview with Ione Missae da Silva Nakamura, Pará State prosecutor, Santarémon, May 2, 2019; and telephone interview with Rodolfo Avila, attorney, May 1, 2019.
state prosecutors’ office. A month before his death, one of the people involved with this criminal network threatened to kill him, according to the lawyer.

Meanwhile, the threats against de Melo and other community leaders have continued. In February 2018, de Melo said, a local fazendeiro involved in illegal logging told her that he was going to “put a padlock on your mouth, like that guy who was found in Butuacã road,” referring to a corpse that had recently been found on a nearby road. In November 2018, an INCRA official announced at a public meeting that de Melo had accused several loggers of the killings in Terra Nossa. The accused loggers were present in the meeting. According to de Melo, one of them later approached her and said: “You better shut your mouth, otherwise your ship is going to sink like Alenquer,” referring to the union president who had been shot to death the previous month. Since that meeting, she told Human Rights Watch, “I knew there was a price on my head.”

In December 2018, Antonio Marcos Lacerda, who works closely with de Melo as vice president of the Nova Vitória community association, was approached by a man he knew from the area who warned him that he had been hired by three loggers to kill him and urged him to leave the community. When the hired killer left the store, Lacerda’s son-in-law, who witnessed the exchange, followed him and found him waiting in ambush with a shotgun about 50 meters from Lacerda’s home. The hired killer pointed the gun at him but did not shoot, and Lacerda’s son-in-law disarmed him.

200Lawyer Rodolfo Avila said he was present in the meetings in which Sampaio had reported illegal logging and threats in Terra Nossa. Human Rights Watch phone interview with Rodolfo Avila, attorney, May 1, 2019.
201Ibid.
203Human Rights Watch interview with Maria Márcia Elpídia de Melo, president of the Nova Vitória Rural Producers Association, one of the community associations in the Terra Nossa INCRA settlement, Itaituba, Pará, April 29, 2019.
204Human Rights Watch interview with Maria Márcia Elpídia de Melo, Itaituba, April 29, 2019.
205Antonio Marcos Lacerda told Human Rights Watch that the incident occurred on December 24, 2018 and he reported it to the Novo Progresso civil police on December 27, 2018. A copy of the complaint is on file at Human Rights Watch. Human Rights Watch interview with Antonio Marlos Lacerda, Itaituba, April 29, 2019.
206Police went to Terra Nossa to investigate about a month later, but nobody wanted to talk about the loggers for fear, said Lacerda. Human Rights Watch interview with Antonio Marlos Lacerda, Itaituba, April 29, 2019.
According to local residents, these unsolved killings and threats — and the ongoing presence of criminal networks involved in illegal deforestation — have generated a climate of intense fear among Terra Nossa residents, who now avoid previously common activities such as entering the forest reserve within the settlement to collect Brazil nuts and other fruits.207

**Areia, Pará State, 2011-2018**

In 1998, INCRA created the Areia settlement in Pará, providing lots to about 300 poor families. Within five years, according to a 2013 study by INCRA, fazendeiros involved in illegal logging had seized control over much of the settlement, using it to gain access to protected forests nearby.208 A former logger turned whistleblower told a reporter in 2012 that loggers operating in the area had killed 15 people in the previous two years.209 The 2013 INCRA study reported that the families that remained in the settlement were “paralyzed by fear, caused by a dark record of violence and killings.”210

In 2019, Areia residents said that the fazendeiros continued to engage in illegal logging and employ gunmen to protect their activities and intimidate and kill those who got in their way.211 Those residents told Human Rights Watch of four logging-related killings that had occurred within the Areia settlement since 2011. (Human Rights Watch was only able to obtain the full names and confirm the deaths of two of the victims.) João Carlos Búi, known as “Cuca,” and two others had worked for loggers and, not having been paid as agreed, threatened to report illegal logging and labor abuses to authorities, the residents

---

208 “Relatório Acompanhamento de Incidências do Amazônia,” INCRA Report, May 2013, copies on file at Human Rights Watch; and Human Rights Watch interviews with Osvaldo Maria Marcelino Alves Pereira and Daniel Alves Perera, place withheld, April 24, 2019.
209 The witness was Junior José Guerra. Guerra told the reporter he wanted to tell the story publicly because the illegal loggers had already sent a hitman to kill him, and he believed the publicity about the case was his only chance to remain alive. Eliane Brum, “A Amazônia: segundo um morto e um fugitivo,” Revista Epoca, January 28, 2012. http://elianebrum.com/opinaris/columas-na-epoca/a-amazonia-segundo-um-morto-e-un-fugitivo/ (accessed August 21, 2019).
210 “Relatório Acompanhamento de Incidências do Amazônia,” INCRA Report, May 2013, copies on file at Human Rights Watch; and Human Rights Watch interviews with Osvaldo Maria Marcelino Alves Pereira and Daniel Alves Perera, place withheld, April 24, 2019.
211 Human Rights Watch interviews with three Areia residents, 2019, name, place and exact date withheld for security reasons.
said. Loggers killed them, the residents believe, to keep them from going to the authorities.

The fourth killing reported by the residents involved João Chupel Primo, who was initially involved in illegal logging but, after a change of heart, began secretly recording conversations with members of an illegal logging ring to obtain evidence of their criminal activities. Primo met with state police, federal police, and ICMBio agents in September and October 2011 and reported that loggers were using the Areia settlement to access timber in the Riozinho do Anfíriso Reserve and the Trairão National Forest. In late October, he also met with federal prosecutors. Two days after that meeting, on October 22, 2011, gunmen shot him dead in the nearby town of Itaituba.

Osválinda Marcelino Alves Pereira, and her husband, Daniel Alves Pereira, both small farmers in the settlement, became targets of intimidation by fazendeiros involved in illegal logging in 2011 after she founded the Areia II Women’s Association and obtained support from the Amazonian Environmental Research Institute (IPAM, in Portuguese) to reforest areas where logging had occurred and to develop sustainable organic agricultural

---

212 Two Areia residents said hitmen killed a man known as “Gaúcho” and that they witnessed a hitman stab to death a man called Nelson, whom the two residents took to the hospital, where he died. They did not know the full names of Gaúcho and Nelson, or recall the exact date they were killed. In the case of Nelson, the family buried him and never notified the police he was murdered for fear of reprisals. All the killings took place in front of residents of the Areia settlement, they said, but no one dared to go to the police. Human Rights Watch could not corroborate with authorities the information provided by these witnesses. Those two Areia residents and a third resident told Human Rights Watch that hitmen shot to death João Carlos Bâ, known as “Cuca,” at a party in 2011. Their account confirms some details of what the former logger turned whistleblower told a reporter in 2012 about that killing: Eliane Brum, “A Amazônia, segundo um morto e um fugitivo,” Revista Época, January 28, 2012, http://elianebrum.com/opiniaos/columa-na-e-poca/e-amazonia-segundo-o-morc-e-o-fugitivo/ (accessed August 21, 2019). Human Rights Watch interviews with three Areia residents, 2019, name, place and exact date withheld for security reasons.


practices. People engaged in illegal logging were distrustful of the project, the Pereiras told Human Rights Watch. The loggers repeatedly asked them whether the IFAM personnel were part of IBAMA, and at one point told the women’s association to stop the reforestation project.

In 2012, while Osvalinda Pereira was receiving medical treatment at a hospital in the city of Santarém, a woman she did not know casually told her that loggers had agreed to contribute 3,000 reais (about US$770) each to pay for the killing of four activists. The woman said the targets were two of Pereira’s neighbors, Osvalinda Pereira’s husband, and Osvalinda Pereira herself.

Around the same time, a person affiliated with the loggers visited her husband at their home in Areia and offered him a job collecting a 100 reais (US$25) fee from every logging truck that passed in front of the house. Daniel Pereira refused the offer.

The day Daniel brought Osvalinda Pereira home from the hospital, the couple found a group of about 12 loggers waiting at their house accompanied by a contingent of armed men. The loggers offered the Pereiras money to sign a letter on behalf of the Areia II Women’s Association asking IBAMA and ICMBio not to conduct operations in Areia, the couple said. When Osvalinda refused, one of them said, “You are going to die like Dorothy,” apparently referring to Dorothy Stang, an American nun murdered in Pará in 2005.

Instead of silencing her, Osvalinda Pereira told Human Rights Watch, the threat motivated her to report the loggers to the authorities. The couple filed complaints with state and federal police. Shortly afterward, several loggers accosted Daniel Pereira and Antônio

---

216 Human Rights Watch interviews with Osvalinda Maria Marcelino Alves Pereira and Daniel Alves Pereira, place withheld, April 24, 2019.
217 Human Rights Watch interview with Daniel Alves Pereira, place withheld, April 24, 2019.
218 Human Rights Watch interviews with Osvalinda Maria Marcelino Alves Pereira, place withheld, April 24, 2019.
219 Human Rights Watch interview with Daniel Alves Pereira, place withheld, April 24, 2019.
220 Human Rights Watch interviews with Osvalinda Maria Marcelino Alves Pereira and Daniel Alves Pereira, place withheld, April 24, 2019.
221 Human Rights Watch has copies of five reports of threats and illegal logging Osvalinda and Daniel Pereira made to civil and federal police, and state prosecutors over the last wars. Federal prosecutor Paulo Oliveira confirmed he had received the reports from the couple. Human Rights Watch interview with Pará federal prosecutor Paulo de Tarso Oliveira, Santarém, May 2, 2019.
de Paula e Silva, an Areia farmer participating in the association’s activities, when they were in the town of Trairão and brought them to a house there. Between 15 and 20 armed men waited under a mango tree in the patio of the house, which was only some 20 meters from the local police station. The loggers accused the two farmers of providing information about their illegal logging to IBAMA and said they would pay them to stop. “Take the money or die,” one said. They subsequently allowed Daniel Pereira to leave to pick up Osvalinda at a nearby bus station, where she was due to arrive from the city of Santarém. They forced Silva to remain in the house. When Pereira returned with Osvalinda, she announced that she had already reported the threats to the authorities. “If I die now,” she said, “everyone will know it was you.” Five hours after initially accosting Daniel Pereira and Silva, the loggers let them all go.

In the years since, the three have continued to receive death threats. On various occasions, armed men rode motorcycles around their homes, sometimes while the women’s association was meeting inside. One morning in May 2018, the Pereira’s awoke to find that someone had crept into their backyard during the night, piled up two mounds of soil, and erected crosses on top, simulating graves. “I felt Daniel and I were already buried there,” Osvalinda Pereira said.

---

222 Human Rights Watch interview with Daniel Pereira and Antonio de Paula e Silva, place withheld, April 25, 2019.
223 Human Rights Watch interview with Antonio de Paula e Silva, place withheld, April 25, 2019.
224 Human Rights Watch interview with Osvalinda Maria Marcelino Alves Pereira, place withheld, April 24, 2019.
225 Human Rights Watch has copies of five reports of threats and illegal logging Osvalinda and Daniel Pereira made to civil and federal police, and state prosecutors; and federal prosecutor Paulo Oliveira told Human Rights Watch he also knew about the situation and travelled to Trairão. Human Rights Watch interview with Fará federal prosecutor Paulo de Tarso Oliveira, Santarém, May 2, 2019.
226 Human Rights Watch interview with Osvalinda Maria Marcelino Alves Pereira, place withheld, April 24, 2019.
Sete de Setembro, Rondônia State, 2017

In November 2017, Naraymi Suruí and a group of more than 20 other Suruí Paiter Indigenous people of the Sete de Setembro Indigenous Territory in Rondônia state traveled to an area on their land to collect Brazil nuts, but instead they found loggers. The loggers had loaded four trucks with the huge trunks of Brazil nut trees, a species that can grow 200 feet tall and that Brazil’s Environment Ministry considers threatened with extinction. The Indigenous people asked them to leave. Suruí, who is the local chief’s son, had in the past peacefully confronted loggers. This time, though, they accused him of mobilizing the Indigenous people against them and threatened him. “This is not going to stay like this,” one said.

---

One of four trucks loaded with timber from Brazil nut trees that Indigenous people found inside Sete de Setembro Indigenous Territory in Rondônia state in November 2017. Photo courtesy of Elizângela Del-Armelina Suruí.

About a week later, on November 25, 2017, Naraymi Suruí and his wife, Elizângela Dell-Armelina Suruí, were returning by motorcycle from the city of Cacoal to the Indigenous Territory. Dell-Armelina Suruí saw two people on another motorcycle waiting at a bend in the road, she told Human Rights Watch.29 The motorcycle fell in behind them and sped up to come alongside. The passenger pulled a gun, she said, and fired at her husband’s head. He missed, but the couple crashed. The gunman’s motorcycle passed them, and stopped. The gunman stepped off and came back, firing at them three times. Dell-Armelina Suruí

crouched behind the fallen motorcycle, her husband motionless beside her. Naraymi Suruí’s brother arrived suddenly by motorcycle, and the attacker fled, firing once more as he and his companion roared off. Naraymi Suruí and Elizângela Dell-Armelina Suruí escaped unharmed. Naraymi Suruí identified the two attackers to police as local loggers.\(^{230}\)

**Colniza, Mato Grosso State, 2017**

At sunset on April 19, 2017, four members of a group of killers-for-hire known as “the hooded ones,” including a former military police officer, indiscriminately murdered nine people in a settlement in Taquaruçu do Norte, according to state prosecutors.\(^{231}\) Taquaruçu do Norte is in the Colniza municipality of Mato Grosso state.

The killers tied up and cut the throats of Francisco Chaves da Silva, Edson Alves Antunes, Izaúl Brito dos Santos, and Valmir Rangel do Nascimento; stabbed to death Ezequias Santos de Oliveira, and Sebastião Ferreira de Souza, and shot dead Aldo Aparecido Carlini, Fabio Rodrigues dos Santos, and Samuel da Cunha.\(^{232}\)

Prosecutors charged Valdelir João de Souza, owner of two nearby logging companies, with ordering the killings to scare away the 300 families of subsistence farmers who lived in the area, so that he could take over the land and harvest the timber. A logger told prosecutors that De Souza was mislabeling illegally-cut timber to make it appear legal\(^{233}\). Police are investigating whether other local fazendeiros may also have been involved in ordering the Colniza massacre, as it became known.\(^{234}\)

\(^{230}\) ibid.

\(^{231}\) Local landowners involved in larcenous logging allegedly hired “the hooded ones” to threaten and kill small farmers to take over their land, said prosecutors. The allegations are contained in “Edital de Citação,” a court order signed by judge Ricardo Frazon Menegucci, August 17, 2017, copy on file at Human Rights Watch.

\(^{232}\) ibid.

\(^{233}\) Testimony by logger Alex Gimenes Garcia on November 14, 2017, contained in “Decisão sobre pedidos deduzidos pela defesa,” December 18, 2018, copy on file at Human Rights Watch.

Araribóia, Maranhão State, 2015–2017

Members of the Tenetehara forest guardians in Araribóia Indigenous Territory told Human Rights Watch that they had received repeated threats from loggers. In wyramu, the current coordinator of the forest guardians recalled a logger telling him, probably sometime in 2015, “If you are not going to cut a deal with us, we’re going to go and shoot everyone, like we did in Lagoa Comprida.” In that 2007 incident, loggers stormed a Tenetehara village to recover a wood-hauling truck, killing one and injuring three.

In November 2016, a Tenetehara village chief told lwyramu that a nephew of his who was working for a local fazendeiro had received 8,000 Brazilian reals (US$2,180) “to kill” lwyramu.

In June 2017, a man the community recognized as engaged in illegal logging told a Tenetehara village chief that he would make the guardians pay, “by any means necessary.”

In October 2017, Tenetehara forest guardians burned a wood-hauling truck they had found in Araribóia Indigenous Territory. Soon after, João Guajajara (pseudonym), the chief of one of Araribóia’s villages, visited the city of Amarante do Maranhão. A logger who he believed was the truck’s owner approached, he said, and threatened him. “You are in the middle of this … if you don’t tell me the truth … you too are going to be on the list.” The man mentioned other leaders who were defending the forest from illegal logging. “You are going to get shot.”

In May 2018, a man whom forest guardians had, in the past, apprehended chopping down trees in Araribóia told the brother of Franciel Souza Guajajara, who was the coordinator of the forest guardians at the time, that Guajarara and another Indigenous leader should

---

234 Human Rights Watch interview with Franciel Souza Guajajara, then coordinator of the Araribóia forest guardians, Lagoa Comprida, Araribóia Indigenous Territory, June 8, 2018.
237 See Lagoa Comprida case below.
239 Human Rights Watch interview with João Guajajara (pseudonym), Araribóia Indigenous Territory, November 3, 2017. Human Rights Watch used a pseudonym and withheld the name of the village where he is chief for security reasons.
“watch out in town.” A couple of weeks later, the son of another logger told Guajajara’s brother that if guardians put their hands on his equipment “everyone will pay, children included.”

**Alto Turiaçu, Maranhão State, 2014–2017**

One night in 2014, along a dirt track that loggers had opened in the Alto Turiaçu Indigenous Territory, ten members of the Ka’apor forest patrol found five illegal loggers at work, **Mutuhiran Ka’apor**, a forest guardian, told Human Rights Watch.  

The loggers repeatedly shot at the guardians, he said, hitting three: a shotgun pellet hit Mutuhiran Ka’apor in the right leg, another hit a forest guardian in the back, and a .38 caliber revolver bullet grazed third in the temple, wounding him.

One evening in April 2015, **Eusebio Ka’apor**, a Ka’apor leader involved in organizing forest patrols to prevent loggers from entering Alto Turiaçu, was riding a motorcycle with a friend, Kapita Ka’apor, when a man emerged from the bushes at the side of the road, pointed a gun at them, and yelled for them to stop. Kapita Ka’apor, who was driving, accelerated to escape. The attacker fired, striking Eusebio Ka’apor in the back. Kapita Ka’apor drove to the nearest village and found Eusebio’s son, who took his father to a hospital in nearby Zé Doca. Eusebio Ka’apor died at the hospital.

Shortly after his death, six of the seven members of the Ka’apor Governing Council, which coordinates the patrols, received death threats that they believed came from people engaged in illegal logging and were intended to frighten them into ceasing efforts to protect the forest.

---

241 Ibid.
243 Ibid.
244 Statement of João Gualberto dos Santos Barreto, FUNAI official, to the civil police of Zé Doca, April 28, 2015. Copy on file at Human Rights Watch.
245 Ibid.
247 In one such instance, a logger known to the community allegedly approached Itahu Ka’apor and said to him: “Tell Sarapa that tomorrow I am coming to his house and I am going to kill him.” Human Rights Watch interview with Itahu Ka’apor, member of the Ka’apor governing council, Alto Turiaçu Indigenous Territory, October 28, 2017.
On December 20, 2015, members of the Ka’apor forest guardians were fighting fires when they came upon three loggers with a truck along a path the loggers had cleared to access timber in Alto Turiaçu Indigenous Territory.248 According to Mutuhi Ran Ka’apor, a member of that patrol, the forest guardians tied up the loggers, asked them about illegal logging activities in Alto Turiaçu, demanded that they leave their territory, and set fire to the wood-hauling truck and a motorcycle.249 One of the loggers then escaped and contacted others in the area.250

About an hour later, some 20 armed loggers arrived, shouting insults and racial slurs, according to Mutuhi Ran Ka’apor and others who spoke to Human Rights Watch. The Ka’apor guardians, who were unarmed, fled on foot. The loggers shot after them, injuring one Ka’apor in the back and one in the buttocks with shotgun pellets.251 The guardians helped the injured stagger through the forest for more than four hours, until they reached the Ka’apor village of Turizinho.

The next day, a group of some 60 armed outsiders arrived at Turizinho, and the Ka’apor fled into the forest, Mutuhi Ran Ka’apor said.252 The armed men beat a non-Indigenous man who remained in the village, Ka’apor people said, forcing the man to reveal the names of members of the forest guardians.253

Two days later, federal police arrived at the village with a medical team, a police officer who participated in the operation told Human Rights Watch.254 He confirmed that loggers had injured some Indigenous people, although he did not provide further details.

250 Ibid.
252 Ibid.
253 The non-Indigenous man lived in the village because his daughter married a Ka’apor man. The men drove him on a motorcycle to an area close to the Xapão settlement, where they beat him with a gun and a club, put the gun to his head, and threatened to kill him unless he identified the members of the forest patrol, the Ka’apor said in their letter. The men elogiously showed him pictures of Indigenous people, asking him to reveal whether they were in the patrol. He revealed the names and the loggers released him. Human Rights Watch interview with Mutuhi Ran Ka’apor, Alto Turiaçu Indigenous Territory, October 28, 2017; and letter from Associação Ka’apor te hurry do Rio Gurupi to Federal Prosecutor’s Office, January 3, 2016. On file at Human Rights Watch.
254 Human Rights Watch interview with federal police investigator Romiron Souza Lima, São Luís, October 26, 2017.
One day in 2017, a stranger approached Iracadju Ka’apor, a village chief of Alto Turiaçu Indigenous Territory, in Zé Doca, a nearby town, and accused Indigenous people of setting logging trucks on fire.\textsuperscript{255} “Either you stop doing that,” Iracadju Ka’apor recalled the man threatening, “or you will live only one more day.” In June 2018, another stranger approached Iracadju Ka’apor and several other Ka’apor people at a gas station in Zé Doca. “Indians have to stay in their village,” Iracadju Ka’apor recalled the man saying, “Why are you in town?....You are blocking the sale of timber.... If you continue, we are going to burn all your cars.”\textsuperscript{256}

In August 2017, Mawarişha, a member of the Ka’apor governing council, received an anonymous call.\textsuperscript{257} “Are you the one who won’t let other Indians sell timber anymore?” the caller threatened, Mawarişha told Human Rights Watch. “We’re going to get you one way or another.” The following month, Mawarişha received another anonymous call. “I want to make a deal with you to sell timber,” the caller said. “If you don’t accept, you will die.”

\emph{Rio das Onças, Maranhão State, 2015}

Raimundo Santos, a leader of the Rio das Onças village in Maranhão, cooperated closely with ICMBio officials, providing information to support the federal agency’s efforts against illegal logging in the Gurupi Biological Reserve, Evane Lisboa, the chief of the reserve, told us.\textsuperscript{258}

In August 2015, Santos and his wife, Maria da Conceição Chaves, were riding their motorcycle home in the Rio das Onças village when three men stepped out from the roadside and fired at them.\textsuperscript{259} Seven bullets hit Santos; the attackers also stabbed him. He died at the scene. Chaves, gravely injured by gunshots, survived the attack.\textsuperscript{260}

---

\textsuperscript{255} Human Rights Watch telephone interview with Iracadju Ka’apor, village chief of Alto Turiaçu Indigenous Territory, June 21, 2018.

\textsuperscript{256} Ibid.

\textsuperscript{257} Human Rights Watch interview with Mawarişha (Osmar Ka’apor), Alto Turiaçu Indigenous Territory, October 29, 2017.

\textsuperscript{258} Raimundo Santos was a member of the Advisory Council of the Gurupi Biological Reserve and his wife, Maria da Conceição Chaves, was an alternate member. Human Rights Watch interview with Evane Alves Lisboa, chief of the ICMBio Gurupi Biological Reserve, Açailândia, October 31, 2017.

\textsuperscript{259} Ibid.

\textsuperscript{260} Human Rights Watch interviews with Evane Alves Lisboa, chief of the ICMBio Gurupi Biological Reserve, Açailândia, October 31, 2017; and with federal police officer Júlio Sombra Oliveira, São Luís, October 26, 2017.
José Escórcio, a fazendeiro who Lisboa believes was involved in illegal logging, confessed to police that he wanted to kill Santos because of his environmental defense work, the investigating federal police officer told us.²⁵¹ Escórcio described to police how he hired a retired military police officer, who in turn hired two active military police officers to help him kill Santos.²⁵² The retired military police officer also controlled land in the area, was involved in illegal logging, and had an interest in killing Santos to access timber, the lawyer representing Maria da Conceição Chaves said.²⁵³

**Governador, Maranhão State, 2013**

In March 2013, a group of Pyhcop Catíji forest guardians found four wood-hauling trucks, a tractor, and 20 armed loggers in the Governador Indigenous Territory, Eýy Cy, chief of the village of Governador, told Human Rights Watch.²⁶⁴ The guardians mobilized the villagers. Arriving en masse, the villagers took the loggers by surprise, disarmed them, and told them to leave the territory. They then drove the logging trucks and tractor to Governador village. Eýy Cy called FUNAI, he said, and the agency alerted the federal police.

After sunset the next day, two FUNAI employees and four state police officers arrived in Governador village. On the way, the state police had seen loggers setting up a blockade on the dirt road from Governador to the nearby town of Amarante do Maranhão, Governador villagers told Human Rights Watch.²⁶⁵ In the early morning hours, villagers told us, the state police officers left without warning the locals or taking the confiscated vehicles.

---
²⁵¹ Human Rights Watch interview with Julio Sombra Oliveira, federal police officer, São Luis, October 27, 2017.
²⁵² Federal prosecutors charged Escórcio with ordering the attack. Escórcio was under house arrest, granted because of his advanced age, pending trial, when he died in 2017. The retired military officer he allegedly hired as a hitman awaits trial in detention as of this writing, while two active military police officers allegedly involved in the murder were killed in a seemingly unrelated incident. At the end of 2018, a federal judge ruled the case should be transferred to a state court. Both federal prosecutors and the lawyers representing Maria da Conceição Chaves appealed. The ruling by the appeals court was pending as of August 2019. Human Rights Watch phone interview with Danilo Chammaz, a lawyer at Justiça nos Trilhos, an NGO, August 21, 2019; Human Rights Watch interview with Julio Sombra Oliveira, federal police officer, São Luis, October 27, 2017; Adonias Silva, “Líder de assentamentos é assassinado a tiros no portão de casa no Pará.” G1, August 15, 2018. https://g1.globo.com/pa/santarem-regiao/noticia/2018/12/32/lider-de-assentamentos-morre-aos-sofrer-atentado-a-tiros-no-portao-de-casa-n-para.html (accessed June 24, 2019): “Revogada prisão de assassinos de ambientalista da Rebib no Maranhão,” G1, April 27, 2016. Http://g1.globo.com/ma/maranhao/noticia/2016/04/revogada-prisao-de-assassinatos-de-ambientalista-da-rebic-no-maranhao.html (accessed June 24, 2019): “Ação de polícias Federal, Civil e Militar resulta na prisão de policial reformado por crime de homicídio,” State government of Maranhão news release, May 23, 2017.
Frederico Pereira Guajajara, a leader of the Tenetehara living in nearby Araribóia Indigenous Territory, saw the blockade as he was riding his motorcycle to Amarante de Maranhão. A group of about 20 loggers were burning tires in the middle of the dirt road. Guajajara stopped to record the scene on his phone. Five loggers wielding wooden sticks encircled him, he told us, and beat him on the head and back. They broke his phone, he said, and one of them said, “Let’s take this Indian and throw him on the fire.” A Pyhcop Catiji Indigenous man, a stranger to Guajajara, interceded on Guajajara’s behalf and the loggers let him go.

Four days after the state police left, six federal police officers arrived and tried to negotiate with a crowd of loggers who were maintaining the roadblock. About 70 loggers attacked the police car. The officers retreated to Governador village, where they spent the night. The following day, military police arrived to retrieve the federal officers. The officers left together, without taking the wood-hauling trucks and tractor that the forest guardians had seized.

For the next 11 days, with no protection from state or federal authorities, the Pyhcop Catiji lived in fear, the confiscated logging vehicles still parked in Governador village.

Pyn Hýc, the wife of Augusto Gavião, a Pyhcop Catiji leader, told us that anonymous callers threatened him several times during those 11 days. She answered Gavião’s phone twice, she said. The callers threatened to set fire to the car used by the forest

---

267 ibid.
268 Frederico Guajajara said he reported the incident to the civil police in Amarante do Maranhão and identified one of the attackers; to his knowledge, police and prosecutors have not taken any action against them. Human Rights Watch interview with Frederico Pereira Guajajara, Araribóia Indigenous Territory, November 3, 2017. Human Rights Watch asked state authorities if they had opened an investigation into this case, but had received no response as of September 2019.
269 Human Rights Watch interviews with Eý Cy (Evandro Luís Bandeira), Governador village chief, Governador Indigenous Territory, November 2, 2017; and with Marcelo Gavião, coordinator of the Pyhcop Catiji guardians, Governador Indigenous Territory, June 6, 2018.
271 Human Rights Watch interview with Eý Cy (Evandro Luís Bandeira), Governador village chief, Governador Indigenous Territory, November 2, 2017.
272 Human Rights Watch interview with Pyn Hýc (Raquel Bandeira), deputy coordinator of the Association of Indigenous Peoples of Maranhão (COAPIMA), Governador Indigenous Territory, November 2, 2017. Her husband died in 2013 of a heart attack.
guardians if they tried to drive to Amarante do Maranhão. They told her to warn the community that they were going to invade “at any time,” she said, and they threatened to kill three Indigenous leaders, whom they named.273

Anonymous callers also threatened Marcelo Gavião, the coordinator of the forest guardians, five times by phone, he told Human Rights Watch.274 If he did not release the trucks, Gavião recalled one caller saying, assailants would attack the village by night and kill him in his house.

Meanwhile, someone threw a motorcycle chain onto the power lines. Governador village was without power for about two days.275

During the 11 days of the standoff, owners of shops and the gas station in Amarante do Maranhão refused service to the Pyhcop Catiji people.276 “We were hungry,” Pyn Hýc told Human Rights Watch.277 Eýy Cy, the Governador village chief, said he believes the loggers threatened the shop owners.278

On the twelfth day, federal agents returned in force. IBAMA agents, accompanied by 30 federal police officers, took away the wood-hauling trucks that the villagers had seized from the loggers.

*Nova Ipixuna, Pará State, 2011

José Cláudio Ribeiro da Silva and Maria do Espírito Santo were killed after reporting to authorities that a fazendeiro was trying to take over some of the land in the Praia Alta Piranheira Agro-Extractivist Settlement Project, possibly to fell down the trees and graze

273bid.
274Human Rights Watch interview with Marcelo Gavião, coordinator of the Pyhcop Catiji guardians, Governador Indigenous Territory, June 6, 2018.
275Human Rights Watch interviews with Eýy Cy (Evandro Luís Bandeira), November 2, 2017; and Marcelo Gavião, Governador Indigenous Territory, June 6, 2018.
276Human Rights Watch interview with Eýy Cy (Evandro Luís Bandeira) and Pyn Hýc (Raquel Bandeira), Governador Indigenous Territory, November 2, 2017.
277Human Rights Watch interview with Pyn Hýc (Raquel Bandeira), Governador Indigenous Territory, November 2, 2017.
278Human Rights Watch interview with Eýy Cy (Evandro Luís Bandeira), Governador village chief, Governador Indigenous Territory, November 2, 2017.
cattle there.\textsuperscript{279} INCRA, the land-reform federal agency, had settled poor families in the forest to use it sustainably. Zé Cláudio, as Da Silva was known, and Espírito Santo made handicrafts and collected Brazil nuts, processing them into oil and other products.\textsuperscript{280} The couple were vocal defenders of the forest and of other settlers.

In a TED talk in November 2010, Da Silva said that, while native forest covered 85 percent of the Project's area when it was created in 1997, only 20 percent remained covered 13 years later. He attributed the loss to illegal logging.\textsuperscript{281} “As long as I have the strength to keep on going, I'll report all those who harm the forest,” he promised.

Two men murdered Da Silva and Espírito Santo on May 24, 2011 as they travelled by motorcycle in a rural area of the town of Nova Ipixuna, Pará.\textsuperscript{282} A Pará court convicted José Rodrigues Moreira, a fazendeiro, of ordering the couple’s murder because they had told INCRA that he was trying to expel three settlers from their plots to take over the land.\textsuperscript{283} Anton Fon Filho, an attorney who assisted the prosecution, believes the fazendeiro intended to sell the timber, raze the forest, and plant grass for cattle.\textsuperscript{284}

\textit{Lagoa Comprida, Maranhão State, 2007}

On September 15, 2007, Tenetehara Indigenous people living in Lagoa Comprida village, Maranhão state, expelled two loggers whom they encountered in Araribóia Indigenous

\textsuperscript{279}Human Rights Watch phone interview with Anton Fon Filho, an attorney who assisted with the prosecution on behalf of the families of the victims, July 17, 2019.
\textsuperscript{280}“Killling trees is murder. Zé Cláudio Ribeiro at TEDxAmazonia.” video clip, YouTube, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X0zpmnrj8Ik(accessed June 21, 2019).
\textsuperscript{281}bid.
\textsuperscript{284}Human Rights Watch phone interview with Anton Fon Filho, an attorney who assisted with the prosecution on behalf of the families of the victims, July 17, 2019.
territory. They seized a wood-hauling truck and brought it to the village. They contacted FUNAI, which in turn called the federal police, asking the police to remove the truck. Nobody arrived to do so.

On October 15, about 15 men stormed Lagoa Comprida to recover the truck, including its owner, shooting indiscriminately at the villagers, injuring three, prosecutors said. One of them, Maria Madalena Guajajara, was hit in the neck and the left side of her abdomen. Her husband, Tomé Guajajara, darted into his house to retrieve a muzzle-loading hunting rifle, a witness said. One of the attackers went after Tomé and shot him in the abdomen. From the ground, Tomé shot back, injuring one of the attackers. Other men arrived and shot Tomé while he lay injured on the ground, killing him, villagers told Human Rights Watch. The attackers then retreated, taking with them their wounded man, who later died in a hospital.

288 Ibid.
289 Statement made by Witness 1 to federal police in Imperatriz on February 15, 2008, copy on file at Human Rights Watch; Human Rights Watch interviews with villagers at Lagoa Comprida, including Tomé Guajajara’s two daughters, on June 7, 2018.
290 Human Rights Watch interviews with Maria Joana Alves Guajajara, Jose Inácio Alves Silva, and Graça Guajajara, Lagoa Comprida, June 8, 2018; statement made by Witness 1 to federal police in Imperatriz on February 15, 2008, copy on file at Human Rights Watch.
291 Charging document by federal prosecutor Ellen Cristina Chaves Silva in relation to police investigation no. 270/2007, March 22, 2012, copy on file at Human Rights Watch; Federal police forensic report no. 270/2007– SR/MA, October 30, 2007, copy on file at Human Rights Watch. After the killing of Tomé Guajajara, federal police gathered eyewitness accounts that provided substantial evidence against the illegal loggers, including the names or nicknames of four of the alleged shooters. However, police did not take a detailed statement from Maria Madalena Guajajara, Tomé’s wife, who was near him when he was shot and who has since died. Federal prosecutors filed charges against three men more than four years after the killing. Since then, the case has stalled because authorities have not made necessary arrangements to ensure the appearance in court of two indigenous people whose testimony is key for the prosecution. Judges have ordered FUNAI to bring the witnesses, who live in a remote area of Araribóia Indigenous Territory and have no means of transportation, but FUNAI has failed to bring them to hearings on at least five occasions since 2013. Court documents show, Human Rights Watch interviews with federal prosecutor Jorge Mauricio Porto Klancovic, Imperatriz, June 4, 2018; with Eliane Araújo, then coordinator of FUNAI in Maranhão, Imperatriz, June 12, 2018; and phone interview with federal prosecutor José Mário do Carmo Pinto, October 19, 2018. Case documents on file at Human Rights Watch.
III. State Failure to Investigate Violence and Intimidation

Acts of violence and intimidation by criminal networks involved in illegal deforestation in the Brazilian Amazon are rarely prosecuted. Indeed, impunity for all crimes related to illegal logging is the norm, according to state and federal justice officials working in the region. One federal prosecutor in Pará told Human Rights Watch that impunity for killings by loggers is a “generalized” problem in that state.292 Another in Amazonas state said that impunity is “pervasive” in cases involving conflicts over resources and land.293

Human Rights Watch’s review of available documentation, interviews with justice officials and affected communities, and close examination of authorities’ handling of specific cases support the conclusion that Brazil is systematically failing to investigate and prosecute acts of violence by loggers and land grabbers in the Amazon region.

By failing to bring perpetrators to justice, Brazil is allowing killings by people involved with illegal deforestation to continue virtually unchecked. Violence in the context of conflicts over land and resources continues “because nobody is punished,” Deborah Duprat, director of the human rights unit at the Attorney General’s Office, told Human Rights Watch. “Impunity is the norm,” she added.294 A federal prosecutor in Amazonas warned: “The state is losing control of the situation.”295

Failure to Investigate Killings

Of the more than 230 cases of fatal attacks — involving more than 300 victims — which the Pastoral Land Commission has registered in the Amazon region during the past decade, only nine — fewer than four percent — have gone to trial.296

293 Human Rights Watch interview with an Amazonas federal prosecutor, Manaus, June 27, 2019. Name withheld upon request.
295 Human Rights Watch interview with an Amazonas federal prosecutor, Manaus, June 27, 2019. Name withheld upon request.
296 Data provided to Human Rights Watch by the Pastoral Land Commission.
In Pará, the state with the highest number of killings, only four out of 89 cases have gone to trial since 2009; in Rondônia only three out of 66; in Maranhão only two out of 46; in Mato Grosso, which had 16 cases, and in Amazonas, which had eight, there have been no trials.

![Killings and Impunity in Amazonian States, 2009 – 2018](chart)

Source: Pastoral Land Commission

Of the 28 killings and four attempted killings documented in Section II, only one case, the killing of José Cláudio Ribeiro da Silva and Maria do Espírito Santo, went to trial. (A jury convicted three people in that case.)
The main reason that perpetrators of these crimes are not brought to justice, according to state and federal authorities who spoke with Human Rights Watch, is that police do not conduct proper investigations. “The police investigative apparatus simply does not work for this type of crime,” explained Pará federal prosecutor Paulo Oliveira. “Local state police do very little,” said a high-level federal police officer in the Amazon region. “There is impunity because of the failure to apply even basic investigative methods,” he added. Maranhão’s secretary of human rights, Francisco Gonçalves da Conceição, said that police collect “insufficient evidence” in cases of violence related to rural conflicts over land and resources.

Police attribute the failures to resource shortages and the difficulty of conducting investigations in remote areas of the Amazon region. For example, Elpídio Souza, civil police chief of the town of Amarante do Maranhão, told Human Rights Watch that a lack of proper vehicles and staffing was to blame for shortcomings in the investigations of killings in the area.

While criminal justice officials at the federal and state levels told us that killings allegedly by loggers are not adequately investigated, none had compiled detailed information that would allow systematic evaluation of the cases. The judicial files for these cases are dispersed in remote towns throughout the Amazon region, some of them only reachable by spending hours of boating or driving on precarious roads. The federal Attorney General’s Office relies instead on data collected by the Pastoral Land Commission, whose attorneys monitor cases throughout the Amazon region and provide legal and other assistance to some of the victims and communities.

297 Human Rights Watch interview with Paulo de Tarso Oliveira, federal prosecutor in the state of Pará Santarém, May 2, 2019.
298 Human Rights Watch interview with a high-ranking federal police officer in the Amazon region, June 27, 2019. Name and place withheld upon the officer’s request.
300 Human Rights Watch interview with Elpídio Sousa, civil police chief of Amarante de Maranhão, Amarante de Maranhão, November 1, 2017.
To assess the dynamics of impunity described by officials, Human Rights Watch examined how authorities responded to killings in one region of Maranhão state — encompassing the Alto Turiaçu, Governador, and Araribóia Indigenous Territories — where local communities have taken a stand against illegal logging and report being victims of violent reprisals by loggers.

There have been 16 killings in this region since 2015, according to information provided by the Pastoral Land Commission and the Indigenist Missionary Council (CIMI, in Portuguese), another Catholic Church-affiliated non-profit organization.302 The leaders of Indigenous peoples in the region told Human Rights Watch that they believe that at least eight of those killings were reprisals by loggers against community activities in defense of the forest.303 None of the cases has been tried, according to the two NGOs and community leaders.

Human Rights Watch requested information about the 16 killings from Maranhão’s Attorney General’s Office, secretary of public security, and secretary of human rights, but had not received a response from any of these institutions as of September 2019.304 Cases in which an Indigenous person is killed in a common crime remain under local state jurisdiction, yet federal prosecutors have jurisdiction over cases and access to case files when there is some evidence that Indigenous people were killed because of their defense

---


303 Human Rights Watch interviewed with Itahú Ka’aapor, member of the Ka’aapor governing council, Alto Turiaçu Indigenous Territory, October 28, 2017; with Evy Cy (Evandro Luis Bandeira), Governador village chief, Governador Indigenous Territory, June 6, 2018; Francel Souza Guajajara, then coordinator of the Araribóia forest guardians, Lagoa Comprida, Araribóia Indigenous Territory, June 8, 2018; and Frederico Pereira Guajajara, Araribóia Indigenous Territory, November 3, 2017.

304 Human Rights Watch inquired about the killings during meetings with the human rights secretariat in October 2017 and June 2018. Human Rights Watch sent letters requesting information about the 16 killings again to the secretary of human rights on July 14, 2019, and to the secretary of public security and the state attorney general on July 15, 2019.
of the environment. So we also asked federal prosecutors in the cities of São Luiz and Imperatriz; they had information about only one of the cases.

The 16 cases occurred in remote towns dispersed throughout the region. Human Rights Watch was able to interview police officers involved in the investigations of six of the cases. In three of these, we also obtained direct testimony from relatives of three victims and interviewed a prosecutor familiar with one of the cases.

We found serious flaws in the investigations of all six killings. In at least two cases, police investigators failed to visit the crime scene. In at least five, police failed to arrange for autopsies of the victims. For example:

- After Assis Guajajara was stabbed to death in Araribóia Indigenous Territory in 2016, police investigators did not visit the crime scene and there was no autopsy of his body. Guajajara was a member of the forest guardians and had received several death threats from loggers, his brother, who reported the killing to police, told Human Rights Watch.

When asked about the flaws in these investigations, a local police chief offered the same explanation that Human Rights Watch heard elsewhere to justify the omissions by authorities: the remote locations of the crimes and the lack of resources—including all-terrain vehicles—to make the trips.

---

307 Federal prosecutor was in charge of the case of Eusebio Ka’apor. Human Rights Watch interview with federal prosecutor Alexandre Soares, São Luís, October 26, 2017.
308 Cases of Eusebio Ka’apor (Alto Turiaçu, April 4, 2015), Isaias Guajajara (Araribóia, April 19, 2016), Assis Guajajara (Araribóia, April 4th, 2016), Genesio Guajajara (Araribóia, April 11, 2016), Aponyure Guajajara (Amarante do Maranhão, March, 2016), and Davi Mulato Gavião (Amarante do Maranhão, October 13, 2018).
309 Lawyers providing legal advice to the Ka’apor people gave Human Rights Watch copies of some statements made by witnesses in Eusebio Ka’apor’s case. We did not have access to the case files in the other cases because the investigations were ongoing, and the documents were reserved. The families of the other victims contacted by Human Rights Watch did not have lawyers who could help them obtain documentation about the cases.
310 Cases of Isaias Guajajara and Assis Guajajara.
However, Human Rights Watch found that in at least four of the six cases we examined, the deaths had not occurred in remote locations but rather in urban centers that had police stations. Examples include:

- **Davi Mulato Gavião** was killed in a town plaza less than a kilometer from the local state civil and military police stations. Military police visited the crime scene, but instead of preserving the evidence, as Brazilian law mandates, they left as soon as a relative of Gavião’s arrived, the relative told Human Rights Watch. Civil police investigators visited the crime scene for the first time more than 30 hours after the killing, police told us, when the family had already taken away the body.

- **Eusebio Ka’apor** (see Section II) did not die in a remote village, but rather in a public hospital in the town of Zé Doça, of injuries caused by an unknown assailant. Yet, no autopsy was performed, said a lawyer providing counsel to the Ka’apor.

There is no doubt that the remoteness of some crime scenes can make it more difficult for authorities to conduct prompt investigations. Yet it need not make it impossible. Indeed, Human Rights Watch documented six cases involving violence allegedly by loggers and land grabbers in remote locations elsewhere in Maranhão and other Amazonian states in which police were able to conduct investigations that led to criminal charges being filed.

312 Cases of Eusebio Ka’apor, Genedio Guajajara, Aponysre Guajajara, and Davi Mulato Gavião.
313 Davi Mulato Gavião was a Pyhcop Catij Indigenous man. His nephew, Joaquim Gavião, told Human Rights Watch he had a mental illness, although he did not know which one. An unknown man traveling with another man on a motorcycle approached him while he was sleeping in a plaza in Amarante do Maranhão and shot him to death at 06:27 a.m. on October 14, 2019, according to a CCTV camera recording that police showed Joaquim Gavião. Joaquim Gavião told us he arrived at the crime scene at around 7:30 a.m. the same day. Military police were there, but left about 5 minutes after he arrived. He said he took the body to a funeral home at around 9 a.m. Civil police officer João Batista said military police did not inform civil police about the killing, and he only learned about it after a local resident alerted him through a messaging service in the afternoon of October 14. He did not immediately go to the crime scene because it was a Sunday, he said. Instead, he visited the crime scene during the day on Monday, October 15. He said he collected some projectiles and wrote a report with his analysis of the crime scene. Batista said the main line of investigation is that a landowner’s family ordered the killing because Davi Mulato Gavião had “attacked” a member of the family, but he said he could not rule out that the killing was, as Pyhcop Catij leaders believe, a reprisal for the environmental defense work the Pyhcop Catij conduct. Human Rights Watch phone interviews with Joaquim Gavião, May 23, 2019; and civil police officer João Batista, August 7, 2019.

314 Human Rights Watch phone interview with Joaquim Gavião, May 23, 2019. Article 6 of the Criminal Procedure Code states that “police authorities” must go to the crime scene as soon as they learn of a crime and preserve the site until forensic experts arrive.


316 Human Rights Watch interview with Luis Antonio Pedrosa, a lawyer at the Sociedade Maranhense de Direitos Humanos (SMDH), Alto Turiaçu Indigenous Territory, October 26, 2017. Samue Miriran Ka’apor, Eusebio’s son, told federal prosecutors he took his father to the hospital in Zé Doça, that he died there on April 26, 2015, and he took the body back to the Indigenous territory the next day in the morning. Statement by Samue Miriran Ka’apor to federal prosecutors, May 20, 2015, copy on file at Human Rights Watch.

Four of these six cases — which are among the 12 documented in Section II — share a trait that distinguishes them from most other cases of violence in the region: they all attracted national media attention.\(^3^{18}\) Community leaders told Human Rights Watch that they believed it was this attention that prompted police to take these investigations more seriously than they typically do in other such cases.

The other two of the six cases are also unlike other cases of violence in the region because federal police became involved in the investigation from the very beginning and ensured basic investigative steps were taken.\(^3^{19}\) In one of them, federal police intervened because of the victim’s connection to ICMBio and in the other because the victim was an Indigenous person who was killed when loggers attacked a village, circumstances that made it clear from the outset that the case fell within federal jurisdiction.\(^3^{20},^{321}\)

- The case of José Cláudio Ribeiro da Silva and Maria do Espírito Santo — who were killed in 2011 while traveling on a motorcycle through a rural road in Pará — received national media attention, most likely because they had spoken out in public fora, including delivering a TEDx talk in 2010.\(^3^{22}\) It was the only one of the 13 cases documented by Human Rights Watch that went to trial: the two hitmen were convicted, in 2013, as was the fazendeiro who had hired them, two years later.\(^3^{23}\)

---

\(^{318}\) Balá case, Sete de Setembro case, Colina case, and Nova Ipixuna case.

\(^{319}\) Rio das Onças case and Lagoa Comprida case.

\(^{320}\) Raimundo Santos, killed in August 2015, was a member of ICMBio’s Gurupi Biological Reserve’s community council.

\(^{321}\) Just like federal prosecutors, federal police have jurisdiction to investigate crimes against Indigenous people when they affect their collective rights, such as their right to their land, which is held collectively. An attack by loggers would clearly fall into that category. Human Rights Watch interview with Juliana Ferar Barros Alves, chief of federal police in Imperatriz, Imperatriz, October 30, 2017.


\(^{323}\) The fazendeiro was tried in absentia, as he had fled, and he has not served his sentence. One of the hitmen escaped from prison in 2015. Yet the convictions represented progress in a bleak criminal-justice landscape.

• The 2019 killing of Dilma Ferreira Silva and five others in a remote area of Baião, Pará state, received national media attention. Silva was one of the coordinators of a national association that advocated on behalf of people displaced by dams.\(^{224}\) Several newspapers with national circulation had run a photograph of her at an event in 2011 with then-president Dilma Rousseff.\(^{225}\) After the killings, Pará Governor Helder Barbalho established a task force of civil police investigators from various units. Just four days after the crimes, the task force arrested Fernando Ferreira Rosa Filho, a fazendeiro whom authorities suspect of illegal logging.\(^{226}\) The task force also identified four suspected hitmen, all brothers. In June 2019, state prosecutors charged Rosa with ordering the killings, and two brothers with carrying them out.\(^{227}\) Police killed the other two brothers, reportedly in a shootout.\(^{228}\) State prosecutors also charged two other men with participating in the crimes, including a former employee of Rosa’s who confessed he helped the killers under orders from Rosa.\(^{229}\)

---


\(^{226}\) “Polícia Civil prende mandante de seis assassinatos na zona rural de Baião,” Pará Civil Police news release, March 26, 2019, http://www.policiacivil.pb.gov.br/1014%DA%95%DA%98%C3%A9%DA%99%DA%9E%DA%95/civil-prendemandante-de-seis-assassinatos-na-zona-rural-de-bai%C3%A3o (accessed June 24, 2019); “MPPA oferece denúncia contra acusados da ‘Chacina de Baião,’” Pará prosecutor’s office news release, July 1, 2019, https://www2.mpba.mp.br/noticias/mppe-oferece-denuncia-contra-acusados-da-chacine-de-baiao.htm (accessed August 22, 2019).

\(^{227}\) Rosa Filho and one of the brothers, Cosme Francisco Alves, were held in pretrial detention as of July 2019. Glaucimar Francisco Alves, the other brother, fled. “MPPA oferece denúncia contra acusados da ‘Chacina de Baião,’” Pará prosecutor’s office news release, July 1, 2019, https://www2.mpba.mp.br/noticias/mppe-oferece-denuncia-contra-acusados-da-chacine-de-baiao.htm (accessed August 22, 2019).

\(^{228}\) Police killed Alan and Marlon Alves on May 1, 2019 after the brothers opened fire against agents who attempted to arrest them, Pará civil police said. “Polícia Civil localiza irmãos envolvidos em seis mortes na zona rural de Baião,” Pará civil police news release, May 4, 2019, http://www.policiacivil.pb.gov.br/1014%DA%95%DA%98%C3%A9%DA%99%DA%9E%DA%95/civil-localiza-irm%C3%A3os-envolvidos-em-seis-mortes-na-zona-rural-de-bai%C3%A3o (accessed August 22, 2019).

Dilma Ferreira Silva at an event in 2011 with then-President Dilma Rousseff, to whom she handed a document asking for a national policy on people displaced by dams. Photo courtesy of Movimento dos Atingidos por Barragens (MAB).

- The failed attempt to kill Elizângela Dell-Armelina Suruí and her husband, Naraymi Suruí, in 2017 in Rondônia state, attracted media attention – she believes – because she had recently won Brazil’s Teacher of the Year Award.\(^{30}\) They were attacked while traveling on a motorcycle on a rural road on their way to the Sete de Setembro Indigenous Territory. When the couple reported the attack to civil and federal police, Naraymi Suruí identified the two attackers as local loggers, who were detained and were subsequently released, pending trial, with electronic anklets.\(^{31}\)

- The 2015 killing of Raimundo Santos, and the attempted killing of his wife, Maria da Conceição Chaves, appears to have received more attention from authorities because Santos, although not a public servant himself, had a close relationship with ICMBio, as a member of the Gurupi Reserve’s community council. Immediately


\(^{31}\) Human Rights Watch interview through a messaging services with Elisângela Del-Armelina Suruí, May 17, 2019.
upon learning of the attack, the chief of the Gurupi reserve called a federal police officer, who mobilized the local civil police and went with them to the crime scene, located in a remote area of the reserve. Unlike in the cases of rural killings in Maranhão discussed above, Santos’s body was autopsied. Prosecutors filed homicide charges against a fazendeiro and a retired military officer, whom they believe to be one of the hitmen. The fazendeiro died while under house arrest; the trial of the retired military officer was pending as of August 2019.

Failure to Investigate Threats

Authorities routinely fail to investigate threats and other acts of intimidation against people who attempt to put a halt to illegal logging. Of the more than 40 cases that Human Rights Watch documented of threats and intimidation in the past five years, we found only one case in which prosecutors have filed charges. It involved a death threat allegedly

---

332 Human Rights Watch interviews with JuliO Sombra Oliveira, federal police officer, São Luís, October 27, 2017; and with Evane Alves Lisboa, chief of the ICMBio Gurupi Biological Reserve, Açailândia, October 31, 2017.
333 Human Rights Watch interview with JuliO Sombra Oliveira, federal police officer, São Luís, October 27, 2017.
334 Human Rights Watch phone interview with Danilo Chammas, a lawyer at Justiça nas Trilhos, an NGO, August 21, 2019.
335 Cases of threats and intimidation in which the victim was later killed: Eusebio Ka’apor, Ka’apor leader in Alto Turiaçu Indigenous Territory (2010); Assis Guajajar, member of the Tenetehara forest guardians (2016); Raimundo Santos, leader of the Rio das Onças village in Maranhão (2014); Gilson Temponi, president of a farmers’ association in Placas, Pará state, (2018); João Chapeu Primo, former reporter who reported other loggers (2011); Aluíso “Alenquer” Sampaio, president of the Union of Small Family Farmers (2018); Valmir Rangel do Nascimento and other local residents who were later killed in the Colônia massacre (2014) and José Cláudio Ribeiro da Silva and Maria do Espírito Santo, community leaders in the Praia Alta Piranheira Agro-Extractivist Settlement Project (2011-2011). Other cases of threats and intimidation: Itahú Ka’apor, Ka’apor leader in Alto Turiaçu Indigenous Territory (2011-2017); Mawarishá (Osmari Ka’apor, Ka’apor leader in Alto Turiaçu Indigenous Territory (2011-2017); Irací de Souza, village chief of Alto Turiaçu Indigenous Territory (2011-2018); José Andrade, anthropologist (2011-2017); Marcelo Bandeira (2013), Augusto Bandeira (2013), Ubirajara Guara Gavião (2013), Eýy Cy (Evandro Luis Bandeira), Governador village chief (2017); Pyn Húc (Raquel Bandeira) (2013); Joaquim Gavião (2019); Boaventura Gavião (2009); Mario Bandeira Gavião (2009); Frederico Pereira Guajajara, Tenetehara leader in Arariboia Indigenous Territory (2013 and 2014); Franciol Souza Guajajara, then coordinator of the Arariboia forest guards (2017); Iwramu (Olimpio Guajajara), coordinator of the Arariboia forest guards (2017); Cláudio José da Silva, coordinator of the Caru forest guards (2016 and 2018); José Inácio Alves Silva, Lagoa Comprida village chief and president of the Commission of Village Chiefs and Leaders of Arariboia (2017); João Guajajara (pseudonym), village chief in Arariboia Indigenous Territory (2017); Raimundo “Mundico” Marciano Guajajara, Tenetehara forest guard (2017); Laercio Souza Guajajara, deputy coordinator of the Tenetehara forest guard in Arariboia Indigenous Territory (2017 and 2018); Josílone Guajajara de Souza, a leader of the “Women Warriors” of Caru Indigenous Territory (2017); Bia Antonio, Tuminbé village chief (2018); Awaça Uru-e-wau-wau, Uru-e-wau-wau Indigenous leader (2015 and 2018); Navamy Sunu, a leader of the Suri Pa’ter Indigenous people (2017); Maria Márcia Elpidide de Melo, president of the Nova Vitória Rural Producers Association in the Terra Nossa INCRA settlement (2017-2015); Antonio Carlos Lacerda, vice president of the Nova Vitória Rural Producers Association (2018); Oswaldina Maria Marcelino Alves Pereira (2017-2018); Daniel Alves Pereira, resident of Areeia INCRA settlement (2011-2015); Antonio de Paula e Silva (2012); Francisco Fernilo Silva, community leader in the Montanha Mangaba INCRA settlement (2018); Eliane Araújo, FUNAI official (2007); and Ruihan Saldana, chief of monitoring at the ICMBio Gurupi Biological Reserve in Maranhão State (2017); and Evane Alves Lisboa, chief of the ICMBio Gurupi Biological Reserve (2008-2017).
made in front of witnesses in 2016 by a councilman of the town of Trairão. A trial was pending at time of writing.

Not only do police fail to investigate threats by loggers, but in Maranhão and Pará, officials and victims told Human Rights Watch of cases in which police refused even to register them.

- **Maria Márcia Elpidia de Melo**, community leader in Terra Nossa, Pará, said that, in July 2018, she went every day for two weeks to the civil police station in Novo Progresso to register a complaint about threats by loggers and their illegal logging. Every time, the attendant refused to record it. “It’s useless to report [the loggers] because they are people of high standing,” the attendant reportedly told her.

- **Osvalinda Pereira**, community leader in Pará state, said that the attendant at the civil police station in Trairão at first refused to receive her complaint of death threats by loggers in 2012. She recalled being told, “If I [take your complaint], you will be the one arrested.” Upon their insistence, the attendant took the complaint but did not include the names of the loggers they said had threatened them. In 2018, the same attendant refused to register another complaint by Pereira and her husband, Daniel Pereira. This time, they wanted to report that a man on a motorcycle, who they believed was a hitman, had followed them into the forest. They were only able to register the complaint months later, when a federal prosecutor accompanied the couple to the police station. On that occasion, the chief police officer registered the complaint himself. As of May 2019, the attendant remained in his position.

---

336 The councilman allegedly said at a meeting with the deputy mayor of Trairão and landowners that he was going to shoot at Daniel Alves Pereira and his wife, Osvalinda Maria Marcelino Alves Pereira, residents of the Aêia INCRA settlement. Human Rights Watch interview with Daniel Alves Pereira, place withheld, April 24, 2019.

337 Human Rights Watch interviews with Francisco Gonçalves da Conceição, Maranhão’s Secretary of Human Rights and Social Participation, São Luís, June 4, 2018; and with Mariana Macido, Pará state prosecutor, Itaituba, April 29, 2019.

338 Human Rights Watch interview with Maria Márcia Elpidia de Melo, president of the Nova Vitória Rural Producers Association, one of the community associations in the Terra Nossa INCRA settlement, Itaituba, Pará, April 29, 2019.

339 Human Rights Watch interviews with Osvalinda Maria Marcelino Alves Pereira and Antônio de Paula e Silva, place withheld, April 24, 2019.


341 Human Rights Watch interviews with Osvalinda Maria Marcelino Alves Pereira and Daniel Pereira, place withheld, April 24, 2019.
Several officials told Human Rights Watch that efforts to hold other officials accountable for refusing to register complaints had led nowhere:

- Pará state prosecutor Mariana Macido opened an investigation in 2017 into an allegation that a police officer refused to register a threat in the town of Rurópolis because he was involved in illegal logging, but by December 2018, when she was transferred away, it had not led to any prosecution or recommendation of disciplinary punishment.\textsuperscript{342} In May 2019, when interviewed by Human Rights Watch, Macido did not know where the case stood. She did not report the case to the civil police internal affairs department because she believed “they would just let it go.”\textsuperscript{343}

- The head of civil police internal affairs for Southwestern Pará also opened an investigation after a local resident of Placas alleged that police refused to register a threat by loggers because of involvement in their criminal activities.\textsuperscript{343} The head of internal affairs closed the investigation in 2017, without taking any action, after he found the attendant was not a civil police officer but a Placas municipal employee, commissioned to the police station by the mayor.\textsuperscript{344}

**Explanations of Police Negligence: Indifference or Collusion**

Human Rights Watch was not able to determine what motivated police and other officials in the region to refuse to register threats or take basic steps to investigate killings that appeared to be related to illegal logging.

One explanation, offered by Pará state prosecutor Mariana Macido, was that police are overworked and consider the threats unimportant.\textsuperscript{345}

\textsuperscript{342}Human Rights Watch interview with Mariana Macido, Pará state prosecutor, Itaituba, April 29, 2019.

\textsuperscript{343}Human Rights Watch interview with Elinelson Oliveira, chief of the civil police internal affairs unit in Santarém, Pará, May 3, 2019.

\textsuperscript{344}The head of internal affairs said he sent the final report of his investigation to the mayor but did not know what measures, if any, the mayor took. Human Rights Watch interview with Elinelson Oliveira, chief of the civil police internal affairs unit in Santarém, Pará, May 3, 2019.

\textsuperscript{345}Human Rights Watch interview with Mariana Macido, Pará State prosecutor, Itaituba, April 29, 2019.
In Maranhão, several officials told Human Rights Watch that they believed some police discriminated against Indigenous people, and they would not register or investigate crimes committed by loggers against them.346

Another reason for the police failures, according to some federal and local officials interviewed by Human Rights Watch, is that the local police may be involved in the illegal activities of the loggers responsible for the violence and threats. In Pará, a federal prosecutor told Human Rights Watch that “local police may respond to the economic interests of local elites, which are made up of people involved in land grabbing or illegal logging.”347 A Pará state prosecutor concurred: “Police in conflict areas are an ally of local powers.”348

In Maranhão, the secretary of human rights of the state government said that the members of the police force in that state have “long-standing relations” with local political groups.349 He also said “criminal organizations of loggers” hold local political power.

In Amazonas, a federal prosecutor said that “it is not rare” that police and other public servants become involved in crimes along with loggers.350 She cited as an example the arrest in May 2019 of four state police officers who had allegedly been hired by fazendeiros to attack and expel farmers from public lands.351

---

346 Jean Carlos Nunes Pereira, the public defender in charge of the human rights unit at the Maranhão public defender’s office, said police sometimes refused to register complaints of violence against Indigenous people. Human Rights Watch interview with Jean Carlos Nunes Pereira, director of the human rights unit at the public defender’s office, São Luís, October 25, 2017. Federal prosecutor Alexandre Soares, who specializes in environmental crimes, told Human Rights Watch that local police are aligned with the interests and opinions of the local towns where they work, and there is a lot of hostility toward Indigenous people in those towns. Human Rights Watch interview with federal prosecutor Alexandre Soares, São Luís, October 26, 2017. Eliane Araújo told Human Rights Watch in 2018, when she was coordinator of FUNAI in Maranhão, that the police “don’t look at Indigenous people favorably” and they treat them “as if they were criminals.” Human Rights Watch interview with Eliane Araújo, then coordinator of FUNAI in Maranhão, Imperatriz, June 12, 2018.

350 Human Rights Watch interview with a federal prosecutor, Manaus, June 27, 2019. Name withheld upon her request.
Consequences of Impunity

In at least eight of the 13 cases – resulting in 28 killings and four attempted killings – in which we found credible evidence that people involved in illegal deforestation were responsible for those crimes, the victims or their communities had suffered threats and attacks before.352 (In two of the 13 cases, the victims were police officers killed during enforcement operations and in another case an IBAMA agent suffered a homicide attempt during an operation).

- José Escórcio, the fazendeiro allegedly involved in illegal logging who was charged with ordering the August 2015 killing of community leader Raimundo Santos, had threatened the villagers of Rio das Onças and sent armed men to burn their houses in 2014, an ICMBio official told us.353 Santos himself had spoken of that attack in a November 2014 video recorded by the lawyer of a small farmers’ association and published by news media after Santos’s death.354 “We feel threatened since he came and set our shacks on fire. He wanted to run over the children and adults with his car,” Santos said. “We live under threat by gunmen.” Santos continued reporting illegal logging to ICMBio until his death.355 Had authorities made an effort at ensuring justice after the 2014 attack, they might have prevented Santos’s death nine months later.

- Armed men hired by loggers had repeatedly threatened and attacked farmers, and burned their crops and shacks to expel them from their land in Taquaruçu do Norte years before the April 2017 killing of nine people in what became known as the Colniza massacre, Diego Rodrigues Costa, a Mato Grosso public defender who

---

352 Cases in which Human Rights Watch documented threats and attacks before the killings or attempted killings: Placas case (one killing), Terra Nossa case (three killings and one person disappeared), Rio das Onças case (one killing and one attempted killing), Colniza case (nine killings), Alto Turiaçu case (one killing), Areia case (two killings), Nova Içurua case (two killings), and Sete de Setembro case (two attempted killings).


worked in Colniza, told Human Rights Watch. In 2007, armed men killed three farmers and tortured at least ten others, the Pastoral Land Commission reported, including one of the men who would be killed in 2017. Residents reported attacks and threats to the police in 2010, 2012, and 2014. In November 2014, one of the men who would be killed in 2017 told police he feared for his life. In May 2015, armed men once again expelled the farmers. The investigations never went anywhere, Costa told Human Rights Watch.

Alex Gimenes Garcia, a logger, told police that about 40 days before the 2017 massacre, a member of the criminal group known as “the hooded ones” complained to him that they had expelled the farmers twice but they had come back. This time, Garcia recalled the “hooded one” saying, they were going to “clean up” the area. Once the farmers were gone and the area was cleared, Garcia recalled the man explaining, a logger named Valdelir João de Souza would pay the “hooded ones” because he wanted the removal of timber to be “peaceful.”

“The state was completely negligent,” Costa, the public defender, said. “The (2017) killings are the state’s fault. It wasn’t for lack of warning.”

The Colniza massacre made national news because of the large number of victims, which mobilized local authorities. Prosecutors charged four alleged hitmen, who are in custody.
and De Souza, who is in hiding, with aggravated homicide. But if they had acted sooner, before media attention, to investigate threats and intimidation that had continued for years, the massacre may have been avoided.

“Threats foreshadow a more serious crime,” a Pará civil police chief told Human Rights Watch. Yet failure by police to investigate threats and homicides properly, and citizens’ fears that police are complicit with illegal loggers, have made some — particularly Indigenous — communities stop reporting threats.

“I never go to the police,” Mawarisha, a Ka’apor Indigenous leader involved in the community’s efforts to protect the forest who has received multiple death threats, told Human Rights Watch. “The police do nothing, they are not doing anything to investigate Eusebio’s death,” he said, referring to the 2014 killing of Eusebio Ka’apor, another leader who defended the forest, mentioned above.

The impunity surrounding threats and attacks also undermines the fight against illegal logging. IBAMA, ICMBio, and federal police officials highlighted the importance of tips from Indigenous people and local residents to fight illegal deforestation, but threats make them fearful of providing information to authorities. “People are afraid,” said Daniel Alves Pereira, a small farmer in the Areia settlement who, along with his wife Osvalinda Pereira, reported illegal logging.

Every person who suffered threats from loggers left.
remained because we believe in justice, but we are sure they are going to kill us. We are just waiting.”

In several communitieS, the victims of threats and attacks told Human Rights Watch that they avoid visiting nearby towns out of fear of encountering the loggers they believe have threatened them.\textsuperscript{367} Several forest guardians said that when they have to go to town, to buy supplies or to access health and other services, they do so in groups. “I cannot go alone,” said Mawarisha.\textsuperscript{368}

Daniel Alves Pereira used to sell his produce to restaurants in the nearby town of Trairão on his motorcycle.\textsuperscript{319} “I felt that at any moment I could be shot” by loggers, he said. But lately restaurants no longer buy his fruits and vegetables. He believes loggers intimidated them. That deprived him and his family of a key source of income. “We now just eat what we grow.”

“We are prisoners in our own homes,” said Pereira’s wife, Osvalinda Pereira.\textsuperscript{370} More than 1,000 kilometers away, Elizângela Dell-Armelina Suruí, who was shot in 2017 by a man that her husband recognized as a logger, shares the same feeling.\textsuperscript{371} “We live in fear,” she said. “I cannot stop by an ice-cream shop, go eat at a restaurant. I live in an open prison.”

\textsuperscript{367} Human Rights Watch interviews with Mawarisha (Omar Ka’apor), Alto Turiaçu Indigenous Territory, October 29, 2017; “João” Guajáíara (pseudonym), Araribóia Indigenous Territory, November 4, 2017; Franciel Souza Guajáíara, then coordinator of the Araribóia forest guardians, Lachão Comprida, June 8, 2018; Osvalinda Pereira, a community leader in the Aretá INCRA settlement, place withheld, April 24, 2019; and interview through a messaging service with Elisângela Del-Armelina Suruí, May 17, 2019.

\textsuperscript{368} Human Rights Watch interview with Mawarisha (Omar Ka’apor), Alto Turiaçu, October 29, 2017.

\textsuperscript{369} Human Rights Watch interview with Daniel Alves Pereira, place withheld, April 24, 2019.

\textsuperscript{370} Human Rights Watch interview with Osvalinda Pereira, place withheld, April 24, 2019.

\textsuperscript{371} Human Rights Watch interview through a messaging service with Elisângela Del-Armelina Suruí, May 17, 2019.
IV. Insufficient Efforts to Protect Forest Defenders

In July 2019, 410 people were receiving protection under Brazil’s Program to Protect Defenders of Human Rights, Journalists, and Environmentalists. Another 118 cases were under analysis. Almost 70 percent of the 410 people are defenders of Indigenous rights, rights to land, or the environment.

The program seeks to provide protection measures to defenders of human rights under threat, including defenders of the environment, without removing them from the community, unless the high level of danger requires temporary relocation. Protection measures may include visiting defenders, maintaining phone contact, giving visibility to their work, and mobilizing other institutions to provide protection, the administrators of the program told Human Rights Watch.

The day-to-day running of the federal program, housed within the Human Rights Ministry, is currently done by an NGO, selected in a competitive process. A deliberative council makes decisions about entry and exit from the program. Only six states have functioning state programs — Maranhão is the only Amazonian state among those — funded with resources from the federal and state governments. They handle all cases within their territories. In other states, the federal program staff assist the defenders directly from Brasília.

---

372 Data provided to Human Rights Watch by the Program to Protect Defenders of Human Rights, Journalists, and Environmentalists via email on July 10, 2019.
374 Information provided to Human Rights Watch by Tassiana Cunha Cavalcante, then Director of Protection and Defense of Human Rights at the Ministry of Human Rights, via email on October 26, 2018. Human Rights Ministry Regulation 300/2018 details possible protection measures in article 13.
376 Minas Gerais, Rio de Janeiro, Pernambuco, Bahia, Ceará, and Maranhão have functioning state programs, while Amazonas, Pará, and the Federal District, where Brasília is located, are in the process of implementing their own programs. Information provided to Human Rights Watch by the Program to Protect Defenders of Human Rights, Journalists, and Environmentalists via email on July 10, 2019.
The program operates on the basis of two presidential decrees and a regulation issued by the Ministry of Human Rights. That means that President Bolsonaro, who has disparaged human rights defenders in the past, could easily abolish the program by revoking the decrees. A bill to cement it into law has been pending in Congress since 2009.

The Michel Temer government more than trebled the program’s budget to 14.7 million reais (US$3.8 million) in 2018, from 4.5 million (US$1.2 million) in 2017. In 2019, it fell to 11.8 million reais (US$3.1 million)—a 20 percent cut. The federal program currently employs 16 staff.

Federal prosecutor Felipe Fritz Braga, who represented the federal prosecutors’ office in the federal program’s deliberative council for several years until 2018, told Human Rights Watch that in practice the program “means little” to the person protected, because in his view it takes insufficient protection measures.

In Pará, the federal and state prosecutors’ offices filed a joint lawsuit against the federal and state governments in November 2015 after finding the federal program to protect human rights defenders was “completely ineffective” there. The only protection measure provided to defenders was periodic telephone contact with the program, said the lawsuit.

In April 2019, a federal judge concluded that five defenders whose cases prosecutors explicitly mentioned in their petitions were “risking their lives and the lives of their relatives for the protection of their communities and the environment.” The judge found “irrefutable evidence” that they needed more effective protection and ordered the federal

---

377 Decree 6,044, February 12, 2007; Decree 9,937, July 24, 2019; and Human Rights Ministry regulation 300, September 3, 2018. Information provided to Human Rights Watch by Tassiana Cunha Carvalho, then Director of Protection and Defense of Human Rights at the Ministry of Human Rights, via email on October 26, 2018.


379 Information provided to Human Rights Watch by Tassiana Cunha Carvalho, then Director of Protection and Defense of Human Rights at the Ministry of Human Rights, via email on October 26, 2018.

380 Information provided to Human Rights Watch by the Program to Protect Defenders of Human Rights, Journalists, and Environmentalists via email on July 10, 2019.

381 Message to Human Rights Watch from the Program to Protect Defenders of Human Rights, Journalists, and Environmentalists via messaging service on August 12, 2019.

382 Human Rights Watch interview with federal prosecutor Felipe Fritz Braga, Brasília, April 25, 2019.

383 Ação Civil Pública, November 19, 2015, signed by federal prosecutor Janaina Andrade de Sousa and state prosecutor Ione Missae da Silva Nakamura. Copy on file at Human Rights Watch.

384 Judicial decision by federal judge Sandra Maria Correia da Silva, April 1, 2019, case number 00021844920154013908 Itaituba, Pará State, p. 13. Copy on file at Human Rights Watch.
and state governments to deploy periodic police patrols around their homes, install security cameras, and provide them with psychological and medical care. The authorities had partially implemented the judicial decision as of July 2019.\textsuperscript{385}

In other cases in which there is no lawsuit, protection measures continue to be little more than regular phone contact. That in itself is a challenge for defenders who live in areas with no telephone coverage and who, to make the phone call, have to travel to town, exposing themselves to risk of attack along the way. In addition, the program does not regularly secure psychological care for the defenders and their families, many of whom live for years with fear of being killed.\textsuperscript{386}

The administrators of the program told Human Rights Watch that one of its main objectives is to create “institutional strategies” to address the root causes of risk or vulnerability for defenders.\textsuperscript{387} That goal is spelled out in one of the decrees that the program is based on.\textsuperscript{388} However, activists and a federal prosecutor said the federal program so far has not done so.\textsuperscript{389} The program has not taken even seemingly straightforward actions, such as mobilizing authorities to intercede against loggers and land grabbers identified as threats by defenders. The decree also highlights the need for accountability for threats against defenders, but the program so far has not included pressing police and prosecutors to ensure justice for crimes committed against defenders.\textsuperscript{390}

- Francisco Fermino Silva, a leader of the association of small farmers of the Montanha Mangabal INCRA settlement in Pará, told Human Rights Watch that he

\textsuperscript{385} Human Rights Watch interviewed three of the five defenders cited in the judicial decision in May 2019. They said they had police patrols and had been provided medical and psychological care, but the security cameras had not been installed. Human Rights Watch interviews with three environmental defenders, names and place withheld for security reasons, April 2019.

\textsuperscript{386} Human Rights Watch interview with an attorney at the Pastoral Land Commission, Pará, April 28, 2019. Name withheld for security reasons.

\textsuperscript{387} Response to Human Rights Watch questions sent by the Program to Protect Defenders of Human Rights, Journalists, and Environmentalists via email on July 10, 2019.


\textsuperscript{389} Human Rights Watch interviews with Cleber Buzato, executive secretary of the Indigenist Missionary Council (CIM), Brasília, January 15, 2019; federal prosecutor Felipe Fritz Braga, Brasília, April 25, 2019; and with an attorney at the Pastoral Land Commission, Pará, April 28, 2019. Name withheld for security reasons. See also: Comitê Brasileiro de Defensoras e Defensores dos Direitos Humanos, “Vidas em Luta: Criminalização e violência contra defensoras e defensores de direitos humanos no Brasil em 2017,” Rio de Janeiro: Justiça Global, 2018, p. 150.

and other members have provided federal prosecutors with video evidence of local
fazendeiros conducting illegal logging and mining inside the settlement. Silva
said he received several death threats in 2018 and that a killer prepared an
ambush to kill him in the forest, but did not shoot because he was not alone.

In August 2018, the federal program interviewed him and two other residents of Montanha
Mangabal. Since then, the program has arranged for a police escort for one of the
residents twice and provided Silva with 300 reais (US$80) to travel to the town of Itaituba
to maintain phone contact, since there is no phone coverage in Montanha Mangabal.
However, those funds are insufficient, Silva said, particularly since he cannot take the
main road, where loggers and miners congregate. Program staff have complained that he
does not maintain regular phone contact, Silva said.

Federal authorities have never conducted anti-logging operations in the settlement, Silva
said; thus, the root problem of the conflict remains unaddressed.

Because of the program’s shortcomings, Braga, the federal prosecutor who was a member
of its deliberative council, saw the role of the program as “symbolic.” But that
symbolism can be important: it is a recognition by the state that that person needs special
protection, said Pará federal prosecutor Paulo Oliveira. Oliveira said he used a

---

391 Human Rights Watch interview with Francisco Fermino Silva, community leader in the Montanha Mangabal INCRA
settlement in Pará, Itaituba, April 30, 2019.
392 Silva said that loggers and miners who live on the side of a road near the Montanha Munebal settlement made several
death threats against him and other community leaders publicly in a restaurant, which were overheard by people who
relayed them to him. Silva also told us that his cousin, who works for loggers who illegally harvest timber in a national park,
told him the logger who commanded those activities said he would kill him. Silva believes a killer prepared an ambush
against him in the forest in March 2018, by the traces they later found in the bush. The killer did not shoot because he was
accompanied by a group of Indigenous people, Silva believes. He and the other leaders of the community reported the death
threats to federal police at the end of 2018, but Silva does not know whether the police opened an investigation. Human
Rights Watch interview with Francisco Fermino Silva, community leader in the Montanha Mangabal INCRA settlement in Pará,
Itaituba, April 30, 2019.
393 Despite the protection measures the program has provided Silva and other leaders of the Montanha Mangabal
settlement—albeit very limited—ten months after his interview with program staff, Silva was unsure whether he was
formally included in the program or not. As he did not have any document that attests it. Other defenders like him in Pará
have also received some protection measures for many months after their interview, but it was unclear to them or to the
Pastoral Land Commission, who requested their entry into the program, whether they were actually included in the program.
Human Rights Watch interview with Francisco Fermino Silva, community leader in the Montanha Mangabal INCRA settlement
in Pará, Itaituba, April 30, 2019; and an attorney at the Pastoral Land Commission, Pará, April 28, 2019. Name withheld for
security reasons.
395 Human Rights Watch interview with Paulode Tasso Oliveira, federal prosecutor in the state of Pará Santarém, May 2,
2019.
defender’s inclusion in the program as a way to pressure local authorities, including police, to provide protection to defenders of the environment. “If something happens to that person and the local civil police chief did not respond to a request from prosecutors, they can be held accountable, even under the penal code,” said Oliveira.396

Lack of knowledge of the local reality among the members of the deliberative council is also a challenge for the federal program.397 Nongovernmental organizations that follow the human rights situation on the ground had been involved in inclusion and exclusion decisions, but a decree in 2016 excluded them from the deliberative council, which now consists only of government officials in Brasília.398 The Bolsonaro administration maintained that make up in a July 2019 decree.399

The staff who implement the program also do not know the local dynamics and actors in the remote locations where many environmental defenders live, and their actions may inadvertently put those defenders at risk.400 Human Rights Watch was told of an instance in which program staff used a car with a logo that said “human rights” in a rural area under watch by loggers and an instance in which program staff insisted on arranging police patrols for a defender, even though the defender herself did not want those patrols because she suspected the local police were involved in illegal logging.401

Better training for risk analysis, including the specific risks facing environmental and Indigenous defenders, and better consultation with defenders would help. While the program focuses on establishing direct contact with the person under threat, it would gain by also consulting and collaborating with local NGOs, which are most often the entities that ask the program to admit the defender in the first place, and which routinely help

396Ibid.
397Human Rights Watch interview with federal prosecutor Felipe Fritz Braga, Brasília, April 25, 2019.
398Article 2 of Decree 8,724, from April 27, 2016, determined that at the Deliberative Council be made up of two representatives of the human rights ministry and one of the justice ministry. They can also invite a representative of the federal prosecutors’ office and of the justice system.
399Decree 9,937, July 24, 2019 revoked Decree 8,724 from April 27, 2016, but maintained the make-up of the deliberative council in article 5.
400The program is administered by an entity contracted by the federal government. It is currently Vida e Juventude, a nongovernmental organization.
them report illegal logging and threats to the authorities. The federal program should also build better collaboration with state law enforcement authorities.

In comparison to the federal program, the entities that run the state programs are physically closer to the defender and know the situation on the ground and local institutions better.

Those who have access to personal information about the defenders included in the program are obligated to maintain “due professional secrecy.” However, several Ka’apor leaders told Human Rights Watch that they were very surprised when FUNAI asked them questions about information they previously had provided to the federal program and that they had thought would be kept confidential.

Fears about the possible misuse of information to harm rather than protect the defenders have grown among federal prosecutors and non-governmental organizations under the administration of Jair Bolsonaro because of his hostility toward human rights defenders. “It’s reckless to have the data there,” said federal prosecutor Braga.

---

403 Human Rights Watch interview with Itahú Ka’apor, member of the Ka’apor governing council, Alto Turiaçu Indigenous Territory, October 28, 2017.
404 Human Rights Watch interviews with Felipe Fritz Braga, April 25, 2019; with Deborah Duprat, federal prosecutor for citizens’ rights, Brasília, April 25, 2019; Cleber Buzatto, executive secretary of the Indigenous Missionary Council (CIMI), Brasília, January 15, 2019; and telephone interview with Sandra Canvalho, coordinator of Justiça Global, an NGO, April 25, 2019.
405 Human Rights Watch interview with federal prosecutor Felipe Fritz Braga, Brasília, April 25, 2019.
V. President Bolsonaro’s Anti-Environmental Policies

In his long career in Congress and as a presidential candidate, former army captain Jair Bolsonaro spoke of environmental protection and Indigenous rights as a hindrance to economic development and advocated for expanding agro-business and mining in the Amazon, even within protected areas.406

As president, Bolsonaro has taken steps to “remove obstacles” placed by “Shia environmental policies,” using the word for one of the two branches of Islam as a synonym for radicalism.407 Those steps include weakening environmental protection and enforcement, which leaves anyone who defends the forest from illegal deforestation even more vulnerable to violence.

Ignoring Climate Change

President Bolsonaro eliminated the climate change units within the foreign and environment ministries.408 He had threatened to remove Brazil from the Paris Agreement, although he later said it would stay “for now.”409 He appointed a foreign minister who believes that climate change is “a globalist tactic to instill fear and obtain power” and the

---


environmental crisis the world faces a “lie of the left”; and an environment minister who considers climate change is of “secondary” importance.¹⁰

The Bolsonaro government failed to present a plan by March 2019, the legal deadline, to invest 357 million reais (US$92 million) allocated in the 2019 budget to respond to climate change, such as measures to reduce pollutants from public transport and promote renewable energy.¹¹ As of August 2019, the funds were frozen, a public official told Human Rights Watch.¹² In addition, the Ministry of the Environment cut by 95 percent the budget for the implementation of the Climate Change National Policy, which seeks to mitigate and adapt to climate change through investments in energy, transport, and other sectors.¹³

Weakening Environmental Agencies
The Bolsonaro government reduced by 23 percent the discretionary budget of the Ministry of the Environment, that is, the money it can invest in environmental programs, not including staff salaries.¹⁴ As a result, the ministry cut about a quarter of the funds for environmental control and inspections, and for the creation and management of


¹² Human Rights Watch interview with an ICMBio official, Brasilia, August 15, 2019. The official asked that his name be withheld for fear of reprisals.


conservation reserves, and more than 30 percent of the funds for fighting forest fires, among other cuts.\textsuperscript{45}

On his first day in office, President Bolsonaro weakened the Ministry of the Environment by moving the Brazilian Forest Service, which is tasked with expanding forests, to the Ministry of Agriculture, which has traditionally been controlled by the agro-business sector that has opposed forest conservation.\textsuperscript{46} He named as minister of agriculture the then head of the agro-business caucus in Congress and as head of the Forest Service a former member of the caucus.\textsuperscript{47}

President Bolsonaro named Ricardo Salles as minister of the environment. In December 2018, he was convicted of illegally altering maps of a conservation reserve to benefit mining companies when he was serving as São Paulo state’s environment secretary.\textsuperscript{48} A judge suspended Salles’ political rights for three years and ordered him to pay a fine, among other penalties. The execution of the sentence is on hold while Salles’ appeal is pending.\textsuperscript{49} In January 2019, state prosecutors asked that Salles be removed as minister...


because of the conviction.420 A decision by the Supreme Court is pending as of September 2019.421

President Bolsonaro announced in April 2019, at an agro-business fair attended by landowners, that he had ordered Salles to “clean out” IBAMA and ICMBio.422 Salles removed 21 of the 27 IBAMA regional directors – the largest such removal in the institution’s thirty year history – and had not named replacements for most of those positions by September 2019.423 He also removed the head of enforcement and the head of Air Operations, who as an inspector in 2012 had fined President Bolsonaro for fishing in a conservation reserve.424 During and after the campaign, President Bolsonaro cited the fine as evidence of the “abusive” practices of IBAMA agents.425 The IBAMA inspector believes his removal was a reprisal.426

In April 2019, Salles ordered disciplinary proceedings against ICMBio employees who were not present at an event in Rio Grande do Sul state with local politicians, landowners, and others.427 But the employees had not been invited, said the National Association of Environmental Public Servants (ASCEMA), which represents IBAMA and ICMBio

employees. The president of ICMBio, a respected environmentalist who was at the event, quit two days later.

Salles replaced him and the career officials who led ICMBio with five military police officers from São Paulo without experience in the work conducted by the agency. Another 15 members of the military police and the Armed Forces occupy high-level positions in the ministry. “There is a climate of total uncertainty and intimidation” at IBAMA and ICMBio, Elizabeth Eriko Uema, executive director of ASCEMA, told Human Rights Watch.

**Threatening Protected Areas**

During the presidential campaign, Bolsonaro promised to reduce existing protected areas, despite the key role they play in reducing deforestation in the Amazon region (see Section I). In May 2019, he announced he would eliminate the conservation reserve where he was fined. In addition, the environment minister announced he would review all other

---

432 Human Rights Watch interview with Elizabeth Eriko Uema, executive director of ASCEMA, the National Association of Environmental Public Servants, Brasilia, April 26, 2019.
conservation reserves, some of which were created, in his view, “without any technical basis.” In June 2019, the government was drafting a bill to reduce almost 70 reserves.

During the presidential campaign, Bolsonaro also vowed not to designate “one centimeter of land more” as Indigenous territories, even though Brazil’s Constitution obligates the federal government to demarcate Indigenous lands, which are protected areas.

In January 2019, President Bolsonaro stripped FUNAI, the agency that protects Indigenous rights, of the power to demarcate Indigenous territories and conduct environmental studies and licensing of economic activities that may have an impact on Indigenous lands. He handed those responsibilities to a new “Special Secretary of Land Affairs” within the Ministry of Agriculture, a position for which he chose the president of a landowners’

---


association. In May 2019, Congress reverted those powers back to FUNAI. In June 2019, President Bolsonaro issued a new executive order transferring the authority to demarcate Indigenous territories to the Ministry of Agriculture again. But in August, the Supreme Court unanimously found the executive order violated the Constitution and ruled the demarcation of Indigenous territories should remain within FUNAI.

There are 118 Indigenous territories — covering almost 100,000 square kilometers, about the size of Portugal — in various stages of the demarcation process, while another 116 are under study and their limits have not yet been defined, FUNAI data show. Most of those areas are in the Amazon region.

In June 2019, the Bolsonaro government fired the president of FUNAI, who was under pressure from landowners' interests led by the secretary of land affairs, Brazilian media

---


reported.\textsuperscript{443} As a replacement, he named a police officer who several media reports link to the secretary of land affairs and to landowners.\textsuperscript{444}

President Bolsonaro defends the commercial exploitation of the resources within Indigenous territories, including agro-business, cattle, and mining.\textsuperscript{445} Indigenous leaders view that proposal as a threat to their existence. “It means killing our nation, ending the forests, the animals, and our culture,” said Laercio Souza Silva, deputy coordinator of the Tenetehara forest guardians in Araribóia Indigenous Territory.\textsuperscript{446} “It would be like an atomic bomb in Indigenous territories,” said Pará federal prosecutor Paulo Oliveira.\textsuperscript{447}

President Bolsonaro also named a former army general to head INCRA, the federal agency in charge of carrying out agrarian reform, maintaining the registry of rural properties, and administering federal public lands.\textsuperscript{448} In March 2019, INCRA eliminated from its maps Indigenous territories in process of being officially demarcated.\textsuperscript{449} That change helps fazendeiros who control land there and who have difficulty obtaining credit for commercial enterprises when banks see the land is within those Indigenous areas, explained Marco


\textsuperscript{446}Human Rights Watch interview with Laercio Souza Silva, deputy coordinator of the Tenetehara forest guardians in Araribóia Indigenous Territory, Brasilia, April 24, 2019.

\textsuperscript{447}Human Rights Watch interview with Paulo de Tarso Oliveira, federal prosecutor in the state of Pará Santarém, May 2, 2019.


\textsuperscript{449}Technical Note 885/2019/GABP-1/GAB/P/SEDE/INCRA, April 28, 2019, on file at Human Rights Watch.
Paulo Froes Schettinto, executive secretary of the Indigenous rights unit at the Attorney General’s Office.\footnote{Human Rights Watch interview with Marco Paulo Froes Schettinto, executive secretary of the Indigenous rights unit at the Attorney General’s Office, Brasília, April 26, 2019.}

**Undercutting Environmental Law Enforcement**

As a candidate, Bolsonaro called IBAMA and ICMBio “industries of fines” and vowed to put an end to their “festival” of sanctions for environmental crimes.\footnote{“Bolsonaro diz que IBAMA e ICMBio vão deixar de ser indústrias de multa em seu Governo,” Rondoniapor, September 1, 2018. [https://www.rondoniapor.com/eleicoes/bolsonaro-diz-que-ibama-e-icmbio-vao-deixar-de-ser-industrias-de-multas-em-seu-governo](https://www.rondoniapor.com/eleicoes/bolsonaro-diz-que-ibama-e-icmbio-vao-deixar-de-ser-industrias-de-multas-em-seu-governo) (accessed November 6, 2018).} During his first eight months in office, the number of fines related to deforestation issued by IBAMA nationwide fell by 37 percent compared to the same period the year before, reaching the lowest number in at least two decades.\footnote{IBAMA issued 4,321 fines related to deforestation nationwide from January 1 through August 31, 2018, and 2,701 in the same period of 2019. IBAMA publishes the data on this website: [https://servicos.ibama.gov.br/ctf/publico/areasesembargadas/ConsultaPublicaAreasEmbargadas.php](https://servicos.ibama.gov.br/ctf/publico/areasesembargadas/ConsultaPublicaAreasEmbargadas.php) (accessed September 5, 2019).} In Amazonian states the number of fines related to destruction of the forest dropped by 42 percent and the total value of those fines fell by 37 percent.\footnote{IBAMA issued 2,861 fines related to deforestation in Amazonian states from January 1 through August 31, 2018 for a total value of 1.5 billion reais (US$0.86 million), and it issued 1,641 fines for 947 million reais (US$221 million) during the same period of 2019. IBAMA publishes the data on this website: [https://servicos.ibama.gov.br/ctf/publico/areasesembargadas/ConsultaPublicaAreasEmbargadas.php](https://servicos.ibama.gov.br/ctf/publico/areasesembargadas/ConsultaPublicaAreasEmbargadas.php) (accessed September 5, 2019).}

The drop of fines is in part due to a reduction in the number of anti-logging operations, a government official told Human Rights Watch.\footnote{Human Rights Watch interview with Elizabeth Eriko Uema, executive director of ASCEMA, the National Association of Environmental Public Servants, Brasília, August 16, 2019.} Salles eliminated the Department of Forests and Combatting Deforestation at the Ministry of the Environment, a government office that had weekly meetings to plan major anti-deforestation operations involving IBAMA, ICMBio, FUNAI, the armed forces, and, occasionally, Brazil’s intelligence service (ABIN), a former head of that department told us.\footnote{Human Rights Watch interview with an ICMBio official, Brasília, August 15, 2019. The official asked that his name be withheld for fear of reprisals.} The Specialized Enforcement Group (GEF, in Portuguese), an elite IBAMA unit deployed against the most destructive crime groups involved in illegal logging and mining, still exists but the leadership of IBAMA did...
not approve a single operation from January till mid August 2019.\textsuperscript{466} The number of smaller scale operations has also fallen because of the mass removal of regional directors at IBAMA, who need to approve them.\textsuperscript{467}

From January to April 2019, IBAMA conducted only 17 anti-logging operations in the Amazon, a 70 percent drop compared to the same period of 2018, according to official data obtained by a local NGO.\textsuperscript{468}

At ICMBio, the number of operations against deforestation in the Amazon dropped by 30 percent in the period from January through August 2019, compared with a year earlier, the agency told Human Rights Watch.\textsuperscript{469}

And even when operations do occur, some agents are reluctant to impose fines, in order to avoid reprisals from their superiors, an IBAMA inspector told Human Rights Watch.\textsuperscript{470} “There have to be institutional orders to combat deforestation and illegal mining, but the messages [from the government] are the opposite,” said the inspector.

In May 2019, IBAMA announced on its website where it would be conducting its next enforcement actions against illegal logging, contravening the agency’s previous practice of withholding information about raids to ensure their success and to protect its own agents from attack.\textsuperscript{471}

In April 2019, the government established that all environmental fines must be reviewed at a “conciliation” hearing by a panel made up of at least two public servants and presided

\textsuperscript{466} Human Rights Watch interview with Elizabeth Eriko Uema, executive director of ASCEMA, the National Association of Environmental Public Servants, Brasilia, August 16, 2019.

\textsuperscript{467} Ibid.

\textsuperscript{468} Data provided to Human Rights Watch by Carlos Rittl, executive secretary of the Climate Observatory, a coalition of local NGOs. Rittl obtained the data from the federal government through a Freedom of Information Request. Human Rights Watch also petitioned data about anti-logging operations by IBAMA through a Freedom of Information Request filed in May 2019, but it had not received an answer by August 27, 2019.

\textsuperscript{469} Data provided by ICMBio to Human Rights Watch on September 4, 2019 in response to a Freedom of Information Request.

\textsuperscript{470} Human Rights Watch interview with an IBAMA inspector, São Paulo, August 15, 2019. The agent asked that his name be withheld for fear of reprisals.

over by someone from outside IBAMA or ICMBio.\textsuperscript{462} The panel can offer discounts or eliminate the fine altogether.

While such conciliation hearings are pending, the process of imposing fines and deadlines to pay are to be suspended.\textsuperscript{463} IBAMA applied more than 14,000 new fines yearly in the last few years, and there are 120,000 fines pending, Suely Araújo, who was president of IBAMA until December 2018, told Human Rights Watch.\textsuperscript{464} She believes the requirement of a conciliation hearing will in practice cripple IBAMA’s ability to punish those who illegally destroy the environment by delaying proceedings that take years already.\textsuperscript{465}

Salles has asked for an internal review of all fines by IBAMA in the last five years to identify which ones were later revoked. Public servants fear that the ministry would take revocation as an indication that the fines were inappropriate, and open disciplinary proceedings against inspectors, and that the inspectors may also be penalized if the conciliation panel eliminates the fine imposed.\textsuperscript{466}

In April 2019, President Bolsonaro said in a video distributed on social media that environmental agents should not burn loggers’ equipment and said Salles had opened disciplinary proceedings against agents who had done so in Rondônia state.\textsuperscript{467} In the operation, which was ongoing as President Bolsonaro spoke, IBAMA agents were


\textsuperscript{465}Federal auditors found that in December 2017 almost 100,000 administrative actions against individual and companies for violations environmental laws were frozen for lack of personnel to digitize the documentation, and the proceedings on fines above 100,000 reais (US$26,000) were delayed because only 34 people at IBAMA could decide in those cases. “IBAMA deixa de arrecadar até R$ 20 bilhões por mês na digitalização de processos,” G1, April 19, 2019, https://g1.globo.com/ratureza/noticia/2019/04/19/ibama-deixa-de-arrecadar-ate-r-20bil-em-multas-por-demora-na-digitalizacao-de-processos.shtml (accessed June 19, 2019).


combating illegal logging inside the Jamari National Forest. Several companies were bidding for the license to exploit timber legally there, but people involved in illegal logging had invaded the area.\textsuperscript{468}

As described above, IBAMA and ICMBio have the legal authority to burn equipment used to destroy protected forest when its transport is inviable or would put its agents or the environment at risk.\textsuperscript{469}

IBAMA and ICMBio agents see this practice as key to carrying out their mission. Agents are vulnerable to attack by loggers trying to retrieve their equipment, as agents have to guard it at the site until retrieval is arranged and then move the equipment slowly through the forest from very remote locations.\textsuperscript{470} In addition, the agencies have a challenge finding a place to store equipment while the lengthy judicial and administrative processes are ongoing.\textsuperscript{471} Before the decree that gave them the power to destroy equipment, federal agencies sometimes had no option but to hand trucks and tractors back to the logger as custodian.\textsuperscript{472}

Federal prosecutors warned that in those cases loggers can be expected to continue using the equipment to destroy the forest.\textsuperscript{473} Three days after President Bolsonaro’s video, the federal prosecutors’ office in Rondônia called on federal and state authorities to strengthen actions against illegal logging and to destroy loggers’ equipment when it is impossible to transport it.\textsuperscript{474}

\textsuperscript{468} Human Rights Watch interview with Elizabeth Eriko Uema, executive director of ASCEMA, the National Association of Environmental Public Servants, Brasilia, April 26, 2019.

\textsuperscript{469} Decree 6,114 regulates the 1988 Environmental Crimes Law, law 6,605. In Article 111, the decree states that environmental agents can destroy equipment used to carry out environmental crimes “when their transport and custody are inviable considering the circumstances or they can put the environment at risk or endanger the population and of agents of the state.” IBAMA started using those powers around 2011, after drafting internal procedures for implementation. Human Rights Watch interviews with Julio Sombra, federal police officer, São Luis, October 26, 2017; and Roberto Cabral, then chief of enforcement operations at IBAMA, Brasilia, April 4, 2018.

\textsuperscript{470} Human Rights Watch interview with an IBAMA inspector, São Paulo, August 15, 2019. The official asked that his name be withheld for fear of reprisals.

\textsuperscript{471} Human Rights Watch interview with Elisângela Ambé, chief of enforcement at IBAMA in Maranhão, São Luís, October 26, 2017.

\textsuperscript{472} Human Rights Watch interview with Roberto Cabral, then chief of enforcement operations at IBAMA, November 9, 2018.


\textsuperscript{474} Ibid.
Yet, IBAMA and ICMBio officers in Brasilia and a high-level federal police officer in the Amazon region told Human Rights Watch in July 2019 that the leadership at IBAMA and ICMBio had instructed agents to no longer destroy loggers’ equipment. It is a policy communicated verbally, without a paper trail, officials said.

Two weeks after assailants burned a fuel truck delivering gas for IBAMA helicopters conducting anti-logging operations in Espigão do Oeste, Rondônia state, in July 2019, Salles met with loggers in that town, called them “good people” and told them that the timber industry “needs to be respected.” What happens today in Brazil, unfortunately, is the result of years and years and years of a public policy of producing laws, rules, regulations that are not always related to the real world,” he added.

“Bolsonaro is supporting those who are stealing timber. That encourages illegal actions,” Elizabeth Erika Uema, executive director of ASCEMA, the IBAMA and ICMBio employees’ association, told Human Rights Watch.

In June, President Jair Bolsonaro issued a presidential order removing a deadline for landowners to register their properties on an environmental registry set up by the 2012 forestry code. Landowners who register their properties must reforest areas illegally deforested after July 2008. The removal of the deadline makes it less likely that they will comply with a requirement that would involve investment in reforestation.

**Harassment of Civil Society Groups**

---

47 Human Rights Watch interview with an IBAMA inspector, São Paulo, August 15, 2019; interview through messaging services with an ICMBio agent in Brasilia, July 10, 2019; and phone interview with a high-level federal police officer in the Amazon region, July 15, 2019. Name withheld upon the officers’ request.

476 Human Rights Watch interview with an IBAMA inspector, São Paulo, August 15, 2019; and interview through messaging services with an ICMBio agent in Brasilia, July 10, 2019. Name withheld upon the officers’ request.


478 Human Rights Watch interview with Elizabeth Erika Uema, executive director of ASCEMA, the National Association of Environmental Public Servants, Brasilia, April 26, 2019.

Civil society organizations play a vital role in the Amazon region by, among other things, supporting people who report illegal logging, many of whom are small farmers and Indigenous people who live in remote locations without easy access to authorities.

These groups help people file complaints of threats and attacks, and advocate on their behalf. They also provide the most reliable information about the nature and scope of violence in the region. For example, the Pastoral Land Commission publishes yearly reports on conflicts over land and resources, based on the work of attorneys working around the country. Similarly, the Indigenist Missionary Council (CIMI) is the only entity that compiles cases of violence against Indigenous people nationwide. Since neither federal nor state authorities compile such information, the reports by the Pastoral Land Commission and CIMI fill an important void and are relied upon by authorities as indicators of the scope of violence related to illegal logging.

President Bolsonaro has repeatedly lashed out at civil society organizations that defend environmental and Indigenous rights. He has said NGOs “exploit and manipulate” Indigenous people, and “enslave” them, and has promised to end “Shia environmental activism” in Brazil. President Bolsonaro has accused European countries of promoting preservation of the Amazon through foreign NGOs to exploit the forest’s riches for themselves in the future. “Brazil is like a virgin that every pervert from the outside lusts for,” he said in July 2019.

Bolsonaro’s vice president, Hamilton Mourão, has called environmentalism “an instrument of indirect domination by large economies,” and complained that Brazil’s potential is tied

---
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down by “Shia environmentalism” and NGOs. Salles, the environment minister, has complained about the existence of “an industry of eco-Shia NGOs.”

In July 2019, President Bolsonaro said deforestation data produced by the National Institute of Space Research (INPE), a government agency, “do not match reality” and said that its director may be “at the service of an NGO.” He said INPE should send him the data ahead of any publication. In response, the Brazilian Society for the Progress of Science, which represents more than 140 scientific societies throughout Brazil, said INPE was among the best agencies in its world in its field and characterized Bolsonaro’s criticism as “offensive, unacceptable, and harmful to scientific knowledge.” Two weeks later, the Bolsonaro administration fired the director of INPE. “Bad Brazilians dare to campaign against our Amazon using false data,” the president said.

On inauguration day, President Bolsonaro signed an executive order giving Government Secretary Carlos Alberto dos Santos Cruz—a retired Army general—power to “supervise, coordinate, monitor, and track” the activities of local and international NGOs operating in Brazil. But in May 2019, Congress amended the order eliminating the authority to

supervise NGOs and instead stating the government secretary should “coordinate government dialogue” with NGOs.\textsuperscript{490}

In January 2019, Salles froze all new contracts and partnerships of the Ministry of the Environment with civil society organizations. Among those suspended were 34 projects awarded to NGOs that would use 1 billion reais (US$300 million) from fines collected by IBAMA to restore degraded ecosystems in the São Francisco and Parnaíba rivers.\textsuperscript{491}

In April 2019, the Bolsonaro government decreed the elimination by the end of June of all federal councils, committees, and working groups, many of which had representatives of civil society, including those mentioned in laws but whose membership or goals were not spelled out.\textsuperscript{492} In June, the Supreme Court ruled the government cannot extinguish committees mentioned in laws, but can eliminate those established by decree.\textsuperscript{493}

Committees played an important role in the formulation and implementation of environmental policies and in enforcing environmental law.


Among those eliminated were:

- The National Council of Wetlands, created to implement the Convention on Wetlands, known as Ramsar Convention, a treaty ratified by Brazil for the preservation of wetlands.\textsuperscript{494} Brazil has 27 sites recognized as wetlands of international importance, many of them in the Amazon.\textsuperscript{495}

- The National Commission on Biodiversity, established to implement the Convention on Biological Diversity, a treaty ratified by Brazil for the preservation and sustainable use of biodiversity through the creation of protected areas, among other measures.\textsuperscript{496}

- The committee to implement the National Policy of Environmental and Land Management in Indigenous Territories, designed to promote environmental protection in Indigenous territories.\textsuperscript{497}

The Bolsonaro government could not eliminate the National Environmental Council (CONAMA) — an advisory and deliberative council whose powers include setting rules for the licensing of polluting industries — as it is established by law.\textsuperscript{498} Instead, in May it increased the representation of the federal government on the council and reduced civil society participation by decree.

\textsuperscript{494} Human Rights Watch interview with a former member of the council, Brasilia, August 15, 2019. Name withheld upon the interviewee’s request for fear of reprisals from the government.

\textsuperscript{495} For the list of Ramsar sites see: https://www.ramsar.org/wetland/brazil (accessed August 29, 2019).

\textsuperscript{496} Human Rights Watch interview with a former member of the council, Brasilia, August 15, 2019. Name withheld upon the interviewee’s request for fear of reprisals from the government.

\textsuperscript{497} Human Rights Watch interview with an ICMBio official, Brasilia, August 15, 2019. The official asked that his name be withheld for fear of reprisals.

\textsuperscript{498} Law 6,096 from August 11, 1981 created the CONAMA. Decree 99,274, from June 6, 1990, established that CONAMA would have 66 members, including representatives of federal, state, and municipal governments and 22 representatives of “workers and civil society.” Decree 9,806 from May 28, 2019, reduced the size of the council to 23 members, and increased the relative representation of the federal government from 29 percent to 44 percent. Civil society was reduced to four seats, assigned by a lottery system for a one-year term. Civil society organizations previously had selected representatives to most of the seats reserved for civil society, and they were for a two-year term.

“The official mechanisms of accountability are being dismantled,” Nicolão Dino, the head of the environmental unit at the Attorney General’s office, told Human Rights Watch.499

Another target of president Bolsonaro’s policies to diminish the public role of civil society was the Amazon Fund, an innovative vehicle designed and administered by Brazil through its development bank (BNDES) that disburses foreign donations when Brazil reduces deforestation. It had received 3.4 billion reais (more than US$820 million) in donations for projects to preserve Brazil’s Amazon rainforest by the end of 2018, 93 percent from Norway, with Germany accounting for most of the rest.500 The main beneficiaries are the federal and local governments, which have received sixty percent of the funds, while almost all the rest has financed projects by NGOs.501

In May 2019, Salles said he had found “irregularities” and problems “in 100 percent of the contracts with NGOs,” but provided no evidence.502

In a letter to Salles, the governments of Norway and Germany refuted Salles’ allegations of irregularities and said the Fund undergoes yearly audits, which have consistently shown “efficient use of resources and measurable impacts in reducing deforestation.”503 Both governments requested repeatedly that Salles shared the evidence of irregularities, but he had not done so as of August 16, 2019, the chief of bilateral cooperation at the German embassy told Human Rights Watch.504

499 Human Rights Watch interview with federal prosecutor Nicolão Dino, Brasilia, April 26, 2019.
503 Letter by the ambassadors of Norway and Germany in Brazil to ministers Ricardo Salles and Carlos Alberto dos Santos Cruz, May 6, 2019. Copy on file at Human Rights Watch.
504 Human Rights Watch interview with Annette Windmeiss, chief of cooperation for sustainable development at the German embassy in Brasilia, August 16, 2019.
Salles asked the Amazon Fund not to approve new projects. He proposed to use part of the resources from the fund to compensate fazendeiros for land in protected areas. The rules of the fund currently prohibit it. Since many fazendeiros do not have authentic titles to the land they control in the Amazon region, that practice could end up rewarding people who occupy land illegally.

Salles also insisted on reducing the size of the fund’s steering committee and minimizing representation by civil society. Representatives of Norway and Germany told him they did not want any changes to the steering committee, one of those representatives told Human Rights Watch, “The Norwegian government gives a lot of importance to having good NGO representation,” a Norwegian diplomat told Human Rights Watch in April 2019.

But in June 2019, the federal government announced it was dissolving the steering committee and the committee of experts that assesses whether Brazil has reduced deforestation and should be rewarded with the disbursement of donations. Norway saw.

---

510 Human Rights Watch interview with Annette Windmeiesser, chief of cooperation for sustainable development at the German embassy in Brasilia, Brasilia, August 16, 2019.
511 Human Rights Watch interview with Jan Dylbef, minister counsellor of the Norwegian Embassy, Brasilia, April 26, 2019.
that as a breach of contract and suspended a planned donation of 300 million Norwegian crowns (about US$33 million) to the Amazon Fund.512

Environmental agents fear the possible end of support from the Amazon Fund will reduce their capacity to fight illegal deforestation even further.513 For instance, prior to August 2019, the Fund provided or was in the process of providing a total of 277 million reais (US$20 million) to states and IBAMA for fighting forest fires.514 In addition, the Fund has two ongoing contracts for 196 million reais (US$50 million) to pay for vehicles and enforcement operations by IBAMA.515

In August, Germany suspended a 35 million euro (US$40 million) donation for environmental protection projects in Brazil after questioning the government’s commitment to reducing deforestation.516 President Bolsonaro responded that Brazil did not need Germany’s money.517

Impact of President Bolsonaro’s Anti-Environmental Policies
Crime groups involved in illegal deforestation have taken President Bolsonaro’s statements and policies weakening environmental law enforcement as a green light to

513 Human Rights Watch interview with Annette Windmeisser, chief of cooperation for sustainable development at the German embassy in Brasília, August 15, 2019.
517 Ibid.
destroy the forest and attack forest defenders, several officials told Human Rights Watch.\footnote{Human Rights Watch interview with Deborah Duprat, federal prosecutor for citizens’ rights, Brasília, August 16, 2019; Human Rights Watch interview with Marco Paulo Froes Schettino, executive secretary of the Indigenous rights unit at the Attorney General’s Office, Brasília, April 26, 2019; and with a high-level IBAMA official, Pará, May 3, 2019. He asked that his identity be kept confidential because he did not have authorization from his superiors to speak publicly.}

“Bashing government agencies is like music for illegal economic actors,” the head of the Indigenous rights unit in the Attorney General’s Office said.\footnote{Human Rights Watch interview with Marco Paulo Froes Schettino, executive secretary of the Indigenous rights unit at the Attorney General’s Office, Brasília, April 26, 2019.} “Loggers understand Bolsonaro’s statements as authorization to act,” he added. “Criminals feel authorized to advance upon the land and upon people,” Deborah Duprat, director of the human rights unit at the Attorney General’s Office, told Human Rights Watch.\footnote{Human Rights Watch interview with Deborah Duprat, federal prosecutor for citizens’ rights, Brasília, August 16, 2019.} Similarly, a senior IBAMA official in Pará state said that loggers now “believe that they will be able to do whatever they want [because] IBAMA won’t be able to impose fines on them or destroy their equipment.”\footnote{Human Rights Watch interview with a high-level IBAMA official, Pará, May 3, 2019. He asked that his identity be kept confidential because he did not have authorization from his superiors to speak publicly.}

The anti-environmental policies and rhetoric of the president and his ministers have put enforcement agents and local forest defenders at greater personal risk, according to senior law enforcement officials in the Attorney General’s Office. “It’s disturbing to see the state inciting threats against the state itself,” the head of the environmental unit told Human Rights Watch.\footnote{Human Rights Watch interview with federal prosecutor Nicolão Dino, Brasília, April 26, 2019.}

**Land Invasions and Illegal Logging**

Since Bolsonarowon the presidential election in October 2018, the illegal logging by criminal groups in the Amazon has become more brazen, according to enforcement officials and local residents.\footnote{Human Rights Watch interview with a high-level IBAMA official, Pará, May 3, 2019. He asked that his identity be kept confidential because he did not have authorization from his superiors to speak publicly.}

- Osvalinda Pereira, a community leader in the Areia INCRA settlement in Pará, said that before Bolsonaro’s election she would see trucks hauling illegally-harvested
timber down the dirt road in the settlement only at night, but since the October 2018 election, such trucks also pass during the day.\textsuperscript{54} She said the total number of trucks passing every day increased to between 20 and 30 in the first months of 2019, despite it being the rainy season, when logging activity is slower.


- Maria Márcia Elpídia de Melo, president of the Nova Vitória Rural Producers Association, said the movement of logging trucks loaded with timber out of the Terra Nossa INCRA settlement in Pará has also increased. She said that one day in January 2019 when she was visiting a friend who lives by the settlement’s road, she counted 11 trucks passing from sunset to 3 am.\textsuperscript{55}  

\textsuperscript{54} Human Rights Watch interview with Osvalinda Pereira, a community leader in the Areia INCRA settlement, place withheld, April 24, 2019.

\textsuperscript{55} Human Rights Watch interview with Maria Márcia Elpídia de Melo, president of the Nova Vitória Rural Producers Association, one of the community associations in the Terra Nossa INCRA settlement, Itaituba, Pará, April 29, 2019.
Federal authorities and local residents have also reported a surge in land invasions in the Amazon since Bolsonaro took office, including in at least eight Indigenous territories.\textsuperscript{526}

- In Roraima state, dozens of land grabbers invaded the Uru-eu-wau-wau Indigenous Territory in January and cleared kilometers-long narrow swaths of forest to mark land they intended to occupy, Awapu Uru-eu-wau-wau, an Indigenous leader, told Human Rights Watch.\textsuperscript{527} The attempted land grab occurred only three kilometers from an Indigenous village, according to Awapu, and was “the first time that happened so close.”\textsuperscript{528} When confronted by Indigenous people, one of the invaders said they would not back off “because the new government is going to take away the land from the Indians,” Awapu said. After visiting the region, the then-president of FUNAI, Franklimberg de Freitas, also reported some land grabbers were saying President Bolsonaro supported the invasion of the Indigenous territory.\textsuperscript{529} Federal prosecutors urged the Justice Ministry to take urgent measures to protect the Indigenous community.\textsuperscript{530} Yet as of May, the grabbing and illegal deforestation in Uru-eu-wau-wau Indigenous Territory was continuing, with help from local fazendeiros, according to prosecutors.\textsuperscript{531}


\textsuperscript{527} Human Rights Watch interview with Awapu Uru-eu-wau-wau, an Indigenous leader, Brasilia, April 25, 2019.


• The Yanomami Indigenous people in Roraima state have reported a sharp increase in the encroachment by miners in their territory in 2019, numbering about 20,000 by May, according to their estimates.532

• Loggers and fazendeiros around the Awá Indigenous Territory in Maranhão state attempted to mobilize residents of nearby logging towns to invade that territory in January 2019, according to the state government.533 The invaders desisted after the Maranhão state government deployed military police to protect the Awá. Federal prosecutors believe loggers and fazendeiros acted in response to President Bolsonaro’s decision to transfer the responsibility to demarcate Indigenous territory to the Ministry of Agriculture.534

• The Trincheira, Apyterewa and Ituna/Itatá Indigenous territories, in Pará state lost a combined 52 square kilometers to illegal deforestation in July 2019 alone.535 In August, tired of filing complaints to the authorities to no avail, the Xikrin Indigenous people of Trincheira swept through the territory expelling loggers and ranchers illegally occupying the land.536


Loggers and land grabbers have also invaded Arara Indigenous Territory in Pará state, Karipuna Indigenous Territory in Rondônia state, and Araribóia Indigenous Territory in Maranhão state.\(^{537}\)

**Acts of Violence and Intimidation**

Acts of intimidation by criminal groups in the Amazon have increased significantly since Bolsonaro took office in January, officials and local residents told Human Rights Watch.

- Loggers thwarted an enforcement operation by IBAMA in Rondônia state in July by setting up road blocks and dismantling a bridge, while unknown assailants burned a fuel truck delivering gas for IBAMA helicopters.\(^{538}\) It was the first time that loggers attacked a fuel truck, an IBAMA inspector told Human Rights Watch.\(^{539}\)
- Unknown assailants burned two bridges in the municipality of Placas in Pará state in July, in apparent retaliation for an anti-logging operation by IBAMA.\(^{540}\)


\(^{539}\) Human Rights Watch interview with an IBAMA inspector, São Paulo, August 15, 2019. The agent asked that his name be withheld for fear of reprisals.

Local residents are also targets. Federal and state prosecutors told Human Rights Watch that reports of threats against forest defenders in the Amazon region have increased since Bolsonaro took office.\textsuperscript{541}

- In April, ICMBio cancelled a meeting of the community council of Jamanxim National Park, in Pará state, because of concerns about the security of the council members, including members of nearby communities and staff.\textsuperscript{542}

The climate of intimidation has intensified for both enforcement agents and local residents who oppose illegal logging in the Amazon. Enforcement agents believe that the public statements of the president and environment minister are effectively a “license to attack public servants,” according to the head of ASCEMA, the IBAMA and ICMBio employees’ association.\textsuperscript{543}

“We are more at risk now,” an IBAMA inspector told Human Rights Watch, explaining that enforcement teams in the field feel more vulnerable to attacks by criminal groups who believe the federal government is less interested in their safety.\textsuperscript{544} “The message from the president now is that our teams are alone, that they are not supported by the government,” he said.

Leaders of Indigenous and other local communities also told Human Rights Watch that the fear of reprisals by criminal groups has intensified since Bolsonaro’s election. These forest defenders are convinced the criminal groups feel “empowered and represented by the new government,” according to Tiir Cwuj, coordinator of the Association of Indigenous Women of Maranhão (AMIMA) and a resident of Governador Indigenous Territory.\textsuperscript{545} “Bolsonaro is supporting loggers and miners,” said Francisco Silva, a community leader in the Montanha

\textsuperscript{541} Human Rights Watch interview with Ione Missae da Silva Nakamura, Pará State prosecutor, Santarém, May 2, 2019; and with Marco Paulo Froes Schettino, executive secretary of the Indigenous rights unit at the Attorney General’s Office, Brasília, April 26, 2019.


\textsuperscript{543} Human Rights Watch interview with Elizabeth Eriko Uema, executive director of ASCEMA, the National Association of Environmental Public Servants, Brasília, August 15, 2019.

\textsuperscript{544} Human Rights Watch interview with an IBAMA inspector, São Paulo, August 15, 2019. The official asked that his name be withheld for fear of reprisals.

\textsuperscript{545} Human Rights Watch interview with Tiir Cwuj (Maria Helena Gavião), coordinator of the Association of Indigenous Women of Maranhão (AMIMA), Brasília, April 24, 2019.
Mangabal INCRA settlement in Pará. Loggers were already killing before. Now it’s going to be worse."

*Deforestation and Climate Change Mitigation*

From January 2019, when Bolsonaro took office, through August 2019, deforestation increased by 92 percent in Brazil’s Amazon, compared with the same seven-month period in 2018, according to preliminary official data. In 2018, deforestation was already almost double the amount Brazil had committed, in 2009, to reaching by 2020.

The weakening of environmental enforcement under Bolsonaro — and the heightened risk for forest defenders — will only make it less likely that Brazil reverses its current trend toward increased illegal deforestation in the Amazon. And without a change in policy in the near future, it will be “very difficult” for Brazil to meet the goal set forth in its Nationally Determined Contribution commitment under the Paris Agreement of reducing illegal deforestation in the Amazon region to zero by 2030, according to Clarissa Gandour, an economist and expert on deforestation at the Climate Policy Initiative, an international think tank.

The failure to meet this deforestation goal will, in turn, imperil Brazil’s capacity to fulfill its commitment under the Paris Agreement to reduce its greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions to 37 percent of its 2005 levels by 2025, and to 43 percent by 2030. If Brazil does not

---

547 Data from the Rea-Time Deforestation Detection System (DETER), a satellite system used by INPE, available here: [http://terrabrasilis.dpi.inpe.br/app/map/alerts?hl=pt-br](http://terrabrasilis.dpi.inpe.br/app/map/alerts?hl=pt-br) (accessed August 28, 2019). Although the system is designed to provide real-time information for enforcement purposes, and not exact estimates of deforestation, it does alert to changes in the rate of deforestation during the year. INPE publishes official deforestation data only once a year, using its Program to Calculate Amazon Deforestation (PRODES).
548 Brazil pledged at the 2009 United Nations Climate Change Conference, known as the Copenhagen Summit, to reduce deforestation in the Amazon region by 80 percent by 2020 compared to average annual deforestation in the region between 1996 and 2005. That average was 19,625 square kilometers, which means that to achieve its pledge, Brazil would have to reduce deforestation to 3,925 square kilometers per year by 2020. Brazil’s pledge to domestic law through Decree 7,390 in 2010, which was replaced by Decree 9,578 in 2018. [Decree 9,578, November 22, 2018](https://www.planalto.gov.br/ccivil_03/_ato2015-2018/2018/decreto/D9578.htm) (accessed June 30, 2019).
549 Human Rights Watch phone interview with Clarissa Gandour, senior researcher at the Climate Policy Initiative, August 8, 2019.
550 Federative Republic of Brazil, “Intended Nationally Determined Contribution Towards Achieving the Objective of the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change”, NDC Registr., September 21, 2016, p. 1. [https://www.unfccc.int/sites/submissions/INDC/Published%20Documents/Brazil/is/BR%20%20NDC%20%20English%20Final.pdf](https://www.unfccc.int/sites/submissions/INDC/Published%20Documents/Brazil/is/BR%20%20NDC%20%20English%20Final.pdf) (accessed July 9, 2018).
reduce deforestation to 2012 levels — when less than 4,600 square kilometers of the Amazon were clear-cut — the country could only meet its commitments if its industry made “enormous” investments to cut its own emissions to compensate for the loss of forest, Raoni Rajão, an environmental management and technology professor at the Federal University of Minas Gerais, told Human Rights Watch.\(^5\)\(^5\)\(^2\) The most likely outcome of a scenario of rising destruction of the Amazon is that Brazil would not reach its emissions goal, not just because of the tremendously high cost of those investments, but also because some of the technology that would be required is not even available yet, according to an academic study published by Rajão and nine other Brazilian scientists.\(^5\)\(^3\)\(^2\)

---

**Criminal Groups Setting Amazon Forest Fires**

From January through August 2019, satellites detected 46,000 hotspots in the Amazon, that is, locations with active fires, more than doubling the number during the same period in 2018 and the largest number since 2010.\(^5\)\(^3\) The smoke from the fires in Brazil’s Amazon and neighboring countries reached the city of São Paulo, thousands of kilometers to the south. On August 19, the city was covered in darkness as if it was night at 3 pm.\(^5\)\(^4\)

Doctors in Acre and Rondônia states have reported an increase in respiratory diseases, such as allergies, pneumonia, and asthma, and cardiovascular ailments.

---

\(^5\)\(^5\)\(^1\) Human Rights Watch phone interview with Raoni Rajão, professor of environmental management and science and technology professor at the Federal University of Minas Gerais, August 15, 2019.


\(^5\)\(^3\) INPE provides daily hotspot data on this site: http://queimadas.dgi.inpe.br/queimadas/bdqueimadas/ (accessed September 3, 2019).

which they attribute to the forest fires.\textsuperscript{55} That anecdotal evidence is consistent with several studies conducted in the Brazilian Amazon during previous fire waves, which showed that the gases and microscopic particles released by the fire can cause significant health harm to the local population, particularly children.\textsuperscript{56}

Scientists point to the sharp increase of deforestation in 2019 as the driving force for the fires. Fire is not a natural occurring phenomenon in the Amazon, but the consequence of human actions, according to environmental experts.\textsuperscript{57} A study by the Amazon Environmental Research Institute (IPAM, in Portuguese), a research non-profit organization, showed that the ten municipalities in the Amazon with the highest deforestation alerts from January through July 2019 were also the municipalities with the highest number of fires.\textsuperscript{58} NASA and Brazilian researchers also pointed out that satellite images show big columns of smoke emerging from the fires.\textsuperscript{59} That is an indication that they are not the result of farmers burning dead grass, but that the forest itself is burning, they said.


\textsuperscript{57} Human Rights Watch phone interview with Beto Veríssimo, senior researcher at Imazon, a research institute that focuses on conservation and sustainable development in the Amazon, August 30, 2019; and Vinicius Lemos, “‘A Floresta levou décadas ou centenas de anos para se recuperar: O que difere os incêndios na Amazônia e no cerrado,” BBC, August 24, 2019, https://www.bbc.com/portuguese/brasil-49459942 (accessed August 28, 2019).


Those observations from satellites are consistent with our research. When loggers fell the largest trees, they open a small clearing as they fall. That patch gets drier and bushes grow there, providing fuel for fires, the chief of firefighting at IBAMA told us.56c

But more often, fires are intentional. After they have removed the most valuable timber, loggers or local fazendeiros working with them cut down the rest of the trees, sometimes attaching chains to two tractors and passing it over any vegetation. They let the wood dry on the ground until the dry season, when they set the area on fire.56f They either keep the land, most often to raise cattle, and in some areas for crops, or sell it using fabricated titles.552

- On August 5, 2019, Folha do Progresso, a newspaper in the town of Novo Progresso, Pará – near the Areia settlement, where a criminal network of loggers operates, as described above – reported people in the region were organizing “The Day of the Fire” for August 10.563 They planned to set fires to attract the attention of President Bolsonaro. Their message for the president, according to the paper, was that they wanted to work, and the only way to do that, in their view, was to fell the forest and set fire to the area to make way for grass. After seeing the news story, a federal prosecutor alerted IBAMA, which responded only after August 10, saying that it could do nothing because its personnel had suffered several attacks by loggers and land grabbers in the area and it had no state police support, local press reported.564 On the Day of the Fire, men hired by land grabbers and fazendeiros set fires along a main

561 Human Rights Watch phone interview with Clarissa Gandour, senior researcher at the Climate Policy Initiative, August 8, 2019, with Ruhan Saldanha, chief of monitoring at the ICMBio Gurupi Biological Reserve, Açailândia, October 31, 2017; with an ICMBio official, Brasilia, August 15, 2019; and with an IBAMA inspector, São Paulo, August 15, 2019. The officials asked that their name be withheld for fear of reprisals.
562 A study by INPE and the Brazilian Company for Agricultural Research (EMBRAPA), a government-owned company, showed 62 percent of the deforested areas in the Amazon region in 2014 were turned into grass for cattle ranching, 6 percent were dedicated to crops, and 0.2 percent to mining. The rest was covered by secondary vegetation. “TerraClass 2004 à 2014. Dinâmica na cobertura e no uso da terra no período de 10 anos nas áreas deforestadas da Amazônia Legal Brasileira.” TerraClass Project Powerpoint presentation, May 5, 2016, copy on file at Human Rights Watch. For a description of TerraClass Project see its website: https://www.terraclass.gov.br/(accessed August 8, 2019).
road, said the press.\textsuperscript{545} Novo Progresso was the municipality with the second highest number of fires and deforestation sites in Pará in August, said the state government.\textsuperscript{546} The owner of \textit{Folha do Progresso}, who wrote the original story, has reported threats to police he received through social media and in a print hand-out distributed in Novo Progresso that accuses him of lying.\textsuperscript{547}

The attorney general said there is evidence the fires were the result of an “orchestrated action” prepared in advance.\textsuperscript{548} The Pará state government said criminal groups had planned to deforest, burn, and raise cattle in a 200 square kilometer area in a conservation reserve.\textsuperscript{549}

The Bolsonaro administration responded to the fires by downplaying the problem. Minister Salles blamed dry, hot, windy weather for the fires.\textsuperscript{550} However, the IPAM study mentioned above found moisture levels in the Amazon in the first half of August 2019, when fires spiked, were higher than in the previous three years.\textsuperscript{551} “The dry season does not explain the current fires,” it concluded.\textsuperscript{552} President Bolsonaro said

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{547} “O Sindicato dos Jornalistas do Estado do Pará (Sínjor-PA) e a Federação Nacional dos Jornalistas (FENAL) manifestam repúdio, indignação e denunciam as ameaças feitas contra o jornalista ADÉCIO PIRAN.” National Federation of Journalists news release, August 20, 2019, https://fena.org.br/c-sindicato-dos-jornalistas-do-estado-do-par%c3%b3-o-fenaj-manifestam-repudio-ignoracia-de-nunciament-as-ameacas-feitas-contra-o-jornalista-ade%c3%b2rio-piran/ (accessed August 28, 2019).
\item \textsuperscript{549} “Governo do Pará começa a identificar responsáveis por queimadas.” Agência Pará, August 26, 2019, https://agenciapara.com.br/noticia/14560 (accessed August 28, 2019).
\item \textsuperscript{550} Tweet by Minister Ricardo Salles, August 20, 2019, https://twitter.com/rsallesmma/status/11639903413655345 (accessed August 28, 2019).
\end{itemize}
\end{footnotesize}
that there is “very strong evidence” that NGOs started the fires, but provided no proof.\textsuperscript{573}

After the Amazon fires became worldwide headlines and Brazilian business leaders raised concerns that the government’s response to the fires was damaging the country’s international image, President Bolsonaro announced the deployment of the armed forces to put them out. The Bolsonaro government, which cut ICMBio’s budget to fight forest fires by 20 percent and IBAMA’s by 38 percent in 2019, initially rejected US$20 million offered by G7 countries to help in those efforts.\textsuperscript{574-575} “Who is eyeing the Amazon? What do they want there?,” President Bolsonaro questioned.\textsuperscript{576} He later said he would accept the assistance if French President Emmanuel Macron apologized to him for saying he had lied when he committed to tackling climate change at a G20 summit.\textsuperscript{577}
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VI. National and International Legal Standards

Brazil's Duty to Protect

Brazil's duty to protect forest defenders and others from acts of violence and intimidation by criminal groups involved in illegal logging — and bring perpetrators of these acts to justice — is part of its obligations under international human rights law.

The UN Human Rights Committee, the expert body charged with interpreting state obligations under the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR), has emphasized that “the positive obligations on States Parties to ensure covenant rights will only be fully discharged if individuals are protected by the State, not just against violations against covenant rights by its agents, but also against acts committed by private persons or entities.” States may violate their obligations under the ICCPR when they fail to “take appropriate measures or to exercise due diligence to prevent, punish, investigate or redress the harm caused by such acts by private persons or entities.”

While states’ obligations apply to all within its jurisdiction, the Inter-American Court on Human Rights has recognised that the significance of protecting human rights defenders gives rise to increased duties, particularly taking into account the heightened vulnerability of human rights defenders as a result of their work.

As a party to the American Convention on Human Rights, Brazil's efforts against impunity should be guided by the jurisprudence of the Inter-American Court on Human Rights. In Kawas Fernández v. Honduras, a case concerning violence against environmental human rights defenders, the court determined that:

States have the duty to provide the necessary means for human rights defenders to conduct their activities freely; to protect them when they are

---

subject to threats in order to ward off any attempt on their life or safety; to refrain from placing restrictions that would hinder the performance of their work, and to conduct serious and effective investigations of any violations against them, thus preventing impunity.\textsuperscript{580} (Emphasis added.)

As the United Nations special rapporteur on human rights defenders has underlined “protecting environmental human rights defenders is crucial to the protection of the environment and the human rights that depend on it.”\textsuperscript{581} Brazil has both negative and positive obligations: it should refrain from violating the rights of environmental defenders and exercise due diligence to prevent and investigate abuses of their rights by third parties and bring the perpetrators to justice. It should also take proactive steps to create an enabling environment for defenders to fulfil their roles and pursue their activities.

As a party to the ICCPR, under articles 6 (1) and 9 (1), and the American Convention on Human Rights, under articles 5 and 7, Brazil is obliged to protect the rights to life, physical, mental and moral integrity, and liberty and security of person of environmental defenders.\textsuperscript{582} This obligation is further emphasized in articles 2, 9, and 12 of the UN Declaration on Human Rights Defenders (the ‘Declaration’). Article 12 (2) of the Declaration sets out the government’s obligation to “take all necessary measures to ensure the protection...against any violence, threats, retaliation... pressure or any other arbitrary action as a consequence of his or her legitimate exercise of the rights referred to in the ... Declaration.”\textsuperscript{583}


In 2016, the UN special rapporteur on human rights defenders warned that environmental human rights defenders face “unprecedented risks” in the form of a “growing number of attacks and murders” around the world.\(^\text{584}\) The rapporteur defined environmental human rights defenders as “individuals and groups who, in their personal or professional capacity and in a peaceful manner, strive to protect and promote human rights relating to the environment, including water, air, land, flora and fauna.”\(^\text{585}\)

In March 2018, 24 Latin American and Caribbean states adopted the Regional Agreement on Access to Information, Public Participation, and Access to Justice in Environmental Matters of Latin American and Caribbean Countries, also known as the Escazú Convention.\(^\text{586}\) Brazil signed the agreement on September 27, 2018, and ratification by its Congress is pending, as of September 2019.\(^\text{587}\)

This international treaty sets out specific standards of protection for environmental human rights defenders, consisting of three elements:

1. An enabling environment for their work;
2. Measures to recognize and promote their work, including by upholding freedom of expression and assembly; and
3. Measures to prevent, investigate and sanction attacks or threats against environmental human rights defenders\(^\text{588}\)

---


The Escazú Convention closely mirrors the jurisprudence of the Inter-American Court on Human Rights. The UN special rapporteur on human rights and the environment also set out similar principles in his report presented to the Human Rights Council in March 2018 “to facilitate implementation of the human rights obligations relating to the enjoyment of a safe, clean, healthy and sustainable environment.” Framework principle 4 calls on states to “provide a safe and enabling environment in which individuals, groups and organs of society that work on human rights or environmental issues can operate free from threats, harassment, intimidation and violence.”

The Right to a Healthy Environment

Brazil’s Constitution recognizes that: “All have the right to an ecologically sound environment, which is an asset of common use and essential to a healthy life, and both the Government and the community shall have the duty to defend and preserve it for present and future generations.”

The right to a healthy environment is protected by various domestic laws, decrees and regulations in Brazil. The 1998 Environmental Crime Law establishes criminal and administrative punishment for individuals and companies for harming the environment, such as harvesting timber in government-owned forests, and transporting, buying or selling illegally-harvested timber. Punishment includes prison sentences for individuals and suspension of activities and prohibition to sign contracts with the government for companies.

Decree 6514 details what constitutes administrative environmental infractions and the corresponding fine. Under the Brazilian Forestry Code, private landowners in the Amazon region must maintain 80 percent of the forest on their property as a nature reserve.

---

590 Ibid., p. 9.
Damaging, harvesting timber in, or deforesting that private nature reserve without authorization is an administrative infraction.

In 2018, the UN special rapporteur on human rights and the environment elaborated a set of Framework Principles on Human Rights and the Environment, which in his words “set out the basic obligations of states under human rights law as they relate to the enjoyment of a safe, clean, healthy and sustainable environment.” Principle 11 provides:

To protect against environmental harm and to take necessary measures for the full realization of human rights that depend on the environment, States must establish, maintain and enforce effective legal and institutional frameworks for the enjoyment of a safe, clean, healthy and sustainable environment.\(^{595}\)

Brazil is a party to the Additional Protocol to the American Convention on Human Rights in the Area of Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (San Salvador Protocol), which guarantees the right to a healthy environment.\(^{596}\) In February 2018, the Inter-American Court of Human Rights found that “[a] clean environment is a fundamental right for the existence of humanity.”\(^{597}\) The court affirmed that the American Convention on Human Rights protects this right and, for the first time, it outlined some of its key components.

The Inter-American Court stated that the right to a healthy environment is autonomous and that it protects the elements of the environment, such as forests, rivers, and seas. (Emphasis added.) Therefore, as much as the right to a healthy environment is connected to other rights, such as the right to health, personal integrity and the right to life, among

---


595bid.


others, its autonomous content means that state failure to enforce its laws, which results in the illegal destruction of the forest, can lead to violations of the right to a healthy and sustainable environment.

The UN Human Rights Committee has stated that states’ obligations under international environmental law should inform the content of their obligation to respect and ensure the right to life. It specified that “[i]mplementation of the obligation to respect and ensure the right to life, and in particular life with dignity, depends, inter alia, on measures taken by States parties to preserve the environment and protect it against harm... caused by public and private actors” (emphasis added).58

**Indigenous Peoples' Rights over their Territories**

Brazil’s Constitution recognizes the rights of Indigenous peoples to “the lands they traditionally occupy.”59 It defines those lands as “those on which they live on a permanent basis, those used for their productive activities, those indispensable to the preservation of the environmental resources necessary for their well-being and for their physical and cultural reproduction, according to their uses, customs and traditions.”60 Brazil’s Constitution entrusts the federal government with the obligation to demarcate and protect Indigenous lands.61

International law also recognizes the special importance of land for Indigenous peoples. For instance, the Inter-American Court of Human Rights found that “the close ties of Indigenous people with the land must be recognized and understood as the fundamental basis of their cultures, their spiritual life, their integrity, and their economic survival.”62

---


60 Ibid.

61 Ibid.

As party to the Indigenous and Tribal Peoples Convention of the International Labour Organization, also known as ILO Convention 169, Brazil is obliged to prevent “unauthorised intrusion upon, or use of, the lands” of Indigenous peoples.\textsuperscript{603}

In order to fulfill its responsibility to defend Indigenous peoples’ rights over their territories, Brazil must “ensure that agencies or other appropriate mechanisms exist to administer the programs affecting the [Indigenous] peoples concerned, and shall ensure that they have the means necessary for the proper fulfillment of the functions assigned to them.”\textsuperscript{604} These programs shall include “the planning, co-ordination, execution and evaluation, in cooperation with the peoples concerned, of the measures provided for in [the] Convention.”\textsuperscript{605} In addition, Brazil should safeguard “the right of these peoples to participate in the use, management and conservation” of the natural resources pertaining to their lands.\textsuperscript{606}

Brazil has also endorsed non-binding declarations and principles that should guide its public policy. The American Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, which Brazil endorsed in 2016, provides that Indigenous peoples should have “the right to conserve, restore, and protect the environment and to manage their lands, territories and resources in a sustainable way.”\textsuperscript{607} Indigenous peoples should also “have the right to the conservation and protection of the environment and the productive capacity of their lands or territories and resources.”\textsuperscript{608} Brazil has also endorsed the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples (UNDRIP).\textsuperscript{609}

\textsuperscript{604}Ibid., art. 33, para. 1.
\textsuperscript{605}Ibid., art. 33, para. 2a.
\textsuperscript{606}Ibid., art. 15, para. 1.
\textsuperscript{608}Ibid., para. 4.
Brazil's Commitments to Mitigate Climate Change

In 2018, the UN Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights issued a statement on climate change, advising states party to the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (ICESCR), as Brazil is, that a failure to prevent foreseeable harm caused by climate change, “or a failure to mobilize the maximum available resources in an effort to do so, could constitute a breach of the obligation [to respect, protect and fulfill all human rights for all].”610 It also reminded governments that their human rights obligations under the ICESCR should guide them in the design and implementation of measures to address climate change. The Human Rights Committee has stated that fulfilling the obligation to respect and protect the right to life requires governments to take measures “to preserve the environment and protect it against harm, pollution and climate change....” (Emphasis added.)611

A 2019 report of the special rapporteur on human rights and the environment states that the right to a safe, clean, healthy and sustainable environment includes a safe climate; that a safe climate is vital to the enjoyment of a broad range of human rights; and that states have an obligation to act to ensure a safe climate.612 According to the report “[a] failure to fulfil international climate change commitments is a prima facie violation of the State’s obligations to protect the human rights of its citizens.”

In undertaking measures to address climate change, Brazil joined the Paris Agreement on Climate Change, adopted in 2015 under the UN Framework Convention on Climate Change establishing concrete obligations and mechanisms for climate mitigation, adaptation and cooperation.613

The agreement aims to strengthen the global response to the threat of climate change “including by holding the increase in the global average temperature to well below 2°C above pre-industrial levels and to pursue efforts to limit the temperature increase to 1.5 °C above pre-industrial levels.”  

The Paris Agreement’s central tool to achieve its objective is the obligation of each party to prepare, communicate, and maintain successive “nationally determined contributions” (NDCs). Parties must submit new or updated NDCs, national climate change action plans, every five years to the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) secretariat. Each successive NDC should represent a progression beyond the party’s then current NDC and reflect its highest possible ambition.

In its NDCs from 2016, Brazil committed to eradicating illegal deforestation in the Amazon by 2030. Brazil committed to reaching this goal “with full respect for human rights, in particular rights of vulnerable communities [and] Indigenous populations.”

Mercosur, of which Brazil is a member, and the European Union reached an agreement in principle on a trade deal on June 28, 2019 in which they committed to address “the urgent threat of climate change.” Brazil as a Mercosur member pledged to respect multilateral environmental agreements and, particularly, “effectively implement” the Paris Agreement.

---

614 ibid., at 2, para. 1(a).
615 ibid., at 4.2.
616 ibid., at 4.3, 4-9.
617 Brazil communicated to the UNFCCC Secretariat, pursuant to UNFCCC decisions 1/CP.19 and 1/CP.20, its intended Nationally Determined Contribution (NDC). Due to this, and by virtue of UNFCCC decision 1/CP.21 regarding the Adoption of the Paris Agreement, Brazil is considered to have communicated its first NDC. In other words, upon Brazil becoming a party to the Paris Agreement, its NDC turned into its NDC.
619 The agreement in principle is subject to the final transcription into the texts and the respective market access offers, according to the European Union. Summary of the EL-Trade Agreement, Brussels, July 1, 2010, http://trade.ec.europa.eu/doclib/docs/2019/june/tradoc_157964.pdf (accessed August 3, 2019). The commitment to address the urgent threat of climate change is included in the chapter on trade and sustainable development, art. 6. The European Union published a draft of the chapter and said the final text may undergo further modifications including as a result of the process of legal revision.
Agreement.\textsuperscript{620} It also committed to combatting “illegal logging and related trade.”\textsuperscript{621} The agreement establishes civil society consultation mechanisms that, according to the European Union, will give civil society an opportunity to “shape” the implementation of the environmental and human rights provisions in the agreement.\textsuperscript{622}


\textsuperscript{621}ibid., arts. 8, 2 (c).

Recommendations

End Impunity for Violence Related to Illegal Deforestation in the Amazon

To the Minister of Justice

- Convene federal and state law enforcement authorities including prosecutors, police, and environmental agents, to draft and implement a plan of action – with meaningful input from a wide range of civil society organizations, including Indigenous peoples, small farmers, Afro-Brazilian people, and women – to address the acts of violence against forest defenders, and dismantle the criminal networks involved in illegal deforestation in the Amazon region.

To the Federal Attorney General

- Start tracking cases of violence in conflicts over land and resources in the Amazon region to identify patterns and to ensure proper investigations and prosecutions of those responsible for abuses.
- Seek the federalization of cases of serious violation of human rights that are not properly investigated and prosecuted by state authorities.
- Ensure the effective operations and delivery of results of the Amazon working group— a group of federal prosecutors specialized in rural violence, deforestation, occupation of public lands, and other environmental crimes— including by designating prosecutors to work exclusively with the group, assigning members from throughout the Amazon region, and increasing support staff and other resources.
- Instruct federal prosecutors in the Amazon region to investigate criminal networks involved in illegal deforestation and, when warranted, prosecute members for belonging to a criminal organization, money laundering, provoking fires, corruption, and other crimes.
- Strengthen the staff and resources of federal prosecutors’ offices in the Amazon region.
To State Attorney Generals

- Create or, where they exist, ensure the effective operations of units of state prosecutors specialized in conflicts over land and resources and environmental crimes.

To Federal and State Prosecutors

- Federal and state prosecutors should ensure that federal and state police who fail to carry out their duties are held accountable. Prosecutors should report to the police internal affairs departments police officers who fail to register complaints by people reporting illegal deforestation or police investigators who fail to comply with minimum requirements for investigations. In extreme cases, such as when a civil police investigator repeatedly fails to comply with those requirements, prosecutors should file criminal malfeasance charges.
- Ensure prompt, thorough, and impartial investigations into civil, military, and federal police officers suspected of connivance or involvement with crime groups involved in illegal deforestation, including by leading investigations from the prosecutors’ offices, and prosecute officers when the evidence warrants it.

To Federal and State Governments

- Create or, where they exist, ensure the effective operations of units of police specialized in conflicts over land and resources and environmental crimes.
- Allocate necessary funds and personnel to strengthen federal, civil, and military police presence in areas where illegal deforestation and violence by criminal groups are rampant.
- The Maranhão state government should implement the proposals contained in the Ten Year State Public Policy Plan for Indigenous People in Maranhão, particularly the creation of a civil police station, an ombudsman, and a public defenders’ office specialized in Indigenous people’s issues, and the design of public security plans for Indigenous territories.
To Federal and State Police

- State police should carry out prompt, impartial, and thorough investigations into all cases of threats and violence against people who report illegal deforestation and their communities.
- Federal police should investigate all cases of threats and violence against Indigenous forest defenders and act in cooperation with civil police.

To Brazil’s Congress

- Establish a Congressional Investigative Commission (CPI in Portuguese) and conduct public hearings to examine the criminal networks responsible for illegal deforestation and acts of violence and intimidation against forest defenders in the Amazon.

Protect Forest Defenders

To the Bolsonaro Administration

- Express support for those who uphold the law and defend the forest, including Indigenous peoples, local communities, and environmental agents, and his commitment to both dismantling criminal networks involved in illegal logging and holding their members responsible for their crimes.
- Re-establish adequate representation of civil society organizations in the deliberative council of the federal program to protect human rights defenders, which is currently made up only of public officials.
- Issue and enforce a rule that ensures information provided by forest defenders to the federal program to protect human rights defenders will be treated with the utmost confidentiality. This will require any hired personnel, staff, and the members of the deliberative council to secure informed prior consent from defenders before they share that information with any third party, including their supervisors, unless sharing that information is essential to protect the forest defender from an immediate act of violence.
- Provide adequate funding to the federal program to protect human rights defenders and transfer sufficient resources to state programs so that they can strengthen protection of environmental defenders.
To the Federal Program to Protect Human Rights Defenders

- In dialogue with civil society organizations, improve procedures and staff training for risk analysis and for the design and implementation of protection measures, in accordance with the Escazú Convention and the standards identified by the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights (IACHR) and the Inter-American Court on Human Rights.

- Design protection plans tailored to the specific needs of forest defenders at risk and in consultation with that defender, including measures such as:
  - Providing electricity through solar panels or other means and internet to enable forest defenders in remote areas to communicate.
  - Installing security cameras in homes of forest defenders.
  - Paying transportation expenses for forest defenders who would otherwise be isolated due to a lack of resources.
  - Paying for gas and other expenses for police to provide protection to forest defenders.
  - Providing funding for forest defenders to have legal representation of their choice or seeking the support of public defenders when forest defenders pursue criminal complaints against their assailants.
  - Accompanying forest defenders in meetings with police and judicial authorities when they wish to submit a criminal complaint or inquire about ongoing investigations against their assailants.
  - Providing psychological and other medical care to environmental defenders.

- Carry out training and information sessions for state and federal prosecutors, public defenders, police, and non-governmental organizations in the Amazon.

- Coordinate with local human rights NGOs that provide legal and other assistance to forest defenders.

- Address the root causes of threats and violence against forest defenders by pressing state and federal authorities to investigate and punish environmental and other crimes, curb illegal logging and land grabbing in the communities where defenders live, and establish clear titling of land.
To Federal and State Public Security Authorities

- State and federal prosecutors, police and other authorities should cooperate with the federal and state programs to protect human rights defenders, providing information, assistance, and security to forest defenders.

To State Governments in the Amazon Region

- The Amazonian states of Acre, Amapá, Rondônia, Roraima, Tocantins, and Mato Grosso should create and implement state programs to protect human rights defenders.
- Pará and Amazonas states should speed up implementation of their state programs to protect human rights defenders.

To Brazil’s Congress

- Ratify the Escazú Agreement, which requires that the state guarantee a safe and enabling environment for those who defend the forest, protects them, and investigate and punish crimes committed against them.
- Approve a 2009 bill that establishes a firm basis in law for the federal program to protect human rights defenders.

Support Forest Defenders

To Federal and State Governments, and the Attorney Generals

- Establish a mechanism whereby federal and state police, prosecutors, FUNAI, and environmental agencies meet regularly and maintain direct channels of communication with communities and individual forest defenders, so that they can report illegal deforestation and any threat or violence against them.

To Federal and State Governments

- Consider funding, equipping, and training the Maranhão forest guardians and support other environmental protection activities by Indigenous peoples in the Amazon region.
To Federal and Maranhão State Authorities, and Indigenous Communities

- Jointly develop guidelines and procedures for the Maranhão forest guardians that ensure the safety of the forest guardians and protect the rights, including the physical integrity, of any apprehended logger. Those procedures should also define what to do with seized loggers’ equipment.
- Conduct periodic joint operations between police, environmental agencies, FUNAI, and forest guardians against illegal deforestation in Indigenous territories.

Strengthen Environmental Protection

To the Bolsonaro Administration

- Send a message of support to the public servants fighting illegal deforestation in the Amazon and reaffirm their authority to destroy loggers’ equipment and sawmills in the circumstances established by law.
- Stop verbal attacks on NGOs, as well as efforts to diminish their ability to promote human rights and environmental protection.
- Maintain and expand, rather than reduce, protected areas in the Amazon region, including by resuming demarcation of Indigenous territories.
- Re-establish collaboration between federal government agencies and civil society groups working on environmental protection, protection of environmental defenders, and Indigenous rights.
- Revoke Decree 9,759 from April 2019, and re-establish committees made up of government officials and civil society to further environmental protection.
- Provide adequate funding and staff to federal agencies IBAMA, ICMBio, and FUNAI to fulfill their respective missions.
- Take adequate measures to meet Brazil’s commitments to mitigate climate change, in particular its pledged reductions in deforestation and greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions, by both protecting forest defenders and strengthening environmental enforcement, as laid out in these recommendations.
To the Ministry of the Environment

- Guarantee IBAMA and ICMBio inspectors autonomy to impose fines on any person responsible for environmental infractions according to the law, without any fear of reprisals from their superiors.
- Re-establish the Department of Forests and Combatting Deforestation at the Ministry of the Environment, a government office that planned major anti-deforestation operations, and resume the deployment of the Specialized Enforcement Group (GEF in Portuguese), an elite IBAMA unit deployed against the most destructive criminal groups involved in illegal logging and mining.
- Speed up administrative processes against those responsible for illegal deforestation, including by assigning additional personnel and resources to those cases.
- Eliminate the need to hold “conciliation” hearings before advancing administrative processes against illegal loggers.
- Re-establish partnerships with civil society organizations and allow them to bid for and execute environmental protection contracts.
- Re-establish the steering committee of the Amazon Fund, including adequate participation of civil society, and ensure that civil society organizations can submit proposals and be awarded environmental protection contracts by the Fund.

To INCRA

- Speed up processes to expel from INCRA settlements fazendeiros involved in illegal deforestation and illegally occupying plots intended for small farmers, including by filing lawsuits against them.

To State Governments

- Provide state police back-up to IBAMA and ICMBio operations against illegal deforestation.
- Ensure that state environmental agencies have adequate funding and staff to prevent and sanction violations of environmental law in the Amazon region.
To Brazilian and Foreign Companies

- Undertake adequate due diligence to ensure that timber, cattle, meat, or agricultural products purchased in Brazil did not originate in illegally deforested or illegally occupied areas in the Amazon. Companies should also disclose their procedures and the origins of their products.
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During the last decade, more than 300 people have been killed in the Amazon in conflicts over the use of land and resources, according to available data. Many of them were killed by people involved in illegal logging. *Rainforest Mafias* documents 28 such killings, and over 40 death threats, where evidence collected by Human Rights Watch indicates the perpetrators saw their victims as obstacles to illegal deforestation.

The report shows how the deforestation is driven largely by criminal networks that use intimidation and violence against people who defend the forest, including members of Indigenous communities, other local residents, and environmental enforcement agents.

It documents how Brazilian authorities fail to prevent that violence and, when it occurs, to hold perpetrators accountable. The report draws upon more than 170 interviews, many with government officials who provide inside accounts of how President Jair Bolsonaro is undermining enforcement efforts. By doing so, he is endangering both the Amazon and the people who live there.

The stakes of the fight between Brazil’s forest defenders and criminal networks extend far beyond its borders. As its contribution to global efforts to mitigate climate change, Brazil committed in 2016 to eliminate illegal deforestation in the Amazon by 2030. Until the country addresses the violence and lawlessness that facilitate illegal logging, the destruction of the world’s largest rainforest is likely to continue unchecked.